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Project Location

The project area is located in the mauka (inland) area of Kaka‘ako,
consisting of the northeastern portion of the block bounded by
Halekauwila Street, Keawe Street, Pohukaina Street, and the Mother
Waldron Park. The project area is depicted on the U.S. Geological
Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Honolulu Quadrangle
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Government; State of Hawai‘i

Agencies
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Preservation Division / Department of Land and Natural Resources
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Project Description

The proposed Halekauwila Place Project consists of development of a
mixed-income urban housing community, including: a 19-story
residential tower with ground-level retail and meeting spaces;
condominium townhomes; and a multi-level parking garage with
ground-level retail spaces. Minimally, land disturbing activities would
include: grubbing and grading; excavations for building foundations
and subsurface utilities; and associated infrastructure improvements.

Project Acreage

1.25 acres

Area of Potential
Effect (APE) and
Survey Acreage

The proposed project’s area of potential effect (APE) is defined as the
entire 1.25-acre project area. The survey area for the current
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Historic
Preservation
Regulatory Context

This document was prepared to support the planned project’s historic
preservation review under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter
6E-8 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-13-275. In
consultation with the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD), an
archaeological inventory survey plan was prepared prior to conducting
the current archaeological assessment study. The Archaeological
Inventory Survey Plan for the Proposed Halekauwila Place Project,
Kaka‘ako, Kona District, O‘ahu Island (Hammatt and Shideler 2008)
was reviewed and accepted by SHPD in 2008 (LOG NO: 2008.2059,
DOC NO: 0808LM05; see Appedix A). In consultation with the
SHPD, the archaeological inventory survey investigation was designed
to fulfill the State requirements for an archaeological inventory survey,
per HAR Chapter 13-13-276. Because no historic properties were
identified in the project area, this investigation is termed an
archaeological assessment, per HAR Chapter 13-13-284-5.

Fieldwork Effort

Fieldwork was conducted from June 4-9, 2009 and required 14 persondays to complete. The CSH field crew consisted of: Douglas
Borthwick, B.A.; Todd Tulchin, B.S.; Jeff Fong, M.A.; Mindy
Simonson, M.A.; and Darienne Dey, B.A.; under the general
supervision of principal investigator Hallett H. Hammatt, Ph.D.

Number of Historic
Properties
Identified

None

Effect
Recommendation

No historic properties were identified during the current archaeological
assessment study. However, based on background research, including
the previous identification of human skeletal remains in the immediate
vicinity of the project area, there is potential for encountering human
skeletal remains within the natural sandy clay-type sediments
underlying fill material in the project area. Due to the potential adverse
effect on significant historic properties within the project’s APE,
specifically inadvertent burial discoveries, CSH’s project-specific
effect recommendation is “effect, with proposed mitigation
commitments.”

Mitigation
Recommendation

Archaeolgical monitoring is recommended during all land disturbing
activities within the project area. Archaeological monitoring will
ensure proper treatment and documentation should any historic
properties be discovered during project-related construction activities.
An archaeological monitoring plan should be prepared for review and
approval of the State Historic Preservation Divison (SHPD) prior to
project construction. In accordance with HAR 13-279, the monitoring
plan should detail specific archaeological monitoring provisions.
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Introduction

Section 1 Introduction
1.1 Project Background
At the request of Halekauwila Partners, LLC, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i, Inc. (CSH)
completed an archaeological assessment of the proposed Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako,
Honolulu District, O‘ahu Island (TMK: [1] 2-1-051:009 por.). The project area is located in the
mauka (inland) area of Kaka‘ako, consisting of the northeastern portion of the block bounded by
Halekauwila Street, Keawe Street, Pohukaina Street, and the Mother Waldron Park (Figures 1-3).
The project area is depicted on the U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map,
Honolulu Quadrangle (1998).
The project area is government-owned by the State of Hawai‘i, under the jurisdiction of the
Hawai‘i Community Development Authority (HCDA). The proposed Halekauwila Place Project
consists of development of a mixed-income urban housing community, including: a 19-story
residential tower with ground-level retail and meeting spaces; condominium townhomes; and a
multi-level parking garage with ground-level retail spaces (Figure 4 and Figure 5). Minimally,
land disturbing activities would include: grubbing and grading; excavations for building
foundations and subsurface utilities; and associated infrastructure improvements. The proposed
project’s area of potential effect (APE) is defined as the entire 1.25-acre project area. The survey
area for the current archaeological assessment included the entire 1.25-acre APE.
This document was prepared to support the planned project’s historic preservation review
under Hawai‘i Revised Statutes (HRS) Chapter 6E-8 and Hawai‘i Administrative Rules (HAR)
Chapter 13-13-275. In consultation with the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD), an
archaeological inventory survey plan was prepared prior to conducting the current archaeological
assessment study. The Archaeological Inventory Survey Plan for the Proposed Halekauwila
Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Kona District, O‘ahu Island (Hammatt and Shideler 2008) was
reviewed and accepted by SHPD in 2008 (LOG NO: 2008.2059, DOC NO: 0808LM05; see
Appedix A). In consultation with the SHPD, the archaeological inventory survey investigation
was designed to fulfill the State requirements for an archaeological inventory survey, per HAR
Chapter 13-13-276. Because no historic properties were identified in the project area, this
investigation is termed an archaeological assessment, per HAR Chapter 13-13-284-5.

1.2 Scope of Work
The following scope of work satisfies State and County requirements for an archaeological
inventory survey [per HAR 13-13-276]. The scope of work included:
1. Appropriate consultation with knowledgeable members of the community, requesting
information on historic properties in the project area.
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Figure 1. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Honolulu Quadrangle
(1998), showing the location of the project area
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Figure 2. Tax Map Key [1] 2-1-051, showing the location of the project area
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Figure 3. Aerial photograph (source: U.S.G.S. Orthoimagery 2005), showing the location of the
project area
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Figure 4. Ground-level site plan of the proposed Halekauwila Place Project (source: Halekauwila Partners, LLC)
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Figure 5. Cross-section diagram of the proposed Halekauwila Place Project (source: Halekauwila Partners, LLC)
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2. A complete ground survey of the entire project area for the purpose of historic
property identification and documentation. All historic properties would be located,
described, and mapped with evaluation of function, interrelationships, and
significance. Documentation would include photographs and scale drawings of
selected historic properties. All historic properties would be assigned Inventory of
Historic Properties numbers by the State. All historic properties would be located with
Trimble GPS equipment and presented in the report in ArcGIS format.
3. Eighteen trenches utilizing a combination of mechanical and manual excavation were
excavated across the parcel in order to identify any buried cultural deposits and /or
human burials. If appropriate samples from these excavations were found, they would
be analyzed for chronological and paleoenvironmental information.
4. Research on historic and archaeological background, including search of historic
maps, written records, and Land Commission Award documents. This research
focused on the specific project area, with general background on the ahupua‘a and
district, and emphasizes settlement patterns.
5. Preparation of this archaeological assessment report, including the following:
a. A topographic map of the survey area showing all historic properties;
b. Results of consultation with knowledgeable community members about the
property’s past land use and historic properties;
c. Description of all historic properties with selected photographs, scale drawings,
and discussions of function;
d. Historical and archaeological background sections summarizing prehistoric and
historic land use as they relate to the project area’s historic properties;
e. Recommendations based on all information generated that will specify what
steps should be taken to mitigate the impact of development on the project
area’s significant historic properties - such as data recovery (excavation) and
preservation of specific areas. These recommendations were developed in
consultation with the client and the State agencies.
This scope of work also included full coordination with the State Historic Preservation
Division (SHPD) and City and County of Honolulu relating to archaeological matters. This
coordination takes place after consent of the owner or representatives.

1.3 Environmental Setting
1.3.1 Natural Environment
The project area is located on the nearly-level coastal plain of Kaka‘ako, in southern O‘ahu.
The elevation of the project area is approximately 1.5 m (5.0 ft.) above mean sea level.
Sediments within the project area are primarily designated Mixed Fill Land (FL), with Ewa Silty
Clay Loam (EmA) in the northwestern portion of the project area (Foote et al. 1972) (Figure 6).
Mixed Fill Land is described as land used for urban development and the fill as “materials
dredged from the ocean or hauled from nearby areas, garbage, and general material from other
Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
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Figure 6. Aerial photograph (source: U.S.G.S. Orthoimagery 2005) with overlay of the Soil
Survey of Hawai‘i (Foote et al. 1972), indicating sediment types within the project area
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sources” (Foote et al. 1972). The filling and subsequent development of the low-lying marshes,
tidal flats, fish ponds, and reef areas, which constituted the undeveloped natural condition of the
Kaka‘ako area, permanently changed it into its present fully urbanized character. Sediments of
the Ewa Series are described as “well-drained soils in basins and on alluvial fans…developed in
alluvium derived from basic igneous rock,” with Ewa Silty Clay Loam typically overlying coral
limestone at depths of 0.5-1.5 m (Foote et al. 1972).
The project area receives approximately 600 mm (24 in.) of annual rainfall (Giambelluca et
al. 1986). As the project area is almost entirely asphalt-paved, vegetation within the project area
is limited to a few monkey-pod trees (Pithecellobium saman) and one large ficus tree (Ficus sp.).
1.3.2 Built Environment
The project area is almost entirely asphalt-paved and is currently used as a parking lot. A
large warehouse is located southwest of the project area, on the same block. The Mother
Waldron Park, with landscaped areas, athletic facilities, and restroom facilities is located
southeast of the project area. The surrounding Kaka‘ako area is urban, with a mix of industrial
warehouses, low-rise commercial buildings, and high-rise residential buildings.
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Section 2 Methods
2.1 Field Methods
The fieldwork component of the archaeological assessment investigation was carried out
under archaeological permit number 09-20, issued by the Hawai‘i State Historic Preservation
Division/Department of Land and Natural Resources (SHPD/DLNR), per Hawai‘i
Administrative Rules (HAR) Chapter 13-282. Fieldwork was conducted from June 4-9, 2009 and
required 14 person-days to complete. The CSH field crew consisted of: Douglas Borthwick,
B.A.; Todd Tulchin, B.S.; Jeff Fong, M.A.; Mindy Simonson, M.A.; and Darienne Dey, B.A.;
under the general supervision of principal investigator Hallett H. Hammatt, Ph.D.
Fieldwork consisted of a complete pedestrian inspection of the project area, as well as a
program of subsurface testing. The subsurface testing program consisted of the excavation of 18
test trenches, with each trench measuring approximately 6 m long and 0.8 m wide, for a total
excavation of approximately 86 m2. This represented a sample size of approximately 2 % of the
project area. Test trenches were distributed throughout the project area to provide representative
coverage and assess the stratigraphy and potential for subsurface cultural resources in the project
area. The testing program also focused on characterizing the remnants of the project area’s
buried land surface that predated the historic and modern fill layers. These remnants of the older
land surface were more likely to be associated with significant cultural deposits. All trenches
were excavated down to the underlying coral shelf or below the water table.
A standard backhoe with a two-foot wide bucket was used to excavate at least portions of
each test trench. The backhoe was initially used to remove asphalt paving and overlying fill
deposits within each test trench. When excavation occurred through native soil deposits, which
are more likely to contain human skeletal remains or other significant cultural deposits, the entire
trench including the base of the trench and the side walls was cleaned with hand tools to reveal
any potential cultural features such as pits, postholes or any other cultural disturbances to the
natural sediment. If cultural features were identified, they were explored and carefully excavated
with hand tools to reveal their nature and content. Following cleaning of the trench, if no
potential cultural features were identified, limited hand-excavation testing was then undertaken.
Hand excavation consisted of a continuous linear trench down the entire long axis of the backhoe
trench. Following hand-excavation, if no evidence of cultural features was present and the
natural sediment was determined to be sterile, the backhoe was utilized to complete the
excavation.
Each test trench was documented with a scale section profile, photographs, and sediment
descriptions.
Sediment
descriptions,
using
standard
USDA
soil
description
observations/terminology, included: Munsell color designations; texture; consistency; structure;
plasticity; cementation; origin of sediments; descriptions of any inclusions, such as cultural
material and/or roots and rootlets; lower boundary distinctiveness and topography; and other
general observations. Cultural features were represented on the trench profile. Feature
documentation included profiles and/or plan views, collected samples, stratigraphic descriptions,
and photographs. The location of each test trench was recorded using a Trimble ProXH GPS unit
(sub-foot horizontal accuracy).
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2.2 Laboratory Methods
In general, artifact analysis focused on establishing, to the greatest extent possible, material
type, formal/function type, cultural affiliation and/or age of manufacture. Following the
completion of fieldwork, all collected materials were analyzed using current standard
archaeological laboratory techniques. Historic materials collected in the field were returned to
the CSH laboratory and washed, examined, and, as appropriate, photographed. Historic artifacts
were identified using standard reference materials and the resources available over the internet.

2.3 Document Review
Historic and archival research included information obtained from the UH Hamilton Library,
the State Historic Preservation Division Library, the Hawai‘i State Archives, the State Land
Survey Division, and the Archives of the Bishop Museum. Previous archaeological reports for
the area were reviewed, as were historic maps and primary and secondary historical sources.
Information on Land Commission Awards was accessed through Waihona ‘Āina Corporation’s
Māhele Data Base (www.waihona.com).

2.4 Consultation
In 2001, CSH conducted a cultural impact assessment for the Mother Waldron Playground
and the Former Pohukaina School Site, an area that includes the current project area (McGuire
and Hammatt 2001). The following are the results of the cultural impact assessment.
The results of the community consultations are summarized in Table 1. In consultation with
the SHPD Culture/History Branch, it was determined that the consultation process need not be as
broad as originally intended, due to several factors: 1) the Kaka‘ako area previously consisted of
fish ponds and tidal flats and was subject to intertidal influences; 2) the soil in the project area is
predominantly Fill (FL) (Foote et al. 1972). (The historic record confirms that in the early 20th
century, the Kaka`ako area was filled in due to expansion activities.); 3) the project area is in a
developed and previously disturbed area; and 4) due to development of the commercial and
industrial district, the original homes were torn down in the last 10-15 years and the once tightknit community dispersed and relocated elsewhere. Based on SHPD’s recommendations, the
individuals and organizations listed in Table 1 were consulted with and deemed to be sufficient.
None of the individuals or organizations contacted had any knowledge of Hawaiian traditional
cultural practices occurring in the project area. Additionally no cultural concerns were expressed.
Two referrals (Akea family and Henry Huihui) were not contacted due to no contact phone
number or forwarding address. Two people who knew Mother Waldron were contacted: Aaron
Chaney and Harold W. Horne, grandson of Mother Waldron. Though they gave details on the
life of Mother Waldron, they had no knowledge of specific cultural practices which might have
occurred in the project area.
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Table 1. Results of Community Consultations
Name

Affiliation

Akea family
Ayau, Halealoha

HMINK

Chaney, Aaron

Contacted
(Y/N/A/U)

Personal
Knowledge
(Y/N/S/D)

Referral(s)
(Y/N)

Comments

U

–

–

No phone or forwarding address

Y

–

N

To his knowledge, no burials
found in the project area

Y

Y

Y

Knew Mother Waldron.
Informal talk-story.

Collins, Sarah

SHPD, archaeologist

Y

D

Y

Referred to Culture/History
Branch of SHPD

Diamond, A. Van Horn

OIBC Chair & Kona
Rep

Y

N

Y

Consulted with SHPD burial
staff

Horne, Harold Waldron

Y

Y

N

Grandson of Mother Waldron;
informal talk-story

Huihui, Henry

U

–

–

No phone or forwarding address

Jourdane, Muffet

SHPD, archaeologist

Y

–

Y

Referred to Culture/History
Branch of SHPD

Lurline Naone
Salvador

Kamehameha Schools

Y

N

N

OIBC rep. for KSBE

Neil Hannahs

Kamehameha Schools

Y

N

Y

Referred to Hammatt report
(Aug. 1995) done for KSBE

Keala, Jalna

OI-Comm. Resource
Coordinator

Y

N

Y

Colin Kippen’s office (OHA)

Kippen, Collin

OHA-Native Rights
Div.

Y

N

Y

None
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Personal
Knowledge
(Y/N/S/D)

Contacted
(Y/N/A/U)

Referral(s)
(Y/N)

Comments

Markell, Kai

SHPD Burial Staff

Y

–

Y

None

Mc Eldowney, Holly

SHPD, Culture &
History

Y

Y

N

None

Napoka, Nathan

SHPD, History &
Culture Branch Chief

Y

Y

Y

None

Nihipali, Kūnani

HMINK

Y

Y

Y

Referred to Halealoha Ayau for
HMINK

Oral History Ctr.

UH-M~noa

Y

–

Y

(Kaka`ako Transcripts)

Wahilani, Kalā‘au

SHPD Burial staff

Y

–

Y

Communication through Van
Horn Diamond

Key:

Y = Yes

HMINK = Hui Mālama i Nā Kūpuna o Hawai`i Nei

N = No

OIBC = O`ahu Island Burial Council

S = Some knowledge

OHA = Office of Hawaiian Affairs

D = Declined to comment

SHPD = State Historic Preservation Division

U = Unable to contact due to no phone or address
A = Attempted (at least 3 attempts were made to contact individual, with no response)
U = unable to contact, i.e., no known phone number or forwarding address
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Section 3 Background Research
3.1 Traditional and Historical Background
3.1.1 Overview of Kaka‘ako
The modern urban district known as Kaka‘ako is significantly larger than the traditional area
of the same name, which is described in mid-19th century documents and maps as a small ‘ili
(traditional land unit within an ahupua‘a) within the ahupua‘a (traditional land division) of
Honolulu. In addition to the ‘ili of Kaka‘ako, the modern Kaka‘ako area also includes lands once
known as Ka‘ākaukukui, Kukuluāe‘o, and Kewalo, and even smaller areas—possibly portions of
‘ili—called Kawaiaha‘o, Honuakaha, Pu‘unui, Ka‘ala‘a, ‘Āpua, and ‘Auwaiolimu, as shown on
late 19th century maps (Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9). The current project area is located
within the Pu‘unui area of Ka‘ākaukukui ‘Ili.
The original location and extent of an area called Kaka‘ako is ambiguous. The ethnographer
Henry Kekahuna (1958:4), who was born in Hawai‘i in 1891 and was a long-time resident of
O‘ahu, placed it “on the Ewa side of Kuloloia Stream where the Honolulu Iron Works and Fort
Armstrong are now,” an area now covered by One Waterfront Plaza (between South and
Punchbowl Streets). Kekahuna (1958:4) also related that “there were formerly scattered dunes of
white sand there. Gilbert Islanders (Kilipaki) squatted there, and made a living by fishing,
collecting coral for curios, and catching octopus.” Only four LCA claims list their location as
within the ‘ili of Kaka‘ako. These are also generally located adjacent to the sea, east of
Punchbowl Street between Pohukaina Street and Reed Lane. The 1884 map of the “Kewalo”
section of Honolulu by S.E. Bishop (Figure 7) does not show an area named Kaka‘ako at all. On
an 1897 map of Honolulu by M.D. Monsarrat, the area adjacent to the coastal wharfs is labeled
Kaka‘ako (Figure 8). These maps and documents all place the ‘ili of Kaka‘ako at the western end
of the modern Kaka‘ako district. The only late nineteenth century map that has a mark for
Kaka‘ako east of this general area is an 1876 C.J. Lyons map of Ka‘ākaukukui and Pu‘unui,
which has a coastal point (marked by a triangle) labeled Kaka‘ako (Figure 9). However, this is
likely a triangulation station used by surveyors for mapping, rather than a point marking the
central section of Kaka‘ako.
Until the end of the 19th century, Kaka‘ako was considered to be something of a wasteland, or
empty space, between the better-known locations of Kou (modern-day Honolulu) and Waikīkī.
Recent archaeological projects, associated with development and construction in the area, have
documented several large cemeteries dating from the earlier historic period and perhaps late preContact times. Otherwise, the place is known, and famous in a traditional sense, for its low-lying
marshes, fishponds and salt making.
It does not appear that the current project area was in an area of dense or permanent
settlement in traditional times. Most of the pre-contact and early post-contact population was
clustered in the village of Honuakaha, northwest of the current project area, or scattered adjacent
to the main trails (i.e. Queen and King Streets), north of the current project area. However, in
later post-contact times (post-1850), this changed, as population pressure in Honolulu and urban
expansion led to the infilling of marshes and wetlands on the outskirts of Honolulu, and the
subsequent development of the Kaka‘ako area.
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Figure 7. 1884 Map of Honolulu, Kewalo Section, by S.E. Bishop (Reg. Map 1090), showing the location of the project area and
traditional place names in the vicinity
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Figure 8. 1897 Map of Honolulu by M.D. Monsarrat (Reg. Map 1910), showing the location of the project area and traditional place
names in the vicinity
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Figure 9. 1876 Map of Kaakaukukui and Puunui, Honolulu, by C.J. Lyons (Reg. Map 611),
showing the location of the project area and traditional place names in the vicinity
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3.1.2 Place Names
Place name translations presented without attribution in this subsection are from Place Names
of Hawai‘i (Pukui et al. 1974), unless indicated otherwise. The researchers for this book based
their interpretations not only on literal (phonetic) translations of the words, but also on oral
traditions and historic documents. In this work, the place names of geographic features and
ahupua‘a names are translated; however, ‘ili names are not usually presented.
Thomas Thrum also published a short paper on place names in the 1922 edition of Lorrin
Andrews A Dictionary of the Hawaiian Language, based only on the phonetic translations of the
place names. This work does have a large number of translated ‘ili names. However, because
there are no oral or written documents to confirm Thrum’s interpretations, Mary Pukui (Pukui et
al. 1974:136) cautioned that Thrum’s translations were sometimes “unreliable.” Thrums’s
translations are presented here since it is our only source for many ‘ili names, but Pukui’s
cautionary note for these interpretations should be kept in mind.
Many of the place names listed below are associated with specific mo‘olelo (oral histories)
and wahi pana (legendary or storied places). The locations of some of these place names can be
seen on Figure 7, Figure 8, and Figure 9.
Pukui et al. (1974) do not give a meaning for the place name Kaka‘ako, but the Hawaiian
word kākā‘āko can be translated as “dull, slow” (Pukui and Elbert 1986:110). Thrum (1922:639)
translated the word as “prepare the thatching” (kākā=to chop, beat, or thresh; ako=thatch). If
Thrum’s translation is correct, it could be related to the fact that salt marshes, such as areas like
Kaka‘ako, were excellent places to gather tall pili grass, which the Hawaiians traditionally used
to thatch their houses.
According to Kekahuna (1958:4), Ka‘ākaukukui was “a beautiful sand beach that formerly
extended along Ala Moana Park to Kewalo Basin, a quarter mile long reef extended along the
shore.” An 1884 map (see Figure 7) shows it extending from Punchbowl to Cooke Street, makai
of Queen Street. Pukui et al. (1974) describe Ka‘ākaukukui as a “filled-in reef,” and literally
translate the name as “the right (or north) light,” possibly referring to a maritime navigation
landmark. Thrum (1922:635) translates it as “radiating place for lamp.” In the early twentieth
century, it was translated as “to the right of the lighthouse” by the squatters who lived in the area
(Gessler 1938:187). This would have been an accurate description of the area at that time as
Ka‘ākaukukui was east, or “to the right” of the Honolulu Lighthouse in the harbor. However, this
is probably a historic, not an ancient, interpretation as the Honolulu Lighthouse, was not built
until 1869 (Dean 1991:7).
The area around One Waterfront Plaza, west of the current project area, was the location of a
pond called Umukanaka, or Kaimukanaka, as seen on the 1876 Lyons map (see Figure 9).
Griffin et al. (1987:39) suggested that this pond may have been the same as a place called Kaimu-hai-kanaka, which means “the oven of human sacrifice.” However, Henry Kekahuna, a
noted ethnologist born in the islands in 1881 (1958:6, 20), states that Kaimuhaikanaka was
actually the original name for the Honolulu Fort, built by Kamehameha I in 1816, which was
located at the corner of Queen and Fort Streets, north of the current project area. Honolulu Fort
was adjacent to the main temple of Honolulu, Pākākā Heiau, which was used for human
sacrifice.
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Several of these place names are mentioned in the chant “The Battle of Nu‘uanu,” which
concerns the 1795 invasion and conquer of O‘ahu by Kamehameha I. One section of the chant
describes locations in Honolulu, listing them from east to west:
75
76
77
78

Lauwili i Puke (Pu‘ukea), i Ka-imu-hai-kanaka,
I Kai-kua, i Kakaako, i Mamala,
I ke kai o Kuloloia, Pakaka,
I ka-imu-hai-kanaka, i ka-wai-apuka-Kanē.
[Kala‘ikuahulu 1880:131]

Pu‘ukea (“white hill”) is a small land division and heiau in Kukuluāe‘o. Māmala (“to
protect”) is the name of a canoe landing in Honolulu Bay. Kuloloia (meaning unknown) is a
stream, the harbor, and beach at the end of Fort Street. Pākākā is the name of a canoe landing
and an important heiau, also located at the foot of Fort Street (Griffin et al. 1987:39). There are
several interpretations for the name Pākākā. In Place Names of Hawai‘i (Pukui et al. 1974:175),
the name is translated as “to skim, as stones over water.” In the Hawaiian Dictionary by Pukui
and Elbert (1986:304), pākākā is translated as “low and broad.” Lebo has suggested that the
correct translation may be “courtyard for smiting,” as this heiau was used for human sacrifice.
Westervelt (1963:21), in his collection on Honolulu legends, noted that the heiau:
…was standing on the western side of the foot of Fort Street long after the
[Honolulu] fort was built from which the street was named. It was just below the
fort…In this temple, the school of the priests of Oahu had its headquarters for
centuries. The walls of the temple were adorned with heads of men offered in
sacrifice.
The root word hai, “sacrifice” is found in the place name Ka-imu-hai-kanaka (“the oven of
human sacrifice”), a place probably associated with, and located near Pākākā, a sacrificial heiau.
It is not found in the place name for the pond Ka-imu-kanaka in Ka‘ākaukukui, so there is no
indication that this was also a place for sacrifice. However in the Battle of Nu‘uanu chant
presented above, the place name Ka-imu-hai-Kanaka is used twice. If the chant is listing places
from east to west, then the place names are Pu‘ukea, Ka-imu-hai-kanaka, Kaka‘ako, Kuloloia,
Pākākā, and Ka-imu-hai-kanaka. Pu‘ukea is in the land of Kukuluāe‘o, southeast of the project
area. Kuloloia and Pākākā are northwest of the project area near downtown Honolulu. It is
possible that there was also a place called Ka-imu-hai-kanaka near the project area, in the land of
Ka‘ākaukukui.
Ka‘ākaukukui was a lele, or jump land. That is, it had several non-contiguous
parcels, one at the coast and two others were inland. It was adjacent on the mauka
side to several other small ‘ili and lele lands, including portions of Pu‘unui (“big
hill”), Ka‘ala‘a (“sacred radiance”) (Thrum:1922:635), Honuakaha (“flat land”
Thrum 1922:633), Pualoalo (“hibiscus kokio”; Thrum 1922:667), ‘Āpua (“fish
basket”), and ‘Auwaiolimu (“ditch of moss”).
There are a few other names on the 1876 map (see Figure 9) near the current project area. The
westernmost salt pan area is labeled Kaimukanaka, the name of a pond and also an ‘ili. One
claim was made for the ‘ili of Kaimukanaka (LCA 8057 to Ehu), but it was not awarded. Two
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other names in the salt pan area are Kalokoeli, “the dug pond” (Pukui et al. 1974:78) and
Kuaimeki (unknown meaning; meki may mean “pit.”) These may be ‘ili or pond names, or both.
Kukuluāe‘o, translated literally is the “Hawaiian stilt (bird),” Himantopus himantopus, and
from the word kukuluāe‘o, which means “to walk on stilts.” Pukui et al. (1974) described the
area as “formerly fronting Ke-walo Basin” and “containing marshes, salt ponds, and small
fishponds,” an environment well suited for this type of bird (Griffin et al. 1987:36). Kekahuna
(1958:4) described it as “the land on the upland side of Ka‘ākaukukui. Salt was formerly made
there.”
Kewalo literally means “the calling (as an echo).” Land Commission Award and other
historic-era documents identify it as the area between Cooke and Sheridan Streets, mauka of
Queen Street and the coastal sections of Ka‘ākaukukui, Kukuluāe‘o, and Kālia. According to
Pukui et al. (1974:109), “outcasts (kauwā) intended for sacrifice were drowned here” (see
mo‘olelo below). Kekahuna said that at one time, it also had a sand beach as a part of the area,
where various sports, such as surfing, were held.
3.1.3 Mo‘olelo Associated with Place Names
Thecurrent project area is located in a region known as Ka‘ākaukukui. It is makai of Kewalo
on early historic maps and west of the land called Kukuluāe‘o. The names Ka‘ākaukukui and
Kukuluāe‘o do not appear in any citations in Hawaiian Island Legends Index or in the index to
Fornander’s Collection of Hawaiian Antiquities and Folklore. There are a few mentions of the
place names “Kewalo” and Kaka‘ako in various legends and traditions. Kaka‘ako and
Kukuluāe‘o are mentioned in some post-contact chants.
From these legendary accounts it can be seen that Ka‘ākaukukui, Kukuluāe‘o, and Kewalo
were traditionally noted for: their fishponds and salt pans; the marsh lands where pili grass and
other plants could be collected; ceremonial sites such as Pu‘ukea Heiau, Kewalo Spring, and
Kawailumalumai Pond, at which sacrifices were made; and their trails that allowed transport
between the more populated areas of Waikīkī and Honolulu. Important chiefs were born in the
area and conducted religious rites, and commoners traveled to the area to procure food and other
resources. Some commoners probably also lived in the area, possibly adjacent to the ponds and
the trails.
3.1.3.1 Kaka‘ako
Kaka‘ako is mentioned in Thrum’s version of the legend of Kū‘ula, the god presiding over the
fish, and his son ‘Ai‘ai, who was the first to teach the Hawaiians how to make various fishing
lines and nets, the first to set up a ko‘a kū‘ula, a rock shrine on which the fishermen would place
their first catch as an offering to Kū‘ula, and the first to set up ko‘a ia, fishing stations where
certain fish were known to gather. Leaving his birthplace in Maui, ‘Ai‘ai traveled around the
islands, establishing ko‘a kū‘ula and ko‘a ia. On O‘ahu, he landed first at Makapu‘u in
Ko‘olaupoko, then traveled clockwise around the island.
Aiai came to Kalia [Waikīkī] and so on to Kakaako. Here he was befriended by a
man named Apua, with whom he remained several days, observing and listening
to the murmurs of the chief named Kou. This chief was a skillful haiku
[Katsuwonus pelamis; bonito] fisherman, his grounds being outside of Mamala
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until you came to Moanalua. There was none so skilled as he, and generous
withal, giving akus to the people throughout the district. [Thrum 1998:242]
3.1.3.2 Kewalo
Kewalo once had a freshwater spring in the central portion, as seen in the proverb “Ka wai
huahua‘i o Kewalo,” which translates as “The bubbling water of Kewalo.” Two springs are
mentioned in a traditional story of the Waters of Ha‘o. This legend tells of two children of the
chief Ha‘o who ran away from their cruel stepmother. They stayed a time with the caretakers of
Kewalo Spring, which may have been located close to the trail that connected Waikīkī and
Honolulu. The children then left when they heard that the chiefess had sent men to look for them.
The two children followed the moonlit trail across the plain toward Kou (Honolulu), but finally
collapsed from weariness and thirst. In a dream, the boy’s mother told him to pull up a plant
close to his feet. When he did, he found a spring under the plant, which was called the Water of
Ha‘o, or Kawaiaha‘o. This spring is located at the western end of the trail, near Kawaiaha‘o
Church in Kaka‘ako (Pukui 1988:87-89).
Kewalo also once had a famous fishpond that was used to drown members of a pariah caste
(kauwā) or kapu (taboo) breakers as the first step in a sacrificial ritual known as Kānāwai
Kaihehe‘e (Kamakau 1991:6) or Ke-kai-he‘ehe‘e, which translates as “sea sliding along,”
suggesting the victims were slid under the sea (Westervelt 1963:16). Kewalo is described as:
A fishpond and surrounding land on the plains below King Street, and beyond. It
contains a spring rather famous in the times previous to the conversion to
Christianity, as the place where victims designed for the Heiau of Kanelaau on
Punchbowl slopes, was first drowned. The priest holding the victim’s head under
water would say to her or him on any signs of struggling, “Moe malie i ke kai o
ko haku.” “Lie still in the waters of your superiors.” From this it was called
Kawailumalumai, “Drowning waters.” [Sterling and Summers 1978: 292]
Kewalo is mentioned in a legend as a marsh near the beach, where tall pili grass was growing.
A man named Kapoi went to this area to get thatching for his house. While there, Kapoi found
seven owls eggs and took them home to cook for his supper. An owl perched on the fence
surrounding his house and cried out “O Kapoi, give me my eggs!” After several such pleas,
Kapoi eventually returned the eggs. In return, the owl became his ‘aumakua (family god) and
instructed him to build a heiau (pre-Christian place of worship) named Mānoa. Kapoi built the
heiau, placed some bananas on the altar as a sacrifice, and set the kapu days for its dedication.
The king of O‘ahu, Kākuhihewa, who was building his own heiau in Waikīkī, had made a law
that if any man among his people erected a heiau and set the kapu before him, that man should
die. Kapoi was seized and taken to the heiau of Kūpalaha, at Waikīkī. Kapoi’s ‘aumakua owl
asked for aid from the king of the owls at Owl’s Hill (Pu‘u Pu‘eo) in Mānoa, who gathered all of
the owls of the islands. They flew to Kūpalaha and battled the king’s men, who finally
surrendered. From this time, the owl was considered a powerful akua (god). The battle area was
known as Kukaeunahio-ka-pueo, which means “the confused noise of owls rising in masses”
(Westervelt 1963: 135-137; Thrum 1998: 200-202).
Kewalo was the birthplace of the great chief Hua-nui-ka-la-la‘ila‘i, as mentioned in this mele
(story) chanted by Kamakau (1991 24):
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‘O Hua-a-Kamapau ke ‘li‘i
O Honolulu o Waikīkī
I hanau no la i kahua la i Kewalo,
‘O Kālia la kahua
O Makiki la ke ēwe,
I Kānelā‘au i Kahehuna ke piko,
I Kalo i Pauoa ka ‘a‘a;
I uka i Kaho‘iwai i
Kanaloaho‘okau . . .

Background Research

Hua-a-Kamapau the chief
O Honolulu, of Waikīkī
Was born at Kewalo,
Kālia was the place [the site]
At Makiki the placenta,
At Kānelā‘au at Kahehuna the navel cord,
At Kalo at Pauoa the caul;
Upland at Kaho‘iwai, at
Kanaloaho‘okau. . .

The chief Hua was famous for his love of cultivation and his care for the people. His heiau,
called Pu‘ukea, was in Kukuluāe‘o in Honolulu; it is mentioned in a traditional wānana
(prophecy) recorded by Kamakau (1991:24-25).
[Ka makaua ua kahi o ‘Ewa]
Ua puni ka i‘a o Mokumoa,
Ua kau i‘a ka nene;
Ua ha‘a kalo ha‘a nu;
Ha‘a ka i‘a o kewalo,
Ha‘a na ‘ualu o Pahua,
Ha‘a ka mahiki i Pu‘ukea,
Ha‘a ka unuunu i Pele‘ula,
Ha‘a Makaaho i ke ala.

[The increasing “first rain” of ‘Ewa]
Overcomes the fish of Mokumoa,
Washes up fish to the nene plants;
Lays low the taro as it patters down;
Lays low the fish of Kewalo,
Lays low the sweet potatoes of Pahua,
Lays low the mahiki grass at Pu‘ukea,
Lays low the growing things at Pele‘ula
Lays low Makaaho [Makāho] in its path

E Kū e, ma ke kaha ka ua, e Kū,

O Kū, the rain goes along the edge [of the
island], O Kū
[Eating” the fish of Maunalua] . . .

[I ‘ai ‘na ka i‘a o Maunalua] . . .

The chant mentions the mahiki grass of Pu‘ukea Heiau. The Hawaiian term mahiki means “to
peel off” (Andrews 2003:369). The word was also used to describe a rite to exorcise an evil
spirit, as the skilled kahuna (priest) “peeled” the malicious spirit from the afflicted. Used in the
ritual was a shrimp called mahiki or a native grass called mahiki. Mahiki, or ‘aki‘aki, is a tufted
rush (Sporobolos sp.) found near the seashore. The ethnologist, Mary Pukui, states that even
during her youth, parents put “tī leaves, or hala, or ‘aki‘aki grass, in a little sea-salt water and
[would] have the child drink it” (Pukui et al. 1972:163) to rid them of badly-behaving spirits.
The use of this grass in a ritual may explain its association with a ceremonial heiau, or it may
simply be that the Kukuluāe‘o coast was a good habitat and thus a favored place for healers to
collect this type of grass.
3.1.3.3 Ka‘ākaukukui
Ka‘ākaukukui is briefly mentioned in the legend of Hi‘iaka, beloved sister of the Hawaiian
volcano goddess, Pele. Hi‘iaka and her companions had been traveling around O‘ahu on the land
trails, but decided to travel from Pu‘uloa (on Pearl Harbor in ‘Ewa) to Waikīkī by canoe. At
Pu‘uloa, Hi‘iaka met a party who were planning on traveling to the house of the chiefess Pele‘ula
in Waikīkī. Hi‘iaka recited a chant, telling the people although they were going by land and she
was going by sea they would meet again in Kou (ancient name of Honolulu). One portion of the
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chant mentions the place Ka‘ākaukukui, with reference to a pool, possibly a reference to the salt
ponds of the area:
A pehea lā au, e Honoka‘upu, ku‘u aloha
I ka welelau nalu kai o Uhi, o ‘Ōa
‘O nā makai ke ao (pō) o poina
Ma hea lā wau, e ke aloha lā
‘O Kou ka papa

And what of me, O Honoka‘upu, my love
Upon the crest of the surf at Uhi and ‘Oā
Eyes in the living realm (night) of oblivion
Where am I, O my love
Kou is the coral flat

‘O Ka‘ākaukukui ka loko
Ka‘ākaukukui is the pool
‘O ka ‘alamihi a‘e nō
Some ‘alamihi indeed
‘O ka lā a pō iho
Wait all day until night
Hui aku i Kou nā maka.
Friends shall meet in Kou.
[Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2006a:297; Ho‘oulumāhiehie 2006b:277]
The exact meaning of the word alamihi within this chant is unknown. ‘Alamihi is the name of a
native Hawaiian small black crab (Metopograpsus thukuhar), a scavenger that is often associated
in Hawaiian sayings with corpse-eating (Pukui and Elbert 1986:18). Alamihi is also used as a
place name that can mean “path [of] regret” (Pukui et al. 1974:9).
3.1.4 Heiau of Honolulu
There is no mention in historical documents for any heiau on the coastal Ka‘ākaukukui or
Pu‘unui lands. However, there were at least three heiau in the general coastal Honolulu area.
In the chant to the chief Hua, the heiau of Pu‘ukea in Kukuluāe‘o is mentioned. The literal
meaning of Pu‘ukea is “white hill” (although it may have alternate meanings). Pu‘ukea is also
the name of a small land division within the ‘ili of Kukuluāe‘o, mentioned in at least two Land
Commission Awards, LCA 1502 (not awarded) and LCA 1504. LCA 1504 was located near the
junction of Halekauwila Street and Cooke Street. It is fairly common for a heiau to have the
same name as the ‘ili in which it is located, so it is possible that Pu‘ukea Heiau was also near the
junction of Halekauwila and Cooke streets. The majority of the housesites in the mid-nineteenth
century in Kukuluāe‘o were located near Halekauwila Street and Queen Street, mauka of the
low-lying coastal swamplands on higher, dry ground. It is possible that the heiau platform or the
area that it was built on was one of the few “high spots” in the flat, low-lying swamp that
surrounded it, and thus gained the name pu‘u kea (white hill).
The second heiau known for the Honolulu area is Pākākā Heiau, once located at the foot of
Fort Street. Kamehameha I lived in a complex around Pākākā Heiau from 1809 to 1812. The
site’s use as a ceremonial structure ended in 1819 with the abolition of the kapu (tabu) system.
The area of the heiau platform was part of a royal village up to 1826, when Ka‘ahumanu, wife of
Kamehameha, moved from this complex to a site nearer Kawaiaha‘o Church to be near the
houses of the new American missionaries (Kamakau 1961:265). In 1816, the Honolulu Fort had
been built to the east of the complex. The fort was demolished in 1857 to make way for
expansion of the harbor complex (Judd 1975:59).
Thomas Thrum, who made several lists and surveys for Hawaiian heiau, does list Pākākā but
does not mention Pu‘ukea Heiau. He adds a third Honolulu temple, Ka‘ahaimauli Heiau (Thrum
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1906a:44), destroyed by the time of his survey, but once located in downtown Honolulu in the
general area of ‘Iolani Palace. In a report on the survey of O‘ahu sites conducted in the early
1930s, McAllister (1933:80) says of Honolulu “Information regarding former sites within the
present limits of Honolulu must come entirely from literary sources.” He does mention Pākākā
Heiau, once the main royal temple in Honolulu; this heiau would have been located around the
foot (makai end) of Fort Street. He does not list Pu‘ukea or Ka‘ahaimauli Heiau, but he does note
that Peter Corney, a visitor to the island in 1819, saw several heiau (morai) along the Honolulu
shore:
There are several morais, or churches in the village, and at new moon the priests,
chiefs and hikanees (aikane) [counselors] enter them with offerings of hogs,
plantains, and cocoanuts, which they set before the wooden images. The place is
fenced in, and have pieces of white flags flying on the fences [Corney 1896:101].
3.1.5 Trails
John Papa ‘Ī‘ī mentions some of the previously described place names while discussing early
nineteenth century trails in the Honolulu/Waikīkī area (Figure 10 and Figure 11). The fact that a
trail traversed this region – characterized by ponds, marshlands and lo‘i – suggests that the trail,
especially as it neared the coastline at Kālia, must have run on a sand berm raised above
surrounding wetlands and coral flats. The middle trail (probably close to the current alignment of
Queen Street), was described walking from Waikīkī to Honolulu as:
The trail from Kalia led to Kukuluaeo, then along the graves of those who died in
the smallpox epidemic of 1853, and into the center of the coconut grove of
Honuakaha. On the upper side of the trail was the place of Kinau, the father of
Kekauonohi. [‘Ī‘ī 1959:89]
The grave site referred to is the Honuakaha Cemetery at the makai corner of Halekauwila and
South Streets, makai of Kawaiaha‘o Church and northwest of the current project area.
Honuakaha was a settlement located generally between Punchbowl and South Streets, on the
makai side of Queen Street. The lower, coastal trail, was described walking from Honolulu
towards Waikīkī as:
From the makai side of Kaoaopa was a trail to the sea at Kakaako, where stood
the homes of the fishermen. Below the trail lived Hehehewa and his fellow
kahunas. [‘Ī‘ī 1959:89]
3.1.6 Early Post-Contact History and Population Centers
The modern urban area known as Kaka‘ako is located between two longtime centers of
population: Honolulu, known as Kou in older times, and Waikīkī. In Waikīkī, a system of taro
lo‘i (irrigated terraces) fed by streams descending from Makiki, Mānoa, and Pālolo Valleys
covered the coastal plain, and networks of fishponds dotted the shoreline. Similarly, Kou – the
area of downtown Honolulu surrounding the harbor - possessed shoreward fishponds and
irrigated fields watered by streams descending from Nu‘uanu and Pauoa Valleys. The precontact population and land-use patterns of the Kaka‘ako area may have derived from its
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Figure 10. Map showing trails in the Honolulu/Waikīkī area circa 1810 (Gerald Ober illustration
from ‘Ī‘ī 1959:93). Note: Ka‘ākaukukui was makai of the Honuakaha settlement
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Figure 11. Map of the area from Kuloloia Beach to Kaka‘ako, circa 1810 (Paul Rockwood
illustration from ‘Ī‘ī 1959:90). Note: Kaka‘ako is labeled at the point of a landing
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relationship to these two densely populated areas. Thus, the attempt to reconstruct the region as it
existed for the Hawaiians during the centuries before western contact must begin with accounts
of Kou and Waikīkī.
Waikīkī is actually the name of the large ahupua‘a (land division) encompassing lands
stretching from Honolulu to Maunalua Bay. By the time of the arrival of Europeans during the
late eighteenth century, the area today known as Waikīkī had long been a center of population
and political power on O‘ahu. According to Beckwith (1940:383), by the end of the fourteenth
century, Waikīkī had become “the ruling seat of the chiefs of O‘ahu.” The pre-eminence of
Waikīkī continued into the eighteenth century and is confirmed by the decision of Kamehameha
I, in the midst of unifying control of the islands, to reside there after wresting control of O‘ahu
by defeating the island’s chief, Kalanikūpule.
Chiefly residences were only one element of a complex of features sustaining a large
population that characterized Waikīkī through pre-contact times. Beginning in the fifteenth
century, a vast system of irrigated taro fields was constructed, extending across the littoral plain
from Waikīkī to lower Mānoa and Pālolo Valleys. This field system, an impressive feat of
engineering, the design of which is traditionally attributed to the chief Kalamakua, took
advantage of streams descending from Makiki, Mānoa, and Pālolo Valleys, which also provided
ample fresh water for the Hawaiians living in the ahupua‘a. Water was also available from
springs in nearby Mō‘ili‘ili and Punahou. Closer to the Waikīkī shoreline, coconut groves and
fishponds dotted the landscape. A continuous zone of population and cultivation, from the
shoreline of present day Waikīkī Beach, extended north well into Mānoa Valley. The western
and eastern bounds of this zone are less clear, and there are no specific references to Waikīkī’s
abundance reaching into the Ka‘ākaukukui region.
A basic description of Honolulu, or Kou, up to western contact, is given by E. S. Craighill and
Elizabeth Handy:
What is now Honolulu was originally that flatland area between the lower ends of
Nu‘uanu and Pauoa Valleys and the harbor. Westervelt…wrote that “‘Honolulu’
was probably a name given to a very rich district of farm land near what is
now…the junction of Liliha and School Streets, because its chief was Honolulu,
one of the high chiefs at the time of Kākuhihewa…It is probable that the chief
referred to by Westervelt took his name from the harbor and adjoining land. The
original name of the land where the town grew when the harbor became a haven
for foreign ships was Kou…The number of heiau in this area indicates that it was
a place of first importance before the era of foreign contact. [Handy and Handy
1972:479]
Rev. Hiram Bingham, arriving in Honolulu in 1820, described a still predominantly native
Hawaiian environment - still a “village” - on the brink of western-induced transformations:
We can anchor in the roadstead abreast of Honolulu village, on the south side of
the island, about 17 miles from the eastern extremity…Passing through the
irregular village of some thousands of inhabitants, whose grass thatched
habitations were mostly small and mean, while some were more spacious, we
walked about a mile northwardly to the opening of the valley of Pauoa, then
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turning southeasterly, ascending to the top of Punchbowl Hill, an extinguished
crater, whose base bounds the northeast part of the village or town…Below us, on
the south and west, spread the plain of Honolulu, having its fishponds and salt
making pools along the seashore, the village and fort between us and the harbor,
and the valley stretching a few miles north into the interior, which presented its
scattered habitations and numerous beds of kalo (arum esculentum) in its various
stages of growth, with its large green leaves, beautifully embossed on the silvery
water, in which it flourishes. [Bingham 1847:92-93]
The Ka‘ākaukukui area would have been in Bingham’s view as he stood atop “Punchbowl Hill”
looking toward Waikīkī to the south; it would have comprised part of the area he describes as the
‘plain of Honolulu’ with its “fishponds and salt making pools along the seashore.”
Another visitor to Honolulu in the 1820s, Capt. Jacobus Boelen, hints at the possible preContact character of Honolulu and its environs, including the Ka‘ākaukukui area:
It would be difficult to say much about Honoruru. On its southern side is the
harbor or the basin of that name (which as a result of variations in pronunciation
[sic] is also written as Honolulu, and on some maps, Honoonoono). The
landlocked side in the northwest consists mostly of taro fields. More to the north
there are some sugar plantations and a sugar mill, worked by a team of mules.
From the north toward the east, where the beach forms the bight of Whytetee, the
soil around the village is less fertile, or at least not greatly cultivated. [Boelen
1988:62]
Boelen’s description implies that the Ka‘ākaukukui area is within a “not greatly cultivated”
region of Honolulu, perhaps extending from Pūowaina (Punchbowl Crater) at the north, through
Kaka‘ako, to the Kālia portion of Waikīkī in the east.
An early, somewhat generalized, depiction of the pre-Contact native Hawaiian shaping of
Waikīkī, Kou (Honolulu), and the Kaka‘ako area is shown on an 1817 map (Figure 12) by Otto
von Kotzebue (1821), commander of the Russian ship Rurick, who had visited O‘ahu the
previous year. The map shows taro lo‘i (illustrated as rectangles, representing irrigated fields)
massed around the streams descending from Nu‘uanu and Mānoa valleys. The depicted areas of
population and habitation concentration (illustrated as the trapezoids) probably reflect early
historic-era patterns, unlike those of pre-contact times, influenced by the post-contact shift of the
population to the area around Honolulu harbor - the only sheltered landing for large westernsized vessels on O‘ahu and the center of increasing trade with visiting foreign vessels.
Kamehameha himself had moved from Waikīkī to Honolulu in 1809.
Kotzebue’s map illustrates that the land between Pūowaina (Punchbowl Crater) and the
shoreline - which would include the Ka‘ākaukukui area - formed a “break” between the heavily
populated and cultivated centers of Honolulu and Waikīkī. The area is characterized by
fishponds, salt ponds, trails connecting Honolulu and Waikīkī, and occasional taro lo‘i and
habitation sites. An 1855 map of Honolulu by Joseph de LaPasse, a lieutenant aboard the French
vessel, L`Eurydice, pictures the project parcels within an area labeled within an area labeled
“Pecheries” (“Fishponds”) (Figure 13).
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Figure 12. 1817 Map of the South Coast of O‘ahu by Otto von Kotzebue, showing taro lo‘i, fishponds, and salt pans in Honolulu and
Waikīkī
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Figure 13. 1855 Map of Honolulu by Lt. Joseph de LaPasse of the French vessel, L`Eurydice (map reprinted in Fitzpatrick 1986:8283). Note: The current project area is located within an area labeled “Pecheries” (“Fishponds”)
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A clearer picture of Ka‘ākaukukui develops with accounts of other visitors to, and settlers of,
Honolulu during the first half of the nineteenth century. Gorman D. Gilman, who arrived in
Honolulu in 1841, recalled in a memoir the limits of Honolulu during the early 1840s:
The boundaries of the old town may be said to have been, on the makai [seaward]
side, the waters of the harbor; on the mauka [inland] side, Beretania street; on the
Waikīkī [east] side, the barren and dusty plain [i.e. the area just beyond
Punchbowl Street], and on the Ewa [west] side, the Nuuanu Stream. [Gilman
1904:97]
Gilman further describes the “barren and dusty plain” beyond (east of) Punchbowl Street:
The next and last street running parallel [he had been describing the streets
running mauka-makai, or from the mountains to the shore] was that known as
Punchbowl Street. There was on the entire length of this street, from the makai
side to the slopes of Punchbowl, but one residence, the two-story house of Mr.
Henry Diamond, mauka of King Street. Beyond the street was the old Kawaiahao
church and burying ground. A more forsaken, desolate looking place than the
latter can scarcely be imagined. One, to see it in its present attractiveness of
fences, trees and shrubbery, can hardly believe its former desolation, when
without enclosure, horses and cattle had free access to the whole place. [Gilman
1904:89]
That the environs of the missionary enclave and Kawaiaha‘o Church were indeed “forsaken”
and “desolate looking” in the 1820s when the missionaries first settled there is also noted in the
memoirs of the American missionary C. S. Stewart who, arriving on Maui after living at the
mission, declared Lahaina to be “like the delights of an Eden” after “four weeks residence on the
dreary plain of Honoruru” (Stewart 1970:177). It is likely that these descriptions of the Honolulu
plain also include the Ka‘ākaukukui region.
The barrenness of the Kaka‘ako area is also illustrated in two sketches, one made in 1834
when Kawaiaha‘o Church was still a long grass-thatched building (Figure 14), and one made in
1850 after the grass hut had been replaced by a large coral stone structure with a steeple (Figure
15). Between Kawaiaha‘o Church and the sea, which is the Kaka‘ako area, there are only a few
scattered huts along the shore and aligned along the inland trail (now covered by King Street).
An 1887 photograph of the area also shows the marshy nature of the area, with only scattered
houses near the ponds or near the shore makai of Kawaiaha‘o Church (Figure 16).
3.1.7 Mid 19th Century and the Māhele
Among the first descriptions of Ka‘ākaukukui by the Hawaiians themselves are the
testimonies recorded during the 1840s in documents associated with Land Commission Awards
(LCA) and awardees of the Māhele. The LCA records indicate that the traditional Hawaiian
usage of the region and its environs may have been confined to salt making and farming of
fishponds, with some wetland agriculture in those areas mauka or toward Waikīkī at the very
limits of the field system descending from Makiki and Mānoa valleys. However, the testimonies
do indicate that the area was lived-on and was shaped by Hawaiians before the nineteenth
century. The LCA records also reveal that midway through the nineteenth century, taro
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Figure 14. Portion of 1834 sketch by anonymous illustrator entitled “Town of Honolulu: Island of Woahoo: Sandwich Islands”
(original sketch at Bernice P. Bishop Museum; reprinted in Grant 2000:64-65)

Figure 15. 1850 Sketch by Paul Emmert (original sketch at Hawaiian Historical Society; reprinted in Grant 2000:5)
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Figure 16. Circa 1887 photograph of Honolulu and Waikīkī; Kawaiaha‘o Church in left foreground; the Kaka‘ako area is within the
marshlands seen in the right upper background (original photograph at Hawai‘i State Archives, Henry L. Chase Collection;
reprinted in Stone 1983:84-85)
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cultivation, traditional salt making, and fishpond farming activities continued in the
Ka‘ākaukukui area. These activities and the land features that supported them would later be
eliminated, or buried, during the remainder of the nineteenth century by the urbanization of
Honolulu. The LCA records, historic maps, and archival photographs document more precisely
traditional Hawaiian settlement and subsequent historic land usage within and around the current
project area.
The Organic Acts of 1845 and 1846 initiated the process of the Māhele – the division of
Hawaiian lands – which introduced private property into Hawaiian society. In 1848, the crown,
the Hawaiian government, and the ali‘i (chiefs) received their land titles. The current project area
is located in the land section of Pu‘unui, within Land Commission Award 7713, as shown on
Figure 17. An 1876 map of the ‘ili of Ka‘ākaukukui and Pu‘unui (see Figure 9) shows that the
current project area is in an area of salt pans, with no kuleana lots to commoners, and no
habitation structures. All habitation lots near Ka‘ākaukukui and Kukuluāe‘o are located in
clusters near Queen Street, with most in the settlement at Honuakaha, or further inland along
King Street, as shown on an 1884 map (Figure 17) and an 1887 map (Figure 18).
The ‘ili of Ka‘ākaukukui (LCA 7713) was awarded to Victoria Kamāmalu, the sister of
Kamehameha IV and Kamehameha V. Ka‘ākaukukui consisted of three non-contiguous sections,
a type of ‘āina (land) called a lele. An early surveyor for the Hawaiian Government Survey
office explains about lele in general, and Ka‘ākaukukui in particular:
There were two features of the ili, referred to by the terms lele…the ili often
consisted of several distinct sections of land—one, for instance, on the seashore,
another on dry, open land, or kula, another in the regularly terraced and watered
kalo patch or aina loi district, and another still in the forest, thus again carrying
out the equable division system which we have seen in the ahupuaa.
These separate pieces were called, lele, i.e., “jumps,” and were most common on
O‘ahu…Kaakaukukui held Fisherman’s Point and the present harbor of Honolulu;
then kalo land near the present Kukui street, and also a large tract of forest at the
head of Pouoa [Pauoa] Valley…
These different pieces were called variously, either by their own individual name
or by that of the whole ili, thus puzzling one sadly when attempting to obtain
information with respect to them. [Lyons 1894:1697]
There are no kuleana awards to commoners within LCA 7713. The award also included the
southern portion of the ‘ili of Pu‘unui and a large fishpond (labeled Loko Ka‘ākaukukui)
surrounded by land in the ‘ili of ‘Auwaiolimu. Loko Ka‘ākaukukui was probably a fishpond fed
by spring-water, but the other ponds in LCA 7713, Loko Kaimukanaka, Loko Kalokoeli, and
possibly Loko Kuaimeki, were probably salt ponds filled by tidal waters. There are no houses
within LCA 7713 shown on the 1874-1891 maps. There are two structures labeled “Salt
Houses,” presumably for drying or storing salt, and a few other structures associated with the
wharfs and the Marine Railway leading to the reef. This land does not seem to have been used
during this period for habitation.
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Figure 17. 1884 Map of Honolulu, Kewalo Section, by S.E. Bishop (Reg. Map 1090), showing the locations of LCA parcels,
fishponds, salt ponds, and houselots
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Figure 18. 1887 Hawaiian Government Survey Map of Honolulu and Vicinity, by W.A. Wall (map on file at Library of Congress)
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The ‘ili of Pu‘unui, which also had several lele lands, included the large rectangular section in
the center of the 1876 Lyons map (see Figure 9). The mauka portion of Pu‘unui was a portion of
LCA 677 to Matio Kekūanao‘a, a high ali‘i who was a close friend to Kamehameha II and was
married to Kīna‘u, the daughter of Kamehameha I. Also on the 1876 Lyons map, LCA 2045 is
shown within Pu‘unui. This lot was awarded to Kauwahi, who received the parcel in the time of
Kamehameha I.
There are three LCA Awards shown on maps as being located on the northwestern border of
Ka‘ākaukukui. In the Māhele testimony, these awards are listed as within the ‘ili of Kaka‘ako.
LCA 4457 to Ana Kaloa, inhabited by her family since the days of Kamehameha I, consisted of
four fishponds, an ‘auwai (irrigation ditch) and a house enclosed by a fence. LCA 3455 to Kaule
for Liliha, inherited from Kamehameha I, consisted of a houselot (pāhale) bound by the sea and
the mouth of a stream (muliwai). LCA 247, a house lot, was claimed by Charles Kana‘ina for W.
C Lunalilo, who received his land before the Māhele from his mother (mamua loa). Kana‘ina
was a friend to Kamehameha II and married his fifth wife Kekāuluohi. Their son was Lunalilo,
who became the sixth monarch of Hawai‘i.
The ‘ili of Pualoalo, or Puaaloalo, (LCA 10605-A) was awarded to Iona (Jonah) Pi‘ikoi.
Pi‘ikoi was an ali‘i, a retainer of Kauikeaouli (Kamehameha III), and held several government
posts. It consisted of three lele lands, two in Nu‘uanu Valley and a parcel shown on the 1876
Lyons map (see Figure 9), bordering the northeast corner of Ka‘ākaukukui. On the 1884 Bishop
map (see Figure 17), four houses are shown on this property.
The ‘ili of Ka‘ala‘a, northwest of the current project area, was awarded to Beneli (Bennett)
Nāmakehā, a member of Kamehameha II’s privy council. He was the uncle of Queen Emma
(wife of Kamehameha IV) and the first husband of Kapi‘olani, who later married King Kalākaua,
the seventh Hawaiian monarch (Kame‘eleihiwa 1992:276.) In his will, Nāmakehā gave the lele
of Ka‘ala‘a to his widow Kapi‘olani. In a legal suit concerning the property, the lele is described
as:
…a piece of land situate at Honuakaha, Honolulu, and containing an area of 1.6
acres. The property consisted formerly of a fishpond and its banks and, perhaps, a
small piece, additional, of dry land, and was a lele of the Ili of Kaalaa…
…from 1852 or, perhaps, 1850, (Kapiolani and Namakeha married in 1850)
Kapiolani at various times had the pond cleaned out, that her servants by her
direction fished therein and delivered the fish to her for her use, that she
sometimes gave them some of the fish, that she erected a small building on the
bank of the pond or on the kula adjoining, that a man employed and directed by
her to care for and the care of the pond occasionally lived in that building, and
that she at times objected to horses being pastured on the kula of the pond because
the animals might enter the pond and cause injury to it. [Hawaii Supreme Court
1903:321, 324]
The ‘ili of ‘Auwaiolimu, which consisted of several lele, was awarded to Kalaeokekoi. He
later returned the land to the government, and it subsequently became Crown Land. Kalaeokekoi
was married to the Kaulahua, who is believed to be the niece of Charles Kana‘ina (awarded LCA
247 in Kaka‘ako).
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A large section of the ‘ili of Honuakaha was awarded to Mataio Kekūanao‘a (father of
Victoria Kamāmalu), with the remainder of the ‘ili divided into small lots. This was the main
habitation area to the east of central Honolulu, and is noted as a village as early as 1810 (‘Ī‘ī
1959:92). The Waihona ‘Āina database notes seven awards in the ‘ili of Honuakaha, though
additional awards in this ‘ili extended on both sides of Punchbowl Street. In many of the awards
the ‘ili name is not given, only the location on Punchbowl or Queen Street.
The ‘ili of ‘Āpua was not awarded to one person. LCA 704, between the two long fishponds
in the northwest of the study parcels, was located within the ‘ili of ‘Āpua. The claim is for a
houselot to Honaunau, which he received prior to the death of Kīna‘u in 1837.
The ‘ili of Kukuluāe‘o (LCA 387) was awarded to the American Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions (ABCFM). Initially this land was associated with Punahou School in Mānoa
Valley, as Chief Boki gave the Punahou lands to Hiram Bingham, pastor of Kawaiaha‘o Church
in 1829 (DeLeon 1978:3). In the Māhele, however, this sea land became “detached” from the
Mānoa award and was instead given to the pastor of the Kawaiaha‘o Church, as noted in a
history of the Punahou School (Punahou School and Oahu College 1866). Curtis Perry Ward, a
native of Kentucky, came to the Hawaiian Islands in 1853, and soon established a livery and
draying business. In 1865, he bought a large 12-acre estate mauka of King Street. Sometime
before 1875, Ward added to his property with the purchase of 77 acres and 3,000 feet of ocean
frontage in the ‘ili of Kukuluāe‘o, makai of Queen Street.
LCA 982 to Kukao, immediatedly northeast of the current project area, is shown on the 1876
Lyons map (see Figure 9) as being located in the Pu‘unui area. However, according to the
Māhele testimony, it was within the ‘ili of Kukuluāe‘o. Kukao testified that it had four houses on
the fenced lot, one belonging to him, one to the witness, Auhili, and one to a man named Koke.
The property had been passed down from his father, who lived in the time of Kamehameha I.
The ‘ili of Kewalo (LCA 10605) was awarded to Kamake‘e Pi‘ikoi, wife of Jonah Pi‘ikoi
(awardee of Pualoalo ‘Ili), as part of LCA 10605, ‘āpana (lot) 7. The award was shared between
husband and wife (Kame‘eleihiwa 1992:269). Kewalo was a large 270.84-acre land section
extending from Kawaiaha‘o Church to Sheridan Street. This land section had numerous large
fishponds, which were awarded as part of the claim to Pi‘ikoi.
In summary, the current project area is completely within LCA 7713 to Victoria Kamāmalu,
which included the Ka‘ākaukukui area and the southern portion of the coastal Pu‘unui area. The
current project area was within or adjacent to large salt marsh, where salt pans were constructed
using the tidal waters. The main habitation concentration for this general area was in the old
settlement of Honuakaha, near the junction of Punchbowl and Queen Streets. Late nineteenth
century maps do show some scattered houselots in the ‘ili of Pu‘unui, Pualoalo, Kaka‘ako, and
‘Āpua, in the vicinity of the current project area. Some of these may have belonged to the
caretakers of the fishponds and salt ponds in the area.
3.1.8 The 1874 Transit of Venus Observatory at ‘Āpua
On the 1876 map of Ka‘ākaukukui (see Figure 9), an area labeled “Transit of Venus” yard and
“Observatory” is labeled for a lot northwest of the current project area. On other historic maps,
this land section is called ‘Āpua. This lot was used to house a large portable observatory in 1874,
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an event of so much interest that the lot continued to be labeled as the Transit of Venus yard
many years after the portable observatory had been dismantled (Figure 19 and Figure 20).
In 1874, several astronomical teams from Great Britain traveled to different parts of the world
to observe a rare transit of the planet Venus across the sun. The “purpose of the observations was
to better determine the value of the astronomical unit (AU)—the Earth-sun distance—and
thereby the absolute scale of the solar system” (Chauvin 2004:xii). This project attracted
enormous interest in Hawai‘i, and members of the Hawaiian Government Survey worked with
the British team, who set up observatories on Hawai‘i, Kaua‘i, and O‘ahu Islands. Each station
needed an equatorial telescope, other telescopes, a transit instrument, an altazimuth (surrounded
by a portable wooden observatory with a revolving dome), and several clocks, chronometers,
compasses, micrometers, reflecting circles, and artificial horizons (Chauvin 2004:51, 60).
Upon reaching Honolulu, the British team of seven astronomers temporarily moved into the
Hawaiian Hotel in downtown Honolulu, and began to look about for a proper place to set up their
O‘ahu observatory. King Kalākaua, who strongly supported the project, gave them permission to
use a piece of land in the ‘ili of ‘Āpua. Captain Tupman, head of the expedition wrote:
Difficulty was experienced in finding a suitable place of observation, as I
considered it of great importance that the observers should be lodged very close to
the instruments; and house accommodation is rather limited. However we have
been enabled to rent a cottage belonging to the Princess Ruth, Governess of
Molokai, capable of accommodating the Head Station observers, and adjoining
some land owned by His Majesty the King who had kindly given us permission to
erect our instruments Etc. and enclose as much land as may be necessary. [cited in
Chauvin 2004:76-77]
The land in question was a 0.3-acre “open piece of grass land in the district called Apua. south
of Punchbowl street, and west of Queen Street.” Several buildings were erected, including a
barracks and workshop, a cookhouse, a photo hut thatched with grass, the stages (platforms) for
the instruments, and a wooden palisade to enclose the lot. The observations of the Transit of
Venus on December 8, 1874 in Honolulu were a great success, and the British party was feted by
the king and other prominent families of Hawai‘i. All that was left was to dismantle the
temporary buildings at ‘Āpua. Tupman wrote:
Mar. 13. The sale. Our household goods sold well, many friends desiring to obtain
a memento of our visit. The long shed, Cook house, walls of huts, transit hut
complete, water pipes & taps, 6-foot fencing and a large pile of lumber were
knocked down to His Majesty the King for a very small sum, as no one would bid
against him. We were not altogether sorry for this as His Majesty has given us the
land rent free & had aided us in many ways tending to save expense to the British
Government. [cited in Chauvin 2004:124]
3.1.9 Kaka‘ako Salt Works and the Salt Pans of Kewalo and Kukuluāe‘o
As noted in the Land Commission Award testimony, much of the land in Ka‘ākaukukui was
used to produce salt. The Hawaiians used pa‘akai (salt) for a variety of purposes: to flavor food,
to preserve fish by salting, for medicines, and for ceremonial purposes. David Malo described
the traditional method of making salt:
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Figure 19. 1874 Photograph of Transit of Venus station at ‘Āpua near Honolulu, view to north
(Bishop Museum Archives, reprinted in Chauvin 2004:iii). Note the pond (part of
‘Auwaiolimu) in the foreground, the long barracks / workshops and other buildings of
the station in the mid-ground, and the spire of Kawaiaha‘o Church in the background

Figure 20. Sketch of the Transit of Venus station at ‘Āpua near Honolulu, view to east (sketch
from Illustrated London News, January 23, 1875; reprinted in Chauvin 2004:108). Note
armed guards keeping curious onlookers outside the fenced enclosure
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O ka paakai kekahi mea e pono ai, he mea e ono ai, ka ia, a me ke koekoe o ka
paina ana, he mea hana ia ka paakai, ma kekahi aina, aole i hana a ma kekahi
aina, o ke kai makai, e kii aku no ka wahine, a lawe mai ma ke poi, a ke kai
hooholo ia mai kekahi ma kauwahi mai.
E waiho kela kai ma kekahi poho paha, he ekaha paha, he kahe ka paha, a liu
malaila, alaila lawe ana kauwahi e, a paakai iho la no ia, o ka papa laau ka mea
kui poi. [Malo 2006:73]
Translation
Pa‘akai (salt) is another beneficial item. It is used to make fish delicious and
tasteless foods edible. Pa‘akai is made at a particular place, [but] it [salt] is not
actually made from this spot, rather it [salt water] came from the sea. A woman
went to get some when the sea crashed [upon the rocks] and she ran back [the salt
water] to this particular spot.
That salt water (kai) is placed in, perhaps, a depression (poho) or a “Bird’s nest”
(ēkeha) or rock basin (kāheka) and allowed to evaporate (liu). Then it is taken to
another spot and is formed into pa‘akai. Wooden boards (papa lā‘au) are used to
pound poi (mashed cooked kalo corms) on. [Malo 2006:95]
In 1903, Nathaniel Emerson translated David Malo’s articles on early Hawaiian life. In his
publication, the translations are not literal, but include information that Emerson added to clarify
the accounts. In Emerson’s translation:
Salt was one of the necessities and was a condiment used with fish and meat, also
as a relish with fresh food. Salt was manufactured in certain places. The women
brought sea-water in calabashes, or conducted it in ditches to natural holes,
hollows and shallow ponds (kekaha) on the sea-coast, where it soon became
strong brine from evaporation. Thence it was transferred to another hollow or
shallow vat, where crystallization into salt was completed. [Malo 1951:123]
Captain Cook was the first to note the method of making salt in prepared “saltpans”:
Amongst their arts, we must not forget that of making salt, with which we were
amply supplied, during our stay at these islands, and which was perfectly good of
its kind. Their saltpans are made of earth, lined with clay; being generally six or
eight feet square, and about eight inches deep. They are raised upon a bank of
stones near the high-water mark, from whence the salt water is conducted to the
foot of them, in small trenches, out of which they are filled, and the sun quickly
performs the necessary process of evaporation…Besides the quantity we used in
salting pork, we filled all our empty casks, amounting to sixteen puncheons, in the
Resolution only. [Cook 1784:151]
In the next years after the first sightings of the Hawaiian Islands by Captain Cook in 1778,
most visitors to the islands were British and American fur-traders, who stopped at Hawai‘i on
their way to China. One reason for their visit was to stock up on food and water, but another
concern was to buy or trade for salt, which was used to cure the seal and mammal pelts collected
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from the Northwest Coast. During Kotzebue’s visit in 1816 and 1817, he noted that “Salt and
sandalwood were the chief items of export” (in Thrum 1905:50).
The journals of none mention the object of call other than for refreshments,
though one, 3 some years later, records the scarcity and high price of salt at the
several points touched at, with which to serve them in the curing of furs obtained
on the coast. In all probability salt was the first article of export trade of the
islands and an object, if not the object, of these pioneer fur-traders’ call. [Thrum
1905:45].
The missionary William Ellis, on a tour of the Hawaiian Islands in 1822 and 1823, also noted
these salt pans and recorded the final step of crystallization:
The natives of this district (Kawaihae) manufacture large quantities of salt, by
evaporating the sea water. We saw a number of their pans, in the disposition of
which they display great ingenuity. They have generally one large pond near the
sea, into which the water flows by a channel cut through the rocks, or is carried
thither by the natives in large calabashes. After remaining there for some time, it
is conducted into a number of smaller pans about six or eight inches in depth,
which are made with great care, and frequently lined with large evergreen leaves,
in order to prevent absorption. Along the narrow banks or partitions between the
different pans, we saw a number of large evergreen leaves placed. They were tied
up at each end, so as to resemble a narrow dish, and filled with sea water, in
which the crystals of salt were abundant. [Ellis 1827:403-404]
In an article on Hawaiian salt works, Thomas Thrum discusses the large salt works at Ālia
Pa‘akai (Salt Lake in Moanalua) and at Pu‘uloa on the western loch of Pearl Harbor. Kamakau
(1961:409) reported “The king and Isaac of Pu‘uloa are getting rich by running the salt water
into patches and trading salt with other islands.” The salt was sent to Russian settlements in the
Pacific Northwest, where it was used to pack salmon (Hawaiian Gazette, January 29, 1897).
Thrum also mentions a salt works in Kaka‘ako.
Honolulu had another salt-making section in early days, known as the Kakaako
salt works, the property of Kamehameha IV, but leased to and conducted by E.O.
Hall, and subsequently E.O. Hall & Son, until comparatively recent years. This
enterprise was carried on very much after the ancient method of earth saltpans as
described by Cook and Ellis. [Thrum 1924:116]
In the testimony for LCA 1903, Lolopi claimed two ālia (salt beds), 15 ho‘oliu (drains), two
poho kai (depressions where salt is gathered) and 1 salt kula (dryland or wasteland). Four
separate types of salt features are mentioned: the ponds near the shore that fill with salt water at
high tide (ālia); the drains (ho‘oliu) where the salt water is transferred to smaller clay-lined or
leaf-lined channels; the natural depressions (or modified depressions) in the rocks along the
shore where salt formed naturally; and the salt kula, which was waste land, land that could
probably not be used for agriculture as it was impregnated with salt. Lolopi did not live near his
salt lands, but Pahiha, claimant of LCA 1504, did have a house near his fish pond and salt bed.
The house was probably a simple grass hut, similar to those shown on an 1838 sketch entitled
“Honolulu Salt Pans, Near Kakaako” and the one shown on an 1845 sketch of the “Old Salt
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Pans” (Figure 21 and Figure 22). These sketches show the traditional, long salt ponds parallel to
the shore.
The export of salt declined in the late nineteenth century. Thrum (1924:116) states that the
apex of the trade was in 1870, but by 1883 he noted that “pulu, salt and oil have disappeared
entirely” from the list of yearly exports (Thrum 1884:68). By 1916, only one salt works, the
Honolulu Salt Co., was still in operation. However, salt continued to be manufactured for local
use. The Kaka‘ako Salt Works appears on maps as late as 1891 and a page in Victoria Ward’s
ledger for 1883 notes a yearly income of $651.50 received from her “Salt Lands” in Kukuluāe‘o
(Hustace 2000:50). As noted above, Thrum (1924:116) said the Honolulu Salt Co. was the only
salt producer on O‘ahu in 1916. A 1916 Commerce Report (Taylor 1916:723) states that the
Honolulu Salt Co. operates “salt beds at Puuloa, Kalihi, and Waikiki, on the island of O‘ahu…”
No mention is made of Kaka‘ako, suggesting that the Kaka‘ako salt works had closed before
1916.
The traditional method of salt production was gradually replaced by the more labor intensive
Chinese method, as the Chinese immigrants began to take over the traditional salt and fish ponds
of Honolulu in order to grow rice, to raise ducks, and to make salt. In a 1906 article, Rev.
Westervelt (1906:43-46) explained the Chinese method of salt evaporation for the Honolulu salt
beds. The Chinese worker first used a water pump to draw the seawater from the larger ditch
below to the salt-evaporation beds above. The man moved the two handles back and forth to
work the pump. The evaporation beds were lined with clay, wet with sea water, and tramped and
pounded down. Each pan was about 20 feet square, covered with about two inches of water, and
bound by an earth dyke, as shown in old photograph of the Kewalo salt brine beds (Figure 23).
On early historic maps, the area of salt pans is often marked out as a large grid of contiguous
squares, as shown on an 1883 map (Figure 24).
After allowing the sun to evaporate some of the water, the worker stepped into the
evaporation pan and scraped the salt into a pile in the center with a simple wooden scraper. The
worker then threw a large basket-shaped scoop into the brine and used a tin dipper to move the
salt to the basket. Two baskets, one on each side of a pole, were then carried on the back of a
worker across the thin earth dykes between the salt pans. The baskets were dumped into large
drying piles, where the remaining water seeped out into the ground. The salt was then sewn into
gunny sacks and sent to the market for sale.
By 1901, most of the fishponds and salt pans makai of King Street were reported as
abandoned. In that year, the Hawai‘i Legislature (1901:185) proposed to build a ditch to drain
away the “foul and filthy water that overflows that district at the present time.”
The district makai of King St. and the Catholic Cemetery, Ewa of Mrs. Ward’s
(the Old Plantation), mauka of Clayton St., and Waikiki of the land from King St.,
leading to the Hoomananaauao Church, consists of six large abandoned fish ponds
and a large number of smaller ones, all in filthy condition, fed by springs and
flowing into Peck’s ditches. Just makai of these ponds, at the end of Clayton
street, next to Mr. Ward’s, is Peck’s place. An artesian well flushing the wash
houses flows into two foul ditches, thence to the big pond which is Waikiki of
what used to be Cyclomere and next to Mrs. Ward’s line [ditch] extending down
to Waimanu St.
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Figure 21. 1838 sketch of “Honolulu Salt Pan, near Kaka‘ako” drawn by French visitor Auguste
Borget (original sketch at Peabody Essex Museum, Salem, Mass; reprinted in Grant
2000:64-65)

Figure 22. 1845 sketch of “Native Church [Kawaiaha‘o Church], Oahu, from the Old Salt Pans,”
drawn by John B. Dale, from the U.S. Exploring Expedition led by Lt. Charles Wilkes
(J. Welles Henderson Collection, reprinted in Forbes 1992:126). Note the sketch is
probably from the salt pans in the Ka‘ākaukukui area
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Figure 23. 1902 photograph of Kewalo brine basins (original photograph at Bernice P. Bishop
Museum; reprinted in Scott 1968:579)
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Figure 24. 1883 map of the Honolulu Water Works System (Reg. Map 1087). Note the grid symbol southeast of the project parcels
represents salt pans
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The rear portion of Mrs. Ward’s property down to Waimanu St. used to be fish
ponds all connecting to the sea by a ditch which is fed by an artesian well. These
ponds, with the exception of three, are abandoned.
3.1.10 Kaka‘ako’s Role as a Human Quarantine Center and Cemetery Area
The city block now bounded by Punchbowl Street, Pohukaina Street, South Street, and Ala
Moana Boulevard (now covered by the Waterfront Plaza complex), west of the current project
area, was used as a cemetery from the 1700s (or earlier) up to the early 1800s. This is based on
an analysis of artifacts from eight burials disinterred at the site (Griffin et al. 1987:4). The burial
ground is currently referred to as the “Ka‘ākaukukui Cemetery,” but its ancient name, if it had
one, is unknown.
During the 1853 smallpox epidemic, patients were isolated at a temporary quarantine camp
and a hospital was set up at Kaka‘ako (Thrum 1897:98). Victims of the disease were later buried
at the Honuakaha Cemetery near the modern junction of Quinn Lane and South Street (Griffin et
al. 1987:13; Pfeffer et al. 1993; Hammatt and Pfeffer 1993).
Hansen’s Disease (i.e. leprosy) was first reported in Hawai‘i 1840, and positively identified in
1853. During the next 25 years (i.e. 1853-1878), there were approximately 160 cases per year,
and 80 cases per year over the next 50 years (i.e. 1878-1928). The number of cases later
decreased to 60 cases per year in 1931 and 20 cases a year in 1951 (Arnold 1956:317). In 1865, a
receiving hospital in Kalihi, west of Honolulu, was set up to examine suspected lepers. If the
diagnosis was confirmed, the patients were forcibly exiled to the Kalaupapa colony on Moloka‘i.
In cases where it was uncertain if the patient had leprosy or some other type of skin disease, the
stay at the hospital could extend into weeks while the doctors waited for definite symptoms of
leprosy to develop. A branch hospital and receiving station for cases of Hansen’s Disease was
opened in 1881 at Kaka‘ako, within the city block now bound by Ala Moana Boulevard, Keawe
Street, Auahi Street, and Coral Street (Griffin et al. 1987:55), with 48 patients tended by Dr.
George L. Fitch (Hanley and Bushnell 1980:112). This land, at “Fisherman’s Point,” was
donated by Princess Ruth Ke‘elikōlani. The “Leper Hospital” is indicated on the 1884 map of
Honolulu (see Figure 17).
One of the main purposes of the Kaka‘ako Detention Center was to keep suspected lepers
isolated from the general pubic. Sister Leopoldina, a Franciscan sister, described the Kaka‘ako
Hospital in 1885 as being like a prison, enclosed by:
…a high close board fence and large strong locked gates…A large building [sat]
over those gates where the lepers were allowed to talk with their relatives through
prison bars. No one was allowed to enter without a permit from the Board of
Health. [cited in Hanley and Bushnell 1980:114]
As the complex was constructed on a former salt marsh near the sea, it was subject to flooding at
high tide. The salt water killed all vegetation and made it impossible to landscape the complex
with grass or plants; the water swept away stone-bordered paths, corroded metal, and destroyed
the whitewash on the buildings. Even so, the Board of Health expected the patients to help feed
themselves by growing their own vegetables in gardens on the center’s grounds. Overcrowding
was also a problem. The hospital, built to house 100 patients, had over 200 residents by 1883.
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Dr. Fitch was in favor of making the Kaka‘ako station a permanent leprosarium, and often
delayed sending confirmed lepers to Molokai.
In 1883, Walter Murray Gibson, a minister in King Kalākaua’s government and head of the
Board of Health, sent out a plea for a religious order to care for the sick of Hawai‘i, especially
the lepers. The call was answered by the Franciscan Sisters of Syracuse, New York, led by
Mother Marianne Cope. The seven sisters arrived in Honolulu and made their first visit to the
Kaka‘ako Leper Detention Center in November of 1883. They were appalled with what they
saw: tumbled-down cottages, filth and flies in the dining area, and the stench of the leper’s
unwashed sores. The hospital steward, J. J. Van Geisen, took them on a tour:
“Now let me show you the most interesting place,” he announced, leading the
group to a narrow building that teetered on pilings over the surf. The structure had
been divided into three dingy cubicles, with warped floors and windows ghosted
by salt spray. The first of the rooms was the “morgue.” Van Geisen explaining
that when a patient’s condition reached a certain point, he was forced into the
morgue and remained there until dead. The body was then dragged to the second
cubicle, where Fitch performed an autopsy. Finally the remains were moved to the
third room, to await a burial team. [Tayman 2006:143]
The sisters later built a convent at the hospital to live near their patients. The convent was a
two-story house with a hall, parlor, and refectory on the ground floor, and five bedrooms
upstairs. A small chapel was attached to the rear of the structure, dedicated to Saint Philomena.
The sisters soon took the running of the hospital in hand, cleaning and whitewashing the
cottages, separating the males and females into two wards, and setting up new landscaped areas
and gardens (Figure 25).
In 1884, Mother Marianne built a home at Kaka‘ako for the non-leprous daughters of the
patients at Kaka‘ako and the exiled lepers of Moloka‘i (Figure 26). The girls’ home was named
after Queen Kapi‘olani, who supported the plan by raising funds. A two-story dormitory for the
girls was built near the sisters’ chapel (Hanley and Bushnell 1980:222).
In 1888, the Board of Health decided to close the Kaka‘ako Branch, moving the receiving
station to Kalihi. They determined that “the buildings at Kakaako should be entirely removed”
(Hanley and Bushnell 1980:275). The hospital and several of the larger buildings were
dismantled and transported for use at Moloka‘i (Daws 1984:xxiii). A few buildings remained and
the Kaka‘ako site continued to be used as a temporary leprosy receiving station. Thrum
(1897:101) reports that victims of the cholera epidemic of 1895 were treated at the Kaka‘ako
Hospital, indicating the remaining buildings were modified or a new hospital was built during
this time. In 1889, the Kapi‘olani School for Girls was also moved to Kalihi (Hanley and
Bushnell 1980:326). The buildings were torn down and the new immigration station was built on
the former grounds of the home.
In 1899, the first case of bubonic plague was identified in Hawai‘i; the plague spread rapidly
through the crowded tenements of Chinatown. The government decided that the best way to
eradicate the disease was through “controlled burning” of the wooden buildings. Infected
patients were moved to a quarantine camp at Kaka‘ako. Some people whose houses were burned,
not necessarily patients, were housed at the barracks of the Kaka‘ako Rifle Range, and their
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Figure 25. 1886 photograph of patients’ oceanside cottages at the Kaka‘ako Leper Detention
Center (reprinted in Hanley and Bushnell 1980:photograph section)

Figure 26. 1886 photograph of the Kapi‘olani Home for Girls within the Kaka‘ako Leper
Detention Center; Mother Marianne Cope is the second woman from the right
(reprinted in Hanley and Bushnell 1980: photograph section)
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belongings were stored in the cellars of Kaumakapili Church. In January, a fire was set in Block
15 between Kaumakapili Church and Nu‘uanu Avenue, which quickly got out of control. No one
was killed in the fire, but Chinatown was destroyed. Many people were left homeless, and also
bereft of all belongings, which were lost when Kaumakapili Church burned to the ground
(Iwamoto 1969:122-124, 130-131).
In 1905, the Kaka‘ako area was used for the incineration of the waste from urban Honolulu.
Thomas Thrum reported:
Early in the year was completed the long projected garbage crematory for the
disposal, daily, of the city's refuse by a patent and sanitary process. It is located
on the shore of Kakaako, adjoining the sewer pumping station; is two stories in
height and built of brick. [Thrum 1906b:177]
The dredging of Honolulu harbor and its channel is completed as far as planned
for the present, and excavations for the Alakea and Kinau slips finished, the
material therefrom being used to fill in a large area of Kakaako and the flats in the
vicinity of the sewer pumping station and garbage crematory. The amount of
material removed by the Federal dredging was a million and a half cubic yards
[Thrum 1907:148-149].
3.1.11 Military Works at Ka‘ākaukukui
During the monarchy, the point at Kaka‘ako was the location for a battery, with three cannons
used to salute visiting naval vessels, which responded with their own cannon salutes. Other
saluting batteries were at the top of Punchbowl Crater and at the Honolulu Fort (Dukas
2004:163). The Hawaiian Annual and Almanac for 1887 (Thrum 1887:37) reported that $4,500
had been spent to build the battery, which was used for gun salutes up to at least the end of the
monarchy in 1893 (Judd 1975:57), as shown on an 1887 photograph (Figure 27) and a 1887 map
of Honolulu (see Figure 18).
After the annexation of the Hawaiian Islands by the United States in 1899, the U.S. Congress
began to plan for the coastal defenses of their new islands. The major batteries were placed at
Pearl Harbor and Waikīkī, but a small reservation, named Fort Armstrong, was also set up on the
Ka‘ākaukukui Reef as a station for the storage of underwater mines. Battery Tiernon, with two 3inch guns, was built at this site in 1911, and took over the job of saluting visiting naval vessels
once performed by the Kaka‘ako battery (Williford and McGovern 2003:15). In 1917, William
Castle noted:
Fort Armstrong is the saluting station for the port of Honolulu. It is built on the
Kaakaukukui Reef, one mile from the centre of the city and at the entrance of the
harbour. Its area is 64 acres, and it has as garrison the 104th Company (mine) of
the Coast Artillery Corps. Both officers and men are wretchedly housed in
temporary board and batten shacks, although the fort has been in use for three
years. [Castle 1917:90]
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Figure 27. 1887 photograph of the Kaka‘ako Saluting Battery and flagstaff (original photograph
taken by Karl Kortum and archived at the San Francisco Maritime Museum; reprinted
in Scott 1968:176)
Fort Armstrong saw some small action during World War I. In October 1917, military
authorities closed Honolulu Harbor between sunset and sunrise. The steamer Claudine, which
was sailing from Maui when the edict went into effect, sailed into Honolulu Harbor unknowingly
after twilight. The coast artillery at Fort Armstrong shot a few shells across her bow, and the
steamer quickly reversed her engines and went back out to sea until the following morning, when
she could safely and legally come to shore (Thomas 1983:147). During the Japanese attack of
Hawai‘i on December 7, 1941, the Fort Armstrong escaped relatively unscathed. Only one motor
pool structure was hit. Anti-aircraft shells were fired from the fort, but were ineffective. At least
one shell hit the town rather than any aircraft (Richardson 2005:34). In the 1950s, the federal
government returned most of Fort Armstrong to the Territory of Hawai‘i, which used the area to
expand the shipping piers of the harbor.
3.1.12 Kerosene Storage Lot and the Magoon Block
On the 1887 map of Honolulu (see Figure 18), a lot is indicated “kerosene store house,” a
government facility, located north of the current project area. The danger of locating this storage
area so close to downtown Honolulu was emphasized by the compiler of the Hawaiian Annual,
Thomas Thrum, who noted fires at the kerosene storage warehouse in 1891, and again in 1907:
And, as if to emphasize the critical condition of the city, fires have been more
numerous than usual, with more serious loss thereby than for years past, the
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principal one being the government Kerosene Warehouse in the early part of June
last, with some 35,000 cases of oil and gasoline. [Thrum 1892:129]
Early in August a small building at Kakaako of not much value was destroyed by
fire. Shortly afterwards, by the prompt response to the firemen to a “still alarm”
about 8 a.m. of Sunday, the 11th, an incendiary blaze in the Kerosene warehouse
at Kakaako was quenched just in time to avert a serious explosion and
conflagration. [Thrum 1908:180-181]
On later historic maps, this land section is referred to as the Magoon Grant or the Magoon
Block. John Alfred Magoon was a prominent lawyer in Honolulu who married Emmeline Marie
Afong, the daughter of a wealthy Chinese businessman in Hawai‘i (Dye 1997:211-212). Like
many businessmen, Magoon bought properties as investments, for development or for sale for a
profit at a later date. Under Kamehameha IV, he received Grant 3182 (0.312 acres) in 1878 for
$50, and Grant 3183 (1.89 acres) for $260. By 1914, he built on the Queen Street lot a two-story
structure with shops on the ground floor and residential apartments on the top floor (Figure 28),
described as “Hawaii’s First Apartment House” (Griffin et al. 1987:32, 65). Additional structures
were built in the early twentieth century in the parcel called the “Magoon Block.” The
apartments were generally low-rent and inhabited by bachelors, although some poorer families
crowded into the larger apartments. All of the buildings on the lot were demolished in 1940.
3.1.13 Honolulu Iron Works
In the 1850s, Hawaiian sugar planters became interested in a type of centrifugal machine that
could separate sugar from molasses. An engineer named David Weston installed his version of
this machine in a Maui sugar mill in 1851. With backing from Hawaiian businessmen, Weston
returned to the islands in 1853 and founded the Honolulu Iron Works (Figure 29), which he set
up in a building already occupied by a flour mill (Kuykendall 1938:326-327). The flour mill was
at first the most successful part of the business, where wheat from Maui and as far away as Chile
was ground into flour and then exported to California. However, as the sugar industry became
more prominent in the Hawai‘i economy, the Iron Works began to build the machinery needed to
operate the new sugar mills, not only in Hawai‘i but all over the world. At one point, the Iron
Works employed 1,500 workers, many who lived in the Kaka‘ako area (Nicol 1998:510).
Business began to decline in the 1950s, and in 1973 the works were closed (Nicol 1998:510).
At first the old buildings were converted to retail space, but eventually all were torn down; the
last warehouse was demolished in 1982 (Kawasaki 2005:2). This main lot for this complex is
now covered by One Waterfront Plaza, west of the current project area.
3.1.14 Pohukaina School and Mother Waldron Park
In the surveyor’s notes for an 1873 map of land parcels at the corner of King and Punchbowl
streets, the present site of the Hawai‘i State Public Library, one of the parcels is identified as the
“lot purchased by the Government of Prince Lunalilo in 1872, said portion now to be transferred
to the control of the Board of Education.” The parcel was, in 1874, to become the site of the
Pohukaina School for Girls, one of three government supported schools on O‘ahu during the
second half of the 19th century. The other two schools were the Royal School for Boys and the
Fort Street School.
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Figure 28. Undated photograph of the Magoon Block (photograph reprinted in Kaka‘ako
Connection 2004)

Figure 29. Photograph (circa 1901) of the Honolulu Iron Works complex (original photograph at
Bernice P. Bishop Museum; reprinted in Myatt 1991:40-41)
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The Pohukaina Girls’ School on King Street will suit those parents who do not
care about their girls being mixed up with boys at school or in school
playgrounds. Miss S.F. Corney is the Principal, and has for assistants Misses W.P.
Luce and J. Dudoit. The young folks who attend this school, and through them
(by reflected merit, or, rather, as the originators of the merit), their ladylike
teachers, lately received a very pretty pat on the back from the Honorable Mr.
Bishop, who is President of the Board of Education. “The pupils of this school are
generally known out of the school room by their neat and tidy appearance,” was
the remark by which, in addition to some decided praise of their application to
their studies, he intimated to the Legislative Assembly what benefits they
conferred on the community by the Government grant to the Pohukaina Girls’
School. [Bowser 1880:451]
In 1907 the Hawai‘i Territorial Legislature passed an act to establish the Library of Hawai‘i.
After evaluating several possible locations, the government committee decided that the King
Street lot of the Pohukaina School would be the best location. Governor Frear wrote, “I arranged
to have Pohukaina School moved to Kakaako- a more central location with reference to its
constituency and with much more space for buildings and playgrounds” (Frear 1938, cited in
Schilz 1991).
As Gov. Frear noted, Pohukaina School was moved to Kaka‘ako, within the city block
bounded by Pohukaina Street, Keawe Street, Halekauwila Street, and Coral Street. The main
building was located immediately makai (seaward) of the current project area. Constructed at a
cost of $28,000, the new school building opened in 1913:
The structure which was designed by E.C. Petit of the architectural firm headed
by H.L. Kerr represents a special study in fire-proofing. It is fitted with specially
designed fire walls and doors, with outside staircases.
The building is of reinforced concrete and economically planned, the rooms on
the second floor being fitted with folding doors to that they may be thrown
together. The design permits of the addition of a number of rooms at the rear of
the building when an increase in school population makes this necessary. [Pacific
Commercial Advertiser; June 22, 1913:A1]
Pohukaina School remained in operation in Kaka‘ako until 1980, by which time it had
developed into a special education facility. The buildings were demolished, and in 1981, the
Pohukaina School special education program was transferred to the campus of Kaimukī
Intermediate School.
One of the teachers at the Pohukaina School was Margaret Waldron. Mrs. Waldron taught at
Pohukaina School for 18 years until her retirement in 1934. She was also noted for her volunteer
work in Kaka‘ako, and was “generally credited with being the individual who had most influence
in transforming the so-called ‘Kakaako gangs’ into law abiding groups and wiping out the
unsavory reputation which at one time clung to the district” (Honolulu Star-Bulletin; May 8,
1936:A1). Mrs. Waldron died on May 8, 1936. The following year, when a new playground was
constructed across Coral Street from Pohukaina School, the Honolulu Board of Supervisors
authorized the park’s designation as “Mother Waldron Playground.” At the September 20, 1937
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opening of the playground, designed by Harry Sims Bent and constructed on the site of the
former County stables at a cost of $50,000:
…officials expressed the hope that the park would be appreciated and enjoyed to
the utmost. Reference was made to the dusty roads and barren lands that had
marked the site not many years ago. [Honolulu Advertiser; September 21,
1937:A1]
The Mother Waldron Playground was then, in 1937, the most modern facility in the Territory.
The following year, Lewis Mumford, the noted author and social scientist, was invited by the
Honolulu Park Board to study the county’s parks and playgrounds. He noted the “spirit called
forth in the Mother Waldron Playground.” Mumford defined that spirit exemplified by Mother
Waldron Playground and other county parks:
That the very spirit of play is enhanced by taking place in a setting that shows
order and vision often does not occur to the municipal departments concerned;
hence, ugly chicken-wire fences, clay or bare asphalt surfaces, and a complete
innocence of all aesthetic device. Honolulu has made a valuable departure from
this stale tradition by providing, in some of its new playgrounds, structures that
have none of this tawdry makeshift quality; they are rather examples of building
art worthy to have a place beside the open-air gymnasiums or palestra of the
Greeks. The handsome bounding wall, the judicious planting of shade trees, the
retention of grass wherever possible, translate the spirit of organized play to the
area itself. [Mumford 1938:42]
Mumford also reported: “The architectural treatment of Ala Moana Park and the design of the
Mother Waldron playground seem to me particularly successful…” (Mumford 1938:48).
3.1.15 Squattersville
Poor people, mainly native Hawaiians, lived in shacks and sturdy houses in the 1920s on
lands reclaimed during the construction of Fort Armstrong and areas to the east. The area was
called “Squattersville,” named because the people were living on government land without
authorization (Figure 30). This camp in the Ka‘ākaukukui area (shortened to ‘Ākaukukui), was
generally located around Olomehani Street near the shoreline, protected from the waves by a
long sea wall. There were around 700 Hawaiians and part-Hawaiians living in shoreward camps
in the mid-1920s, but by 1926 they were all gone. The government evicted the families and razed
the houses (Clark 1977:64).
Clark further reports on the developments in the area after the demise of Squattersville:
During the 1930’s and 1940’s, the Ka‘ākaukukui area continued to be heavily
utilized as a fishing and swimming area, especially by children from the
neighboring community of Kaka‘ako. The children surfed on redwood planks in
the break they called “Stonewall.” Many varieties of fish were abundant. Younger
divers were warned by the old-time residents to stay away from the large
sharkhole on the Waikīkī side of Kewalo Channel. Many people came to this area
to pick limu [seaweed] and wana [sea urchin], and also to catch squid on the
shallow reef. [Clark 1977: 64]
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Figure 30. 1922 map of “Squattersville,” by Walter E. Wall (Hawai‘i Territory Survey Plat Map 2050)
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3.1.16 Early Twentieth Century Land Reclamation Projects
3.1.16.1 Kaka‘ako Reclamation
The first efforts to deepen Honolulu Harbor were made in the 1840s. The idea to use the
dredged material, composed of sand and crushed coral, to fill in low-lying lands, was quickly
adopted. From 1857 to 1870, the “Esplanade” between Fort and Alakea streets was created on 22
acres of filled-in former reef and tideland. By 1874, Sand (Quarantine) Island, site of the first
immigration station, had been created over “reclaimed” land on reefs.
By the 1880s, infilling of the mud flats, marshes, salt ponds in the Kaka‘ako area had begun.
This infilling was driven by three separate, but overlapping, improvement justifications. The first
directive was for the construction of new roads and improving older roads by raising the grade so
the improvements would not be washed away by flooding during heavy rains. A report by the
Hawaii Board of Health (1908:80) noted:
I beg to call attention to the built-up section of Kewalo, “Kaka‘ako,” where
extensive street improvements, filling and grading have been done. This, no
doubt, is greatly appreciated and desirable to the property owners of that locality,
but from a sanitary point of view is dangerous, inasmuch as no provision has been
made to drain the improved section, on which have been erected neat cottages
occupied for the greater part by Hawaiian and Portuguese families, now being
from one to three feet below the street surface, and which will be entirely flooded
during the rainy season. Unless this is remedied this locality will be susceptible to
an outbreak [of cholera] such as we experienced in the past.
As mentioned in the above section, the justification for infilling of low-lying areas most
frequently cited was public health and sanitation: the desire to clean up rivers and ponds that
were reservoirs for diseases such as cholera and acted as breeding places for rats and mosquitoes.
Thus, as early as 1902 (Hawaii Board of Health 1902:80), it is reported that:
The Board has paid a great deal of attention to low-lying stagnant ponds in
different parts of the city, and has condemned a number of them. The
Superintendent of Public Works has given great assistance to seeing that the
ponds condemned by the Board are filled. In September a pond on South Street
was condemned as deleterious to the public health.
The first areas to be filled were those areas closest to Honolulu, then moving outwards to
Kaka‘ako (Griffin et al. 1987:13). The first fill material may have been set down in 1881 for the
Kaka‘ako Leper Branch Hospital, which had been built on a salt marsh. Laborers were hired to
“haul in wagonloads of rubble and earth to fill up that end of the marsh” (Hanley and Bushnell
1980:113). In 1903, five more lots in Kewalo, on Ilaniwai, Queen, and Cooke streets, were
condemned and ordered to be filled (Hawaii Board of Health 1903:6).
Although public health and safety were prominently cited, according to Nakamura (1979), the
main desire (and third justification) to infill Honolulu, Kewalo, and then Waikīkī lands was to
provide more room for residential subdivisions, industrial areas, and finally tourist resorts. In the
early part of the twentieth century, Kaka‘ako was becoming a prime spot for large industrial
complexes, such as iron works, lumber yards, and draying companies, which needed large spaces
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for their stables, feed lots, and wagon sheds. In 1900 (Thrum 1901:172), the Honolulu Iron
Works, which produced most of the large equipment for the Hawaiian plantation sugar mills,
moved from their old location at Queen and Merchant Street near downtown Honolulu to the
shore at Kaka‘ako, on land that had been filled from dredged material during the deepening of
Honolulu Harbor. Other businesses soon followed. Thrum (1902:168) noted:
The Union Feed Co. is another concern whose business has outgrown the limits of
its old location, corner of Queen and Edinburgh streets. Like the Iron Works Co.
they have secured spacious premises at Kakaako, erecting buildings specially
adapted to the needs of their extensive business at the corner of Ala Moana
(Ocean Road) and South Street.
Private enterprises were not the only new occupants of Kaka‘ako. A sewer pumping station,
an immigrant station, and a garbage incinerator were also built on “reclaimed land.” Thrum
(1907:148-149) noted:
The dredging of Honolulu harbor and its channel is completed as far as planed for
the present…the material there from being used to fill in a large area of Kakaako
and the flats in the vicinity of the sewer pumping station and garbage crematory.
For the incinerator, Thrum noted:
The new station is built on piles on reclaimed land that is being filled in from the
coral dredgings that is going on, and is gradually taking on a tropical appearance.
….Adjoining its premises on the mauka side is the new building designed for the
Planters’s Association for their labor bureau.
The new immigration station (Figure 31) had seven large rooms for dormitories, surrounded
by a breezy, open lanai, where immigrant workers would stay while waiting for their clearance
to go to their new work places on the sugar plantations. Adjacent to the dormitory was a hospital,
which was used to check the new immigrants for any “loathsome or dangerous contagious
disease” (Hawaii Governor 1905:77). The hospital was also used during epidemics to isolate
contagious patients, suffering from such diseases as smallpox, cholera, or plague.
In 1900, a pond surrounded by a bicycle racing track, called the Cyclomere (built in 1897), in
the Kewalo area was filled. This was located on the makai side of Kapi‘olani Avenue between
Cooke Street and Ward Avenue. In 1904, the area around South Street from King to Queen
Streets was filled in. The Hawaii Department of Public Works (1904) reported “considerable
filling [was] required” for the extension of Queen Street, from South Street to Ward Avenue,
which would “greatly relieve the district of Kewalo in the wet season.”
3.1.16.2 Kewalo Reclamation Project
Although the Board of Health could condemn a property and the Department of Public Works
could then fill in the land, the process was rather arbitrary and piecemeal. In 1910, after an
epidemic of bubonic plague, the Board of Health condemned a large section of Kewalo
(including areas in Ka‘ākaukukui), consisting of 140 land parcels which had numerous ponds
(Hawaii Department of Public Works 1914:196).
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Figure 31. Photograph (circa 1900) of the Immigration Station at Kaka‘ako, Union Feed Co.
stables in center background (Hawai‘i State Archives)

In 1914, the entire:
…locality bounded by King street, Ward avenue, Ala Moana and South street,
comprising a total area of about two hundred acres, had been found by the board
of health of the Territory to be deleterious to the public health in consequence of
being low and below ‘the established grades of the street nearest thereto’ and at
times covered or partly covered by water and improperly drained and incapable
by reasonable expenditure of effectual drainage, and that said lands were in an
insanitary and dangerous condition. [Hawaii Supreme Court 1915:329]
The superintendent then sent a letter to all of the property owners, informing them that they must
fill in the lands to the grade of the street level within sixty days. Only a few of the land owners
complied, infilling their land with a variety of materials. Most of the land owners did not comply
with the notice, and in 1912 the bid was given to Lord-Young Engineering Co. to fill in the land
with “sand, coral and material dredged from the harbor or reef and the depositing of the same
upon the land by the hydraulic method” (Hawaii Supreme Court 1915:331). The affected land
owners sued to stop the work, and in the suit, the method of hydraulic filling is described:
By this [hydraulic] method the material dredged is carried in suspension or by the
influence of water which is forced through large pipes and laid upon the lands and
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intervening streets, and afterwards is distributed and leveled, the water having
drained off through ditches provided for the purpose. The work is done in large
sections around which bulkheads have been constructed. A section can be filled in
about thirty days, the dredger working about fifteen hours per day. And in about
two months after a section has been filled the ground will have dried out so as to
be fit for use as before…The character of the material varies from very fine sand
to coarse bits of coral…
It appears in evidence that though the method employed the finest of the material
which is carried upon the land settles when the water which transports it becomes
quiet and as the water runs off a sludge or mud remains which forms a strata more
or less impervious to water. This strata, however, is covered by the coarser and
more porous material…it appears that by mixing in to a depth of a few inches
ordinary soil small plants will grow without difficulty…The character of the
locality must be considered. It is not adapted to agriculture, but is suited more
particularly to such business purposes as it now partly used for, such as stables,
laundries, warehouses, mills, etc., and for cottages with small yards for the
accommodation of laborers engaged in connection therewith. Upon the whole, we
are of the opinion that the material proposed to be used in the fill-in of the lands
of the complainants is not of a character as should be held to be improper for any
of the reasons urged. [Hawaii Supreme Court 1914:351]
The first land to be filled-in was the portion of the Ward Estate property west of Ward
Avenue, which was completely filled-in by June of 1913. In July, “25,000 cubic yards of sand
and ground-up coral were deposited on the Bishop Estate property in the vicinity of Ala Moana
and Keawe street, the reason for shifting operations to this part of the district being that the
Hawaiian Sugar Planter’s Association had erected a reinforced concrete building there and
wished to have the lot brought to grade” (Hawaii Department of Public Works 1914:198). By
August, the remaining Ward Estate lands west of Ward Avenue had been completely filled-in.
By February 1914, all of the land from South Street to Ward Avenue, and from Ala Moana
Boulevard to Queen Street had been filled, including the current project area.
The expense of the suit did manage to shut down operations planned for the area from Ward
Avenue to Waikīkī (Thrum 1916:159-160). This land was mainly owned by the Bishop Estate,
who leased the land to small farmers growing taro and rice and raising ducks in the ponds. In
1916, the Bishop Estate announced that as soon as their present tenant leases expired, they
planned to fill the lands and divide them into residence and business lots (Larrison 1917:148149). In 1919, a portion of the coastal section of the Bishop Estate lands was secured by the
government in order to expand the Kewalo Basin (Thrum 1920:148).
3.1.16.3 Waikīkī Reclamation Project
It was during the 1920s that southeast O‘ahu would be transformed, when the construction of
the Ala Wai Drainage Canal - begun in 1921 and completed eight years later - resulted in the
draining and infilling of the remaining ponds and irrigated fields of Honolulu and Waikīkī. The
canal was one element of a plan, first conceived in 1906, to urbanize Waikīkī and the
surrounding districts. The final result was a “canal three miles long, with an average depth of
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twenty-five feet and a breadth of two hundred fifty feet” (Honolulu Advertiser, 17 October
1928:2:16).
Several claims were made against the dredging company, including compensation for
destroyed crops and livestock by farmers. For instance, a Chinese tenant farmer named Chang
Fow, leasing lands in Waikīkī from the Bishop Trust Company, wrote a letter of complaint
indicating that the salt water that leached into his lands as a result of the dredging of the canal
had devastated his fishponds and stocks of ducks and chickens (letter from Chang Fow to the
Bishop Trust Company, 23 May 1922, cited in Nakamura 1979:100-101). His claims, along with
those of other residents of the area, give an impression of the continuing agricultural subsistence
base in Waikīkī that lasted into the 1920s.
Information about the actual dredging and infilling process, and the materials dredged-up and
used for fill, is minimal. Statements and pictures regarding the event show that dredging was
done both off-shore, on the ocean bed, and in the area slated for the canal. Information regarding
the filling process of personal properties is unclear. Numerous phases seem to have taken place.
Nakamura (1979:85) writes that the government of the Territory of Hawai‘i solicited bids, in
1920, for the dredge and fill project planned for the environs of Waikīkī. The plan was to create
hundreds of acres of urban land, at the expense of wetland agriculture and aquaculture in the
area. The advertisement, soliciting bids for the project put forward by Lyman H. Bigelow,
masked the significance of the project by stating that “for Dredging a Drainage Canal and Filling
and Reclaiming Certain Unsanitary Lands at Waikiki” (Nakamura 1979:85). He further writes
that State laws were passed requiring property owners to pay for the infilling of their lands,
which apparently was going to be done whether they wanted it or not. A lien would be fixed
against their property, and if payment was not made on time, land would be foreclosed on.
Nakamura points out that the cost was so high for some of the property owners that the bank lien
could extend into a fifteen-year mortgage (Nakamura 1979:89).
Once land that the Territory of Hawai‘i government wanted filled in (ex. for government
buildings) was complete, any further dredged materials became the property of the dredging
company (i.e. the Hawaiian Dredging Company) and they could then sell the materials to the
property owners, who in-turn were forced to buy the product. Walter F Dillingham, of the
Hawaiian Dredging Company, died in 1963. Time magazine, in their article about him and his
involvement in the project stated that “…Walter Dillingham used the muck dragged up from the
sea to fill in low, marshy areas around Honolulu, over the years created 5,000 acres of solid
ground that now holds a full third of the city’s population” (cited in Nakamura 1979:112).
The land surface of modern Honolulu and Waikīkī is situated on the result of this decade long
dredging and infilling project, of which the creation of the Ala Wai Canal was included. In
Nakamura’s (1979:113) The Story of Waikīkī and the Reclamation Project, he writes that this
land “reclamation” program changed the ecology of Waikīkī from a once viable and important
agriculture and aquaculture center, under the subterfuge of “drainage” and “sanitation.” Many of
the original property owners lost their land or had serious damage to their property as a result of
the reclamation activities and/or the costly expense for the mandatory infilling of their properties.
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3.1.17 Urban Expansion in the Kaka‘ako Area
Kaka‘ako was considered outside the Honolulu town boundary and was used in the mid to late
nineteenth century as a place for cemeteries, burial grounds, and for the quarantine of contagious
patients. Then, in the beginning of the twentieth century, the area was used as a place for sewage
treatment and garbage burning, finally becoming an area for cheap housing and commercial
industries (Griffin et al. 1987:13).
Late nineteenth century maps (see Figure 7 and Figure 8) show the emerging traces of the
future development in Kaka‘ako as the grid of roads extending southeast from Honolulu toward
Waikiki. Queen Street, which was planned to connect to the beach road near Waikīkī, appears to
follow the route of the traditional trail from Kou (Honolulu) to Waikīkī, as described by John
Papa ‘I‘i. As previously discussed, this trail likely traversed a sand berm raised above the
surrounding marshlands and coral flats. The late nineteenth century maps indicate the vicinity of
the current project area remained marshland with fishponds and salt ponds. At this time, the
project area was a portion of the Kaka‘ako Salt Works (see Figure 17), which probably ceased its
operation sometime before 1916.
A series of U. S. Geological Survey (or wartime U.S. Army) topographic maps shows the
gradual expansion of the Honolulu urban district to the edge of Kaka‘ako and beyond in the early
twentieth century. During the first half of the twentieth century, both rice fields and marshlands
were eliminated as Kaka‘ako lands were filled to accommodate the expanding urbanization of
Honolulu.
As previously discussed, the current project area and vicinity were completely filled by 1914,
during road improvement projects and the Kaka‘ako/Kewalo Reclamation projects. All of the
ponds and the low-lying areas in the vicinity of the current project area were filled, and new
land, including the vicinity of Fort Armstrong, was created from dredged material. The 1919
War Department map (Figure 32), shows the extent of land reclamation and development in the
Kaka‘ako area. The map indicates that early twentieth century residences in the vicinity of the
project area were clustered between Pohukaina and Queen Streets, with several structures
indicated within the current project area. The Pohukaina School building is also shown
immediately makai of the current project area. The current project area appears to be near the
edge of the expanding urban area at this time. Streets extending toward Waikīkī are shown as
dashed lines, indicating the roads were not yet paved.
The 1927-28 U.S.G.S. map (Figure 33) shows the continued expansion of the urban Honolulu
area into the formerly open areas of Kaka‘ako. Material dredged during construction of the Ala
Wai Canal, Kewalo Basin, and other near-shore dredging projects, as well as material generated
by the city garbage incinerator, continued to be used to fill low-lying and shoreline areas. The
1943 War Department map (Figure 34), shows areas makai (seaward) of Ala Moana Boulevard
which were formerly ocean, including Kaka‘ako Makai, Kewalo Basin, and Ala Moana Beach
Park, as dry land with increasing development. The vicinity of the current project area is also
shown as an increasingly urban area, primarily consisting of small residential and commercial
structures. With increased urbanization of the Kaka‘ako area, these small buildings were
replaced by large commercial and industrial structures, as shown in a 1978 aerial photograph
(Figure 35).
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Figure 32. 1919 War Department Topographic Map, Honolulu Quadrangle, showing the location
of the project area
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Figure 33. 1927-28 U.S.G.S. Topographic Map, Honolulu Quadrangle, showing the location of
the project area
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Figure 34. 1943 War Department Topographic Map, Honolulu Quadrangle, showing the location
of the project area
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Figure 35. 1978 U.S.G.S. Orthophotograph, Honolulu Quadrangle, showing the location of the
project area
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3.1.18 Development within the Current Project Area
A series of fire insurance maps illustrates the history of the current project area in greater
detail. The current project area is not shown on any of the Dakin Fire Insurance maps for 1891,
1899, or 1906, suggesting that there were no permanent structures in the area during those years.
The current project area and vicinity is first indicated on the 1914 Sanborn Fire Insurance map
(Figure 36). The 1914 map shows the project area within the mauka (northeastern) portion of the
city block bounded by Keawe Street, 2nd Street (i.e. Pohukaina Street), Coral Street, and an
unnamed lane (i.e. future Halekauwila Street). The block is dominated by the “Pohukaina Public
School,” which occupies much of the makai (southwestern) portion of the block. The mauka
portion of the block, contains small residential “dwellings,” portions of which are located within
the current project area. The 1927 Sanborn map (Figure 37) continues to show the “Pohukaina
Public School” dominating the block. The school has greatly expanded since 1914, with several
classroom buildings surrounding the central school building. Several classrooms, an automobile
garage, and water closet (i.e. restroom) are located within the current project area. The mauka
portion of the block continues to be used for residential “dwellings.” By 1950, the “Pohukaina
Public School” has expanded to cover the entire block, including the current project area (Figure
38). Several classroom buildings, an automobile garage, and a portion of the school cafeteria
building are located within the current project area. The 1956 Sanborn map (Figure 39) continues
to show the “Pohukaina Public School” in the same configuration as the 1950 map. As
previously discussed, the Pohukaina School was closed in 1980 and the school buildings were
subsequently demolished in 1981.

3.2 Previous Archaeological Research
3.2.1 Archaeological Background
Most traditional Hawaiian surface structures in Honolulu had been demolished by the time of
the first scientific archaeological surveys. In his report on the survey of O‘ahu archaeological
sites conducted in the early 1930s, McAllister (1933:80) says of Honolulu: “Information
regarding former sites within the present limits of Honolulu must come entirely from literary
sources.” He does mention Pākākā Heiau, once the main royal temple in Honolulu, formerly
located near the makai (seaward) end of Fort Street. McAllister does not list Pu‘ukea Heiau or
Ka‘ahaimauli (discussed in Section 3.1.4), but he does note that Peter Corney, a visitor to the
island in 1819, saw several heiau (morai) along the Honolulu shore:
There are several morais, or churches in the village, and at new moon the priests,
chiefs and hikanees (aikane) [counselors] enter them with offerings of hogs,
plantains, and cocoanuts, which they set before the wooden images. The place is
fenced in, and have pieces of white flags flying on the fences. [Corney 1896:101]
The Kaka‘ako district of Honolulu became a focus of archaeological work during the 1980s,
impelled by the construction of local and federal government buildings and by the state-planned
redevelopment of the area. Recent archaeological investigations have been conducted in parcels
in the vicinity of the current project area and within road alignments near and adjacent to the
project area (Figure 40). Previous archaeological studies in the vicinity of the current project area
are listed in Table 2, with the relevant findings of these investigations summarized below.
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Figure 36. 1914 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Honolulu Sheet 74, showing structures within and
in the immediate vicinity of the project area
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Figure 37. 1927 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Honolulu Sheet 240, showing structures within
and in the immediate vicinity of the project area
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Figure 38. 1950 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Honolulu Sheet 240, showing structures within
and in the immediate vicinity of the project area
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Figure 39. 1956 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map, Honolulu Sheet 240, showing structures within
and in the immediate vicinity of the project area
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Figure 40. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Honolulu Quadrangle
(1998), showing previous archaeological study locations in the Kaka‘ako area west of
Ward Avenue
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Table 2. Previous Archaeological Studies in the Kaka‘ako District
Author

SIHP #
50-8014

Allen 1997

Report Description and Findings
Monitoring of geotechnical coring in Symphony Park; although
a wetland deposit was noted, no site designations were made.

Anderson 1995,
1997a, 1997b

-5373;

Athens 1986

-3984

Monitoring of Judiciary Parking lot, historic deposits (-3984)
with artifacts dating late 19th-early 20th centuries.

Avery &
Kennedy 1993a

-3712

Monitoring at 1853-1854 Honuakaha Smallpox Cemetery
(-3712); 3 historic burials recorded.

Avery &
Kennedy 1993b

-3712

Monitoring of South St. Building Complex, 6 burials associated
with 1853-1854 Honuakaha Smallpox Cemetery (-3712) found.

Bordner 1990

-9991

Test trenches were excavated in the Kawaiaha‘o Church
grounds (-9991); some historic artifacts were recovered.

Clark 1987

-2963

Monitoring at Makai Parking Garage; 7 burials (-2963) found
probably dating to pre -1850.

Davis et al.
1988

-2918

During monitoring at the Honolulu Iron Works site, no
additional human burials were found in the area surrounding
Ka‘ākaukukui Cemetery (-2918).

Douglas 1991a

-4380

Coral and Queen Street area: 8 burials (-4380) recorded and 5
disinterred.

Douglas 1991b

-4380

Coral and Queen Street area: 1 burial recorded (-4380).

Griffin et al.
1987

-2918

Background research and predictive models; reports on an
additional 3 burials at Ka‘ākaukukui Cemetery (-2918).

-5455

Hammatt &
Chiogioji 1995

Three reports on One Archer Lane project area (inventory
survey, monitoring and burial disinterment); minimum of 30
historic human burials from the historic Roman Catholic
Church Cemetery (-5455) present, one burial disinterred; some
historic refuse pits (-5373) also recorded along western side of
the Roman Catholic Cemetery on King St.

Archaeological assessment of 20 parcels and background
research; no field work conducted.

Hammatt &
Chiogioji 1998

-1388

Archaeological Assessment of area that includes Mother
Waldron playground (-1388) and Pohukaina Elementary
School. No field work.

Hammatt &
Pfeffer 1993

-3712;
-9917

Subsurface Inventory Survey; found 329 burial pits from the
1853 -1854 Honuakaha Smallpox Cemetery (-3712) and 3
refuse pits associated with the Honolulu Brewing Co. (-9917).
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Report Description and Findings

Hazlett et al.
2007a, b

-1604

Monitoring at Queen Emmalani project; 2 human skeletal
elements found (-1604).

Heidel &
Hammatt 1994

-1346

Background research on the Kaka‘ako Fire Station building
1346). and lot. No field work.

Kapeliela 1996

-5455

1 historic human burial (-5455) found on west side of Roman
Catholic Church on King St.

Kawachi 1991

-1604

Monitoring at the Queen Emmalina Tower project; 1 human
skull and 1 femur (-1604) were found in the back dirt pile.

Leidemann
1988

-1973

Monitoring at Federal Building parking lot; historic deposits
(-1973) found.

Mann &
Hammatt 2002

-6371

Monitoring for King St. Alignment; 1 burial (-6731) found,
possibly post-contact due to presence of historic artifact.

Miyasaki and
Ogata 1993

-9917

Environmental site assessment of the American Brewery Co.
building (-9917). No field work.

Ota & Kam
1982

-2963

Makai Parking Garage; 6 partial burial sets (-2963) found.
Tooth evulsion indicates probable pre-contact to 1850 date

Pearson 1980,
1995

-9991

Test pits were excavated near the Mission Houses (-9991); 19th
and 20th century artifacts were recovered.

Perzinski &
Hammatt 2004

-1346

Monitoring of geotechnical borings at the Kaka‘ako Fire Station
(-1346), no cultural material was found in 12 test borings.

Perzinski et al.
2005

-1604;
-6766

Inventory survey Queen Emmalina project; 2 isolated human
bones (-1604) and remnants of historic occupation (-6766) were
recorded.

Perzinski et al.
2006

-5455

Subsurface inventory survey of the Kewalo HECO Dispatch
Center; 2 historic coffin burials found on south side of the
Roman Catholic Cemetery (site -5455) on King St.

Pfeffer et al.
1993

-3712;
-4532;
- 4533;
-4534

Monitoring for Kaka‘ako ID-1; 31 burials from 1853-1854
Honuakaha Smallpox Cemetery (-3712) at Quinn Lane, 1
historic burial from Punchbowl St. (-4532), 1 possibly precontact burial from Halekauwila St. (-4533), and 116 historic
burials from Kawaiaha‘o Cemetery (-4534) at Queen St. (used
from 1825-1920).

Pietrusewsky et
al. 1989

-3712

Osteological study of 28 burials from the historic Honuakaha
Smallpox Cemetery (-3712), recorded by Pfeffer et al. (1993).
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Schilz 1991

-1604

Background research and property assessment of Queen
Emmalina Tower project, a block formerly used for kerosene
storage and for tenements (Magoon Block); in subsequent
projects, human remains were found and designated -1604.

Stein et al. 2007

-1346

Monitoring during demolition and construction of new
structures at the Kaka‘ako Fire Station lot (-1346). No findings.

Tulchin &
Hammatt 2006

-4534

Two trenches excavated in the Kawaiaha‘o Cemetery (-4534)
makai of Queen Street; 13 burial pits with coffins were
recorded, but no burials were disinterred.

Winieski &
Hammatt 2000

-1388;

Monitoring at Kaka‘ako ID-3 and other parcels, 9 burials found
at the Pohulani Housing area (-4380) and 11 human burials
(-5280) found at Mother Waldron Park (-1388) At least two
were interred in the post-contact period.

Winieski &
Hammatt 2001

-1346

Monitoring for geotechnical sampling at Kaka‘ako Fire Station
(-1346); no cultural remains found.

Winieski et al.
1996

-3712

Monitoring at the Honuakaha Housing project; 27 burials from
1853-1854 Honuakaha Smallpox Cemetery (-3712) were
disinterred (11 sets reported by Hammatt [1993]).

Yent 1985

-2918

Ka‘ākaukukui Cemetery (-2918) at the Honolulu Iron Works
project area; 5 burials (-2918) recorded.

-4380;
-5280
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3.2.2 Kaka‘ako Community Development Districts
The Kaka‘ako Community Development District was first designated as an area bounded by
Punchbowl Street to the west, Ala Moana Boulevard to the south, King Street to the north, and
Pi‘ikoi Street to the east. This development area is larger than the ancient Kaka‘ako, and extends
into lands once known as Ka‘ākaukukui, Kukuluāe‘o, and Kewalo.
In 1987, a report entitled, Kaka‘ako: Prediction of Sub-surface Archaeological Resources,
Detailing Archival Research and Archaeological Assessment of the Kaka‘ako Community
Development District (Griffin et al. 1987) provided background information and summarized the
historical import of the area:
Kaka‘ako - the Kaka‘ako Community Development District - is not the center of
life in greater Honolulu that is, or was, either Waikiki or ‘downtown’ ewa of
Punchbowl. It is, however, relatively rich in the remains of nineteenth century
Honolulu, of prehistoric Hawaiian life, and of the ethnic influx from the late
1800’s until 1940. Without doubt the single most striking archaeological deposit,
and the one to which we assign the highest priority, is the 1853 Honuakaha
Cemetery fronted by South Street and bisected by Quinn Lane. More than 1000
human burials are reportedly therein…
Burials will be found throughout Kaka‘ako. Some will be in sand remnants, others
intruding into the pumice deposited from ancient Punchbowl eruptions. Most will
be prehistoric or early historic. We expect that, as in the case of the Ka‘akaukukui
Cemetery, deaths from pre-1853 epidemics resulted in many burials throughout
Kaka‘ako. The chance of high status burials, from residences in adjacent elite
locations, is high. [Griffin et al. 1987: 73]
The Kaka‘ako Development area was originally subdivided into seven improvement districts,
which have now expanded into 12 improvement districts. These improvement districts consist
mainly of adjacent road alignments, as the early work was conducted on roads and utilities. The
titles of early archaeological project reports also followed this nomenclature. However, in recent
years, development projects have taken place or are planned in many separate parcels. Many of
the development parcels overlap with others or with road alignments. For ease of discussion, the
projects will be discussed by general location, from the northwestern corner of the Kaka‘ako area
at Punchbowl and King Street, and east to Ward Avenue.
3.2.3 Punchbowl to South Street
3.2.3.1 King Street Rehabilitation Project
Between August 2001 and June 2002, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i (CSH) monitored trenching
for the King Street Rehabilitation Project on sections of King Street between Dillingham Blvd.
and South Street (Mann and Hammatt 2002). During the course of archaeological monitoring,
one human burial, State Inventory of Historic Properties (SIHP) # 50-80-14-6371 was recovered
near the intersection of South King Street and Punchbowl Street, within the present road
alignment. The burial was a single adult individual between the age of 15 and 21 years. The
close proximity of several existing utility lines and the incomplete nature of the skeletal remains
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indicated that the burial was disturbed by earlier construction activities. Several historic artifacts,
including a porcelain button and a blue glass marble, were recovered in the same stratum, but
their association with the burial could not be determined. Up to the nineteenth century, this area
would have been within the Honuakaha Village, an early Hawaiian settlement.
3.2.3.2 Kawaiaha‘o Church Grounds and the Mission House
Kawaiaha‘o Church was built in 1842, adjacent to the mission station, where the first foreign
missionaries made their home upon arriving in Hawai‘i. The church, the church grounds
containing two cemeteries, and the mission houses have been designated SIHP # 50-80-14-9991.
Between 1986 and 1987, students from Chaminade University (Bordner 1990) excavated
eight test units and trenches on the Kawaiaha‘o Church grounds. Four test pits (TP 1-4) were
placed around the old adobe schoolhouse, which was originally built in 1836. Test pit 1 revealed
an old road surface at 6-14 cmbs cm below surface); this roadbed probably dates to c. 18601900. Test Pits 3 and 4 were placed near a series of concrete footings in the ground. This is the
site of a structure that was on the ground in the 1950s, possibly moved from an earlier location
on the corner of King and Kawaiaha‘o Streets, at the northeast corner of the church lot.
Surprisingly, no historic debris was found in this area. Test pits near several crypts revealed a
sophisticated construction covered by a layer of painted plaster. Several historic artifacts were
recovered in this area in the top layer of soil. Four test units were also placed at the northeast
corner of the church lot (TP 5-8), where a 1900 photograph shows a building was once located,
possibly the same one that was later moved close to the schoolhouse. No evidence for the house
structure or any historic debris was found in these units; however, the test units excavated were
very shallow.
In 1968 to 1970 (Pearson 1980; 1995), excavations were carried out at the Hawaiian Mission
property east (Diamond Head) of Kawaiaha‘o Church. Excavations were conducted adjacent to
the Bingham house. No human burials were found, although the early missionary Mrs. Loomis
mentions in her diary (archived at the Mission Houses Museum, Honolulu) that a Hawaiian
burial was found during the excavation of the framed house cellar in 1821. Excavations were
also made adjacent to a bedroom unit. No burials were found, though a pre-contact burial was
reportedly found during the original construction of this building in 1841 (Pearson 1995:28).
Bottles found in the trenches, units, and wells date the trash to late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries.
In 1993 (Pfeffer et al. 1993), 116 burial sets were disinterred from below the pavement of
Queen Street, which is adjacent to the southern boundary of Kawaiaha‘o Cemetery. This section
of the cemetery was designated SIHP # 50-80-14-4534.
In 2006, CSH (Tulchin and Hammatt 2006) excavated two 18-meter long trenches in a 0.2acre portion of the Kawaiaha‘o Cemetery adjacent to the makai side of Queen Street. The intent
of the subsurface investigations was to locate coffin/burial pit outlines without directly disturbing
human remains in an area for a proposed parking lot. Thirteen coffin burials were noted in one
trench and 11 coffin burials were noted in the second trench. The burials were left in place.
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3.2.3.3 Honuakaha Smallpox Cemetery
The proposed area for the Honuakaha Affordable Housing Project is a parcel bound by Queen
Street on the north, Quinn Lane to the south, and the Kaka‘ako Fire Station to the west (adjacent
to South Street). In the nineteenth century, this parcel was within the Honuakaha Village, an
early Hawaiian settlement. In the twentieth century, this lot was occupied by the Honolulu
Brewing and Malting Co., Ltd., brewers of Primo and Royal brand beers, who constructed their
brewing facilities on the lot in 1900. The facility ceased brewing beer in 1920 due to the onset of
prohibition. In 1933, the brewery was reoccupied by the American Brewery Co., Ltd., also
known as the Royal Brewery (SIHP # 50-80-14-9917). It ceased operations in 1960, and the
main building was put on the National Register of Historic Places in 1972. An environmental site
assessment for the study area was prepared (Miyasaki and Ogata 1993) to provide some
background information and to report on the present condition for one building at the brewery
site between South Street and Punchbowl.
Between April 1986 and August 1988, CSH monitored construction activities in the Kaka‘ako
ID-1 project area (Pfeffer et al. 1993). This included monitoring along South Street and Quinn
Lane. Historic research had shown that Honuakaha Cemetery, created solely for the 1853-1854
smallpox epidemic, was located makai of Queen Street on the west side of South Street. This
cemetery is now covered by urban development, including the Old Kaka‘ako Fire Station,
several buildings, and a portion of the American Brewery lot. The cemetery may contain more
than 1000 burials. It appears that the cemetery was not utilized following the epidemic and the
burials were left in place.
A total of 31 burials were recorded from the Honuakaha Cemetery (SIHP # 50-80-14-3712)
during the 1986-1988 monitoring. One of the “burials” consisted of a wooden coffin with no
human remains. Of the remaining 30 individuals, 28 were disinterred. Two burials, which were
determined to be outside the project area were left in place. For the 28 disinterments, 18 were
determined to be historic, as they were interred in an extended position and contained historic
artifacts, including in 12 cases, the wooden remains of a coffin. Two burials were interpreted as
possible pre-contact burials as they were interred in a sand layer and did not have any evidence
of a wooden coffin or any historic artifacts. The remaining 8 burials were too disturbed to
determine date of interment.
In March and April of 1993, during sewer line excavation by Mouse Construction, three
burials were inadvertently discovered at 614 South Street in the central portion of the lot (TMK
2-1-31:20) on the southwest corner (TMK 2-1-31:20) of South Street and Quinn Lane. “It was
determined that these burials were situated in the Honuakaha cemetery [SIHP # 50-80-14-3712]”
(Avery and Kennedy 1993a:9). Subsequent monitoring of the site by Archaeological Consultants
of Hawai‘i, Inc. (ACH), identified six additional burials in the same location (Avery and
Kennedy 1993b:Appendix), totaling 9 smallpox cemetery burials in this area.
In May through July of 1993, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i (Hammatt and Pfeffer 1993)
conducted an inventory survey of the American Brewery site. The primary goal of testing during
the inventory survey was to determine an accurate boundary for the cemetery and to gain an
accurate assessment of the number of burials within the parcel. From historical records and
maps, the supposed boundary of the Honuakaha Cemetery (SIHP # 50-80-14-3712) was plotted
on the south portion of the American Brewery Co. lot. Twenty-one test trenches were then
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excavated around this plotted line to determine the actual boundary of the cemetery. Twenty-nine
(29) burial pits were located with a backhoe and with hand shoveling. The burials themselves
were not disturbed, and were left in place. The study estimated the presence of between 179 and
389 burials within the Brewery/Honuakaha Housing Project parcel. A secondary goal of the
survey was to research subsurface traces of the brewery during the early twentieth century. Three
refuse pits associated with the brewery were also uncovered.
The identification of the extent of the cemetery was the primary factor in determining the
boundary limits for the new construction of the Honuakaha Memorial Park and the Honuakaha
Affordable Housing Building. Subsurface construction grading was to be avoided in order to
preserve the burials intact. However, even with architectural modifications, it was impossible to
place the proposed building foundations in such a way as to avoid impacting all the burials,
while at the same time preserving the structural integrity of the building. Therefore prior to
construction, it was decided to disinter 7 of the 29 burials (i.e. the 29 burial pits identified in
1993; Hammatt and Pfeffer 1993) from the mauka limit of the cemetery (Winieski et al. 1996:7).
During the excavation of two of these burials, 2 additional burial pits were discovered,
previously disturbed remains were encountered in pit fill, and one cranium was encountered in
pit fill, resulting in a total of 11 burial disinterments. Thus, before construction, a total of 33
burials were recorded, and 11 had been disinterred.
Following the disinterment of the 11 burials, construction activities began. A total of 14
human burials (16 individuals) were found during these construction activities, which were
monitored by CSH archaeologists between October 1993 and September 1995 (Winieski et al.
1996). These 14 burials were inadvertent discoveries: 3 from the middle of Quinn Lane and the
remaining 11 from an area along the Quinn Lane fence line. Findings were limited to the historic
era in age, with burials associated with the 1853 Honuakaha smallpox cemetery (SIHP # 50-8014-3712), and archaeological materials (bottles, metal, etc.) ranging from the 1880s to after the
construction of the brewery building at the turn of the 20th Century. The vast majority of the
burials present on the property were preserved and commemorated as part of an open garden area
on the property, within a specially constructed crypt under the garden.
3.2.3.4 Kaka‘ako Improvement District 1 (ID-1)
From April 1986 through August 1988, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i (Pfeffer et al. 1993)
conducted monitoring, data recovery, and excavation services within the Hawai‘i Community
Development Authority’s Kaka‘ako Improvement District 1 (ID-1), which was bounded by
Punchbowl Street (west), South Street (east), King Street (north), and Ala Moana Boulevard
(south), including extensions east for Kawaiaha‘o Lane, Queen Street, and Auahi Street. Portions
of Pohukaina Street, Quinn Lane, and Reed Lane are also within this district. This work was
conducted almost exclusively underneath the streets in District 1 and very little private property
was excavated. The stratigraphy generally consisted of an upper layer of asphalt, a layer of fill
material for road grades, additional fill layers associated with construction, a buried A horizon of
sand, which often contained artifacts and human burials, the underlying Tantalus/Sugarloaf
cinder deposited thousands of years before human occupation of the Hawaiian Islands, and the
coral shelf formed in the last inter-glacial period.
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Four burial site areas were encountered - two cemeteries and two isolated burials - with a total
of 149 burial sets. The cemetery on Queen Street (SIHP # 50-80-14-4534) contained 116 burial
sets. These burials are associated with Kawaiaha‘o Cemetery, which was utilized from about
1875 to 1920. The cemetery section is on the southern border of the Kawaiaha‘o Church
grounds. A total of 31 burials were recorded from the South Street/Quinn Lane Cemetery (SIHP
# 50-80-14-3712). These burials are associated with the Honuakaha Smallpox Cemetery, which
was utilized for burial only from 1853 to 1854. Over 1,000 victims of smallpox were interred in
the cemetery during the course of the epidemic. It appears that the cemetery was not utilized
following the epidemic and the burials were left in place. The two isolated burial sites – on
Punchbowl Street (SIHP # 50-80-14-4532) and Halekauwila Street (SIHP # 50-80-14-4533) –
each contained one set of remains. The burial at Halekauwila Street was within LCA 61, a
fishpond awarded to Queen Kapi‘olani within the lele of Ka‘ala‘a.
A variety of other archaeological and historical features were noted, excavated, and recorded
during the monitoring process, including historic trash, layers, historic cultural features, and fill
layers associated with the urbanization of the Kaka‘ako area. No osteological analysis was
conducted on the 116 sets of remains from the Queen Street area. These were reinterred in a
special vault built on the grounds of the present Kawaiaha‘o Cemetery. Osteological analysis
was conducted on the burial material from the South Street/Quinn Lane area (Pietrusewsky et al.
1989). These remains were later reinterred in a special vault built next to the Honuakaha
Affordable Housing Area (Winieski et al. 1996:5-6). In 2004, a series of geotechnical borings
were monitored on a portion of the site (Perzinski and Hammatt 2004). There were no findings.
3.2.3.5 South Street Building Complex
As noted in Section 3.2.3.3 above, in March and April of 1993, during sewer line excavation
by Mouse Construction, three burials were inadvertently discovered at 614 South Street, in the
central portion of the lot, near the southwest corner of South Street and Quinn Lane. “It was
determined that these burials were situated in the Honuakaha cemetery [SIHP # 50-80-14-3712]”
(Avery and Kennedy 1993a:9). Subsequent monitoring of the site by ACH identified six
additional burials in the same location (Avery and Kennedy 1993b:Appendix), totaling nine
smallpox cemetery burials in this area.
3.2.3.6 Kaka‘ako Fire Station (Proposed Fire Department Headquarters)
The Kaka‘ako Fire Station lot is located between Queen Street and Quinn Lane, and is bound
by South Street on the east and the American Brewery Site to the west. An assessment of this
study area was first conducted by CSH in 1994 (Heidel and Hammatt 1994). Background and
archival research conducted to determine the use of the land area from pre-contact times to the
modern area, revealed that the area initially was awarded to Hawaiian officials in the nineteenth
century, and the lot eventually came under the control of the government. While under
government ownership, the property was used for a hospital and cemetery for the smallpox
epidemic of 1853-1854. It was subsequently leased to various individuals until it was designated
as the site of one of Hawai‘i’s original fire stations in 1928 (SIHP # 50-80-14-1346; Fire Stations
of O‘ahu Thematic Group).
A new fire station was constructed on the parcel in the 1970s, with the old fire station in the
southwestern corner of the lot and the new station in the northeast corner. In 1979, the old fire
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station was nominated to the Hawai‘i and National Register of Historic Places for its
architectural and social significance. Plans are to convert this structure into a Fire Department
Museum.
Burials associated with the Honuakaha Smallpox Cemetery have been found along Quinn
Lane and south of Quinn Lane. Based on background research, the cemetery is understood to
partially lie beneath the new street-level parking lot on the southern border of the fire station.
Due to the possibility of burials associated with this cemetery, monitoring was conducted in the
study area by CSH in February 2001 (Winieski and Hammatt 2001) during geotechnical bore
sampling. Five 4-inch diameter bores were excavated, two in the northwest corner of the lot, and
three in the central section of the lot. No cultural materials or evidence of human burials were
observed during geotechnical sampling, but intact naturally deposited cinder and sand sediments
were identified below layers of fill material
In 2004, CSH (Perzinski and Hammatt 2004) conducted a surface and subsurface inventory
survey of the lot and excavated 12 backhoe trenches in the area of the proposed Fire Department
Headquarters Building at the southeast corner of the lot. No burials or other cultural remains
were found. The archaeologists concluded, based on the absence of remains in the test trenches,
that the mauka, northern border of the Honuakaha Cemetery was probably to the southeast (south
of Quinn Lane) and west (under the parking lot surrounding the old fire station).
Subsequent monitoring for the Kaka‘ako Fire Station reconstruction project (Stein et al. 2007)
took place between 2004 and 2006. Construction included the building of the new fire
department headquarters, trenching for utilities along Queen Street, and most importantly, the
excavation of 8 boring holes for parking lot lights in the parking lot area at the southwestern side
of the lot. This is the area that was thought to possibly have remains from the Honuakaha
Cemetery. The stratigraphy observed during this monitoring project was similar to what had been
found during the inventory survey, which was predominately imported fill layers above
undisturbed sand deposits with pockets of volcanic cinder. No intact cultural deposits or human
remains were found. However, as the eight boring holes were widely spaced across the parking
lot, it is still possible that human remains are present below the Quinn Lane corridor and parking
lot of the Fire Department Headquarters and museum.
3.2.3.7 State Office Building
In May of 1982, the construction of the new State Judiciary Complex on the southwest corner
of Punchbowl and Halekauwila Street was monitored by Science Management Inc. (personal
communication from Farley Watanabe, reported in Clark 1987). No pre-contact artifacts or
human burials were found, but historic dumps were common features. The study area is within
the nineteenth-century Honuakaha Village and overlaps the former yard used for the 1874
Transit of Venus observation station.
In 1982, Jason Ota and Wendell Kam (1982) reported on six partial sets of human remains
recovered during excavation for construction of the State Office Building #2 at the southeast
corner of Punchbowl and Halekauwila Streets. The remains were in poor to very poor condition
and little could be determined from the osteological analyses performed. Two of the burials
showed evidence of incisor evulsion. Tooth evulsion was practiced by the late-pre-contact
Hawaiian and this may indicate the ethnicity of these two burials. All other burials were located
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in sand and pre-contact deposits, although some historic disturbance may have taken place. This
burial area was later designated SIHP # 50-80-14-2963.
3.2.3.8 Makai Parking Garage
Between September and November of 1987, the Bernice P. Bishop Museum monitored
construction of a parking garage on the southeast corner of Punchbowl and Halekauwila Streets
in the same parcel as the earlier Ota and Kam (1982) study area (Clark 1987). Archaeological
features revealed both pre-contact and post-contact utilization of the site. Seven human burials,
of which four were complete burials with well-defined burial pit features, were unearthed. Two
complete burials were in a flexed position, one was a bundle burial, and one was too disturbed to
determine burial position. Charcoal from one of the complete burials (Feature 28) was dated to
A.D. 1270-1410. Feature 28 also showed post-mortem breakage of the limb bones. Only the
femoral heads were still present in the burial pit; the shafts had been broken off and removed
(Clark 1987:75-76). Osteological analyses of the burials and analysis of grave goods indicated
that the individuals were of Hawaiian ancestry, probably from the commoner class rather than
the chiefly (ali‘i) class. The burial area was considered part of SIHP # 50-80-14-2963, which
was first identified by Ota and Kam (1982). Artifacts recovered at the site ranged from basalt
tools - including an adze, a hammer stone, and a poi pounder top - and a coral abrader to glass
bottles, ceramic fragments, and metal objects. Clark concluded that the “nineteenth century use
of the site area included primarily burying of trash and burial of animals” (Clark 1987: 114).
3.2.3.9 Judiciary Parking Garage
In December of 1985, monitoring was conducted for the proposed Judiciary Parking Garage,
at the northwest corner of Pohukaina and South Streets (Athens 1986). In the nineteenth century,
this project area would have been in the ‘ili of ‘Auwaiolimu, south of three fishponds. No
undisturbed sand layers were noted in the excavations and much of the area appeared to have
been disturbed prior to the excavation. It is likely that the area was under water, or was intertidal
in pre-contact times, and therefore, little in the way of pre-contact Hawaiian deposits would be
found. No pre-contact cultural deposits or artifacts were recorded, but historic artifacts were
common in concentrations and scattered throughout the several fill layers exposed in the
construction trenches. Soda bottles of three O‘ahu bottlers were found, including the Sunrise
Soda Water Works, Pacific Soda Works, and Arctic Soda Works. These blob-top bottles date
between 1880 and 1915. The deposit was designated SIHP # 50-80-14-3984.
In 1988, monitoring for the Federal Judiciary Building parking complex was conducted by the
B. P. Bishop Museum (Leidemann 1988). The project area is described as on the northwest
corner of Pohukaina and South Streets in the text (Leidemann 1988:1), which would make this
project area the same as Athens’ 1986 study area. However, on Figure 1 (Leidemann 1988:2), the
project area is drawn on the northwest corner of Reed Lane and South Street, which would make
this project area immediately north of the Athens’ study area. Leidemann makes no mention of
the Athens study in her report. Clark (1987:22) states that the project areas are the same. As in
the Athens study, no undisturbed sand deposits were recorded and no pre-contact artifacts were
found. Analysis of the artifactual material determined that the most likely time frame for the
manufacture and disposal of the historic artifacts found was for the years between 1880 and
1930. The deposit was designated SIHP # 50-80-14-1973.
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3.2.3.10 Honolulu Iron Works, Ka‘ākaukukui Cemetery
In 1985, archaeological excavations were conducted at the former location of the Honolulu
Iron Works (Pohukaina, South, Punchbowl, Ala Moana block). This industrial complex operated
from 1853 to 1973, producing much of the sugar plantation infrastructure and mill works, not
only for the Hawaiian Islands, but for sugar plantations around the world. However, by 1982, all
of the buildings had been torn down, and as there are no buildings remaining, this complex is not
listed on the Hawai‘i or National Register of Historic Places. Today, this block is covered by
Waterfront Plaza and Restaurant Row, which includes seven five-story buildings surrounded by
green space.
In 1985, five burials were uncovered at the former Honolulu Ironworks lot (Yent 1985),
which is the block at the corner of Punchbowl and Pohukaina Street. The burials were found in
burial pits in the sand deposit that underlay a least a meter of the ironworks fill. Two of the
individuals were in an extended position. A crew from the DLNR Division of State Parks (DSP)
disinterred the five burials, which were later designated SIHP # 50-80-14-2918. Yent’s report
does not contain a map, so the locations of the burials disinterred by the DSP are unknown.
P. Bion Griffin (Griffin et al. 1987:4) states that eight burials are known from the Honolulu
Ironworks area, which he refers to as the Ka‘ākaukukui Cemetery. Griffin seems to be the first to
call this burial cluster the Ka‘ākaukukui Cemetery, so this may not be a traditional name. There
are no historic documents describing this cemetery. Griffin’s discussion of the Ka‘ākaukukui
Cemetery is confusing and the map (Map 1) on which the burials are plotted is missing from the
copy at the CSH library. The report is also not available at the Hawai‘i Public Library or the
University of Hawai‘i Hamilton Library. Although the SHPD indicates that a copy was once
available at their library, it seems to be missing.
Griffin (Griffin et al. 1987:71) states that he “recently” (sometime between 1985 and 1987)
assisted in the retrieval of ‘several” burials from the construction site in an area near Auahi and
South streets (Plate 9 in his report) and refers to an elevator shaft trench. He does not mention
the Division of State Park’s 1985 project or explain when the 8 total burials were found or
disinterred. Griffin mentions three, or possibly four, additional burial pits in the trench walls that
were left in place. There were no coffins and only a few grave goods, only one button and a few
glass beads. Based on this, Griffin decided that the graves probably dated to the early historic
period, “around 1800.” He thought the burial cluster might have been a family burial plot, or a
place resulting from a single episode of interment, say for an illness. Griffin does not give any
information on burial position. Two of the burials recorded by Yent were in an extended
position. It is possible that this burial cluster dates to a later period than that proposed by Griffin;
possibly dating to the 1853 smallpox epidemic.
There are several possibilities to interpret this incomplete and confusing information. Griffin
may have aided the DSP crew in 1985; his total of 8 burials consists of the five individuals
disinterred and the three individuals left in place. Thus, all of the burials were found in one
cluster near the southeast corner of the property at the junction of Auahi and South streets. The
second possibility is that there were two separate burial concentrations, the five disinterred by
the DSP crew in 1985, and the three disinterred by Griffin around 1987. In this case, the location
of the first cluster is unknown.
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Griffin also states that: “Many more burials are very likely to exist along the extent of the old
sand beach. As development proceeds in a Diamond Head direction, human burials and house
sites are certain to be found” (Griffin et al. 1987:4). A preliminary end of field work report for
monitoring at the project was written by a team from Paul H. Rosendahl, Ph.D., Inc. (Davis et al.
1988). No copy of this report could be found at the CSH library, the SHPD library, the Hamilton
Library, or the Hawai‘i State Library.
3.2.4 South Street to Cooke Street
3.2.4.1 Queen Emmalani Tower
In 1991, monitoring and test excavations (Schilz 1991) were recommended for a property
bound by Kawaiaha‘o Street (north), South Street (west), Queen Street (south), and Emily Street
(east) during the construction of the Queen Emmalani Tower. On the 1867 Lyons map, this area
is labeled as “Loko Paki,” although a pond outline is not shown. This suggests that the pond had
already been filled-in by the last decades of the nineteenth century, probably with dredged
material from Honolulu Harbor.
A kerosene storage facility was built on a portion of this lot as early as 1876, and was present
up to 1884. Another portion of the property was used for tenements in the “Magoon Block,”
which was used for apartments as early as 1884 and was demolished in 1940.
After testing for hazardous waste materials at the site was completed, it was recommended
that only a literature and archival research for the project area should be conducted. From
background research, the authors (Schliz 1991) concluded that the area was probably a
marshland in the early post-contact period. There was no record of a fishpond in the area. The
development and construction that began in the 1880s has probably disturbed any subsurface
historic deposits.
During monitoring for the project, a human skull was found in the back dirt pile. Carol
Kawachi (1991) from the SHPD went to the site to monitor the decontamination of the remaining
dirt piles. One additional bone, a humerus, was found. The burial remains were designated SIHP
# 50-80-14-1604. The human remains were examined by osteologists from the University of
Hawai‘i (Pietrusewsky and Ikehara 1991). Historic artifacts, related to the residential use of the
buildings in the Magoon Block, were also found in the back dirt piles.
In 2005, CSH (Perzinski et al. 2005) conducted an archaeological inventory survey in the
same area Schilz (1991) worked on, excavating 13 trenches. Perzinski et al. (2005) discovered
two additional human skeletal elements, which were considered part of previously identified
SIHP # -1604. Three subsurface features, a garbage pit with many historic artifacts (dating to the
decades around the turn of the twentieth century), a wall remnant/concrete slab remnant, and a
post hole, were considered residential/industrial remains of the late nineteenth/twentieth century
occupation and use of the block and were designated SIHP # 50-80-14-6766.
CSH (Hazlett et al. 2007) monitored construction at the Queen Emmalani site (now called the
Keola La‘i Condominium). Historic artifacts dating to the decades around the turn of the
twentieth century were found in several trenches. Two isolated human skeletal remains in
historic fill sediments were discovered in a utility trench near and parallel to Kawaiaha‘o Street.
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These human remains were considered part of SIHP # 50-80-14-1604. The scattered human
remains are from at least four different individuals.
3.2.4.2 Kaka‘ako Improvement District 3 and Pohulani Elderly Housing
In November of 1990, during construction of an elderly housing project at the southwest
corner of Coral and Queen Streets, human bones were uncovered and reported to the State
Historic Preservation Division (Douglas 1991a). Disinterment of the burials was recommended
and CSH then conducted excavations in November of 1990. Eight separate burials were
identified on the east side of the property, with only five removed. A glass bead was found with
one burial, suggesting a post-contact date. One burial also exhibited a pre-mortem loss of the
mandibular incisors, which suggests deliberate tooth evulsion. This procedure was known to
have been practiced by Hawaiians in the pre-contact and early post-contact period. The author
concluded that the burials were probably of Hawaiian ethnicity, perhaps representing a nuclear
family. This burial area was later designated SIHP # 50-80-14-4380. This project area is within
the boundary of LCA 2045 to Kauwahi, who received the parcel in the time of Kamehameha I,
indicating that this was a Hawaiian habitation area as early as the beginning of the nineteenth
century.
In March of 1991, during excavation of a waterline trench between Coral and Queen Streets
across Mother Waldron Park, human skeletal remains were discovered and disinterred (Douglas
1991b). The remains were determined to be of Hawaiian ancestry, with a pig burial possibly
associated with the burial. These burials were considered part of SIHP # 50-80-14-4380.
Douglas (1991c) also conducted background research on the property and structures and
Mother Waldron Park, which has been designated SIHP # 50-80-14-1388. No subsurface field
work was conducted at the park.
Between November 1990 and September 1992, CSH (Winieski and Hammatt 2000)
monitored construction at the Kaka‘ako Improvement District 3 area, the Pohulani Elderly
Rental Housing project area, and the Kauhale Kaka‘ako Project area. Kaka‘ako Improvement
District 3 was bounded by Kapi‘olani and King Streets (north), the northern end of Cooke Street
(east), Halekauwila Street (south), and South Street (west). It includes extensions of Keawe and
Cooke Streets to the south. The monitoring of sub-surface excavations revealed that although the
area had been previously disturbed to a great extent, a cultural layer and in situ beach sand and
volcanic cinder deposits are still intact below fill layers. The cultural layer contained historic
artifacts mixed with scant traditional Hawaiian cultural materials. Twenty human burials were
discovered during these projects: 9 at the Pohulani Elderly Rental Housing project (SIHP # 5080-14-4380) and 11 in and around Mother Waldron Park (SIHP # 50-80-14-5820). Five burials
were in an extended position, seven were flexed, and the position of eight could not be
determined. One burial was in a coffin and one contained a glass trade bead, suggesting that the
burials were of post-contact age. Seventeen of the burials were recovered and reinterred in
Mother Waldron Park. Three were left in place beneath the Pohulani Elderly Rental Housing
Facility. These scattered burials are all clustered around the location of LCA 982 to Kukao and
the Pu‘unui parcel to Queen Emma, an area with a cluster of Hawaiian houselots shown on
several late nineteenth century maps.
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In 1998, an archaeological assessment for a 6.8 acre land parcel, which includes the current
project area, was written by CSH (Hammatt and Chiogioji 1998). The parcel is bound by
Halekauwila Street (north), Pohukaina Street (south), Keawe Street (west) and Cooke Street
(east). The parcel is the site of a municipal parking lot, a state government building, Mother
Waldron Playground and a lawn area. It is also the former site of the Pohukaina Elementary
School. This report focused on researching the historic land use of the parcel, especially the
history of the Pohukaina Elementary School, which began as a girl’s school in 1913 and the
origin of the Mother Waldron Park, which was constructed in 1937. The park area has been
designated as SIHP # 50-80-14-1388, as part of a thematic group of Honolulu City and County
Art Deco Parks. A reinterment site for the Hawaiian burials discovered during construction
within Kaka‘ako ID-3 (Winieski and Hammatt 2000) is already present at the corner of Cooke
and Halekauwila Streets, as mentioned above. The SHPD’s burial division has also designated an
interment site at the corner of Cooke and Pohukaina Streets, which “will be reserved for future
interments” (SHPD memo of July 2, 1992, cited in Hammatt and Chiogioji 1998:29)
3.2.5 Cooke to Ward Avenue
3.2.5.1 King Street Property near the Roman Catholic Church
In 1995, Lisa Anderson (1995) conducted an archaeological subsurface inventory survey of
the King Street Place (later called One Archer Lane) property. This lot is adjacent to the western
side of the Roman Catholic King Street Cemetery. The western half of the Roman Catholic lot
was given to the Catholic Mission in the 1840s, and it was first used as a cemetery in 1851. It
continued to be used up to 1928. Eight trenches were excavated on the property. No burials were
found, but historic artifacts dating from 1810 to the early 1900s were common in pit features,
indicating that the lot had been used for 19th century habitation. During the subsequent
monitoring of the lot in 1996, one historic burial (designated SIHP # 50-80-14–5455) was found
within a few feet of the cemetery boundary, suggesting that this area was part of the cemetery. A
trash concentration, subsurface post holes, a basalt mound, and a recent trash pit were also
recorded. The historic trash pits were designated SIHP # 50-80-14-5373.
In August of 1997, two months after monitoring was halted, a concentration of burials was
inadvertently found. In all, at least 29 individuals were encountered. Analysis showed that “the
burials dated from the mid-1800s to the 1920s” (Anderson 1997a), suggesting that the burials
were associated with the cemetery. The burials were regarded as part of SIHP # 50-80-14-5455.
Various loose bones recovered may represent an additional individual. In 1997, an exploratory
excavation was made for the proposed reinterment plot for the SIHP # 50-80-14–5455 burials at
One Archer Lane. Four diagnostic foot bones were found. The author suggests that these bones
were missed during the original disinterment process (Anderson 1997b).
In 2006, Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i (Perzinski et al. 2006) conducted an archaeological
inventory survey of the Kewalo HECO dispatch area at 11 Archer Lane. Two burials were
identified in this study associated with the previously identified SIHP # 50-80-14-5455 and the
Roman Catholic King Street Cemetery. These burials were left in place.
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3.2.5.2 Symphony Park
Allen (1997) reported on the analysis of two geo-archaeological cores excavated at Symphony
Park on Kapi‘olani Boulevard. The three lowest (earliest) strata in the cores were from a marine
bay that formed somewhere between 5200 and 2500 B.C. The next stratum contained terrigenous
soil, indicating that the area was then solid ground. Between A.D. 300 and 500, a lagoon formed
behind a barrier beach; the pollen analysis indicates that this may be the first era of human
occupation. The lagoon became a marsh in A.D. 340-600, which stabilized over time. The upper
strata were fill layers, deposited to fill in the marches in the late 19th to early 20th centuries.
3.2.6 Summary of Archaeological Resources
A total of 297 burials have been recorded in the Kaka‘ako area from Punchbowl Street to
Ward Avenue, including 257 from four historic cemeteries, three additional historic burials, and
37 scattered, possibly pre-contact burials. Based on the archaeological reports, it appears that all
pre-contact human burials that have been encountered in the Kaka‘ako area were buried in sandy
deposits. The locations of all previously identified historic properties, including burials, near the
project area are indicated on Figure 41. A summary of the burials sites is presented in Table 3.
In several cases, the pre-contact/early post-contact burials are located around or within former
fishpond areas, such as: SIHP # -1604, four burials recorded in a area once covered by a pre1867 filled fishpond; SIHP # -4553, a single burial found in an area once covered by a fishpond
owned by Queen Kapi‘olani; and SIHP # -2963, 13 burials found adjacent to the former north
shore of an ‘Auwaiolimu ‘Ili fishpond. In the eastern section of the Kaka‘ako area, at the eastern
extension of Queen Street, a nineteenth century cemetery (SIHP # -6658) was found along the lip
of a former fishpond called Kolowalu. It is possible that the artificial earthen berms around
fishponds were considered desirable places for burials. These earthen berms would have been
higher than the surrounding easily-flooded coastal areas, and the soil of the built-up berms was
probably easier to dig than undisturbed ground.
In the Kaka‘ako area between Punchbowl Street and Pi‘ikoi Street, there are four historic
cemeteries: Ka‘ākaukukui Cemetery (SIHP # 50-80-14-2918, 8 burials recorded, 5-8
disinterred), possibly utilized from the 1700s to the early 1800s; the Honuakaha Smallpox
Cemetery (SIHP # -3712, 87 burials recorded, 62 disinterred), used from 1853-1854; a portion of
Kawaiaha‘o Cemetery (SIHP # -4534, 129 burials recorded, 116 disinterred), used from 18751920, and the King Street Roman Catholic Cemetery (SIHP # -5455, 33 burials estimated, three
disinterred), used from the mid-1800s to the 1920s. The full extent of these cemeteries has not
been determined, and there are likely hundreds of burials remaining in these cemeteries, within
the modern cemetery boundaries or under modern structures.
The burial at SIHP # -4532 is a known historic burial. At least 2 of the 9 burials in the
Kaka‘ako ID-3 area (SIHP # -5280) were historic (one coffin and one with historic grave goods).
There is no historic documentation on this small historic burial area and its extent and time of
use is unknown.
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Figure 41. U.S. Geological Survey 7.5-Minute Series Topographic Map, Honolulu Quadrangle
(1998), showing previously identified historic properties in the Kaka‘ako area west of
Ward Avenue
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Table 3. Summary of Burial Finds in the western Kaka‘ako area
SIHP *
-1604

Report Description and Findings
Queen Emmalani project; 1 human skull and 1 femur reported from a back-dirt pile in
1991. Two isolated human bones reported in 2005 and 2 additional isolated elements
reported in 2007; unknown interment date; probably 4 individuals represented
Ka‘ākaukukui Cemetery (Honolulu Iron Works); 5 burials recorded in 1985; possibly 3
additional burials reported in 1987; probably early post-contact

Reference
Kawachi 1991; Perzinski et
al. 2005; Hazlett et al.
2007a, b
Yent 1985; Griffin et al.
1987

-2963

State Office Bldg: 6 partial burial sets reported in 1982; Makai Parking Garage: 7 burials
recorded in 1987; probably pre-1850 interments

Ota & Kam 1982; Clark
1987

-3712

Honuakaha Smallpox Cemetery (used during 1853-1854); 87 burials have been recorded
during archaeological projects and 62 have been disinterred; see Table 4

-4380

Pohulani Housing area: 9 burials found

-4532

1 historic burial from Punchbowl St.

Pfeffer et al. 1993; Avery &
Kennedy 1993a,b; Hammatt
& Pfeffer; Winieski et al.
1996
Winieski & Hammatt 2000;
Douglas 1991a, b;
Pfeffer et al. 1993

- 4533

1 possibly pre-contact burial from Halekauwila St.

Pfeffer et al. 1993

-4534

Kawaiaha‘o Cemetery (used from 1825-1920): 116 historic burials disinterred from
Queen St. in 1993; 13 burial pits near Queen Street recorded in 2006, but not disinterred
Kaka‘ako ID-3 area: 11 human burials found along streets; most are probably early postcontact (pre-1850)
Roman Catholic King Street Church Cemetery: 1 historic human burial was disinterred
during an archaeological project on the west side of the church on King St. in 1995/1996.
During a 2006 inventory survey, 2 historic coffin burials were disinterred on the south
side of the cemetery on King St. There are a minimum of 30 historic human burials still
in situ within the cemetery.
King St. Alignment; 1 burial found, post-contact due to presence of historic artifact.

Pfeffer et al. 1993; Tulchin
& Hammatt 2006
Winieski & Hammatt 2000

-2918

-5280
-5455

-6371

Anderson 1995, 1997a,
1997b; Kapeliela 1996

Mann & Hammatt 2002

*SIHP=State Inventory of Historic Properites; all SIHP numbers begin with 50-80-14Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
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The remaining 37 burials found in the Kaka‘ako area west of Ward Avenue, at SIHP #s -1604
(4 individuals), -2963 (13), -4380 (9), 4533 (1), -5280 (7), and 6371 (1) were not interred in
coffins, do not have associated historic grave goods, or consist of partial, previously disturbed,
burials. Some burials were found in a flexed position, a traditional Hawaiian burial practice.
These may date to the pre-contact period or the early post-contact period (before the midnineteenth century), when most Hawaiians adopted Western style burial practices (usually
extended within a coffin). Most of these burials cannot be assigned to a specific time period.
The main early (nineteenth century) historic habitation area in the Kaka‘ako area was within
Honuakaha Village on both sides of Punchbowl Street at the junction with Queen Street. There
was a second cluster of houselots near LCA 982 and the Pu‘unui lot to Queen Emma. No intact
early post-contact cultural layers have been recorded in these areas, due to extensive disturbance,
but possible pre-contact/early post-contact burials are concentrated in these two areas.
Also found within the Kaka‘ako area west of Ward Avenue were historic deposits/ trash pits
(SIHP # -1973, -3984, -6766, -9917, and -9991), which usually date around the last decades of
the nineteenth to the early decades of the twentieth century. There are also several historic
structures/properties with SIHP numbers, such as Kawaiaha‘o Church and Mission grounds
(SIHP # -9991), the Royal Brewery (SIHP # -9917), Mother Waldron Park (SIHP # -1388) and
the old Kaka‘ako Fire Station (SIHP # -1346).
3.2.7 Previous Archaeological Work in the Current Project Area and Immediate Vicinity
A review of reports currently on file at the State Historic Preservation Division (SHPD)
indicates that no comprehensive archaeological studies of any portion of the current project area
have been completed. However, in 1991 and 1992, during excavations for infrastructure
improvements associated with the Hawai‘i Community Development Agency project in
Kaka‘ako, eleven human burials were inadvertently exposed in the immediate vicinity of the
project area. The improvements included installation of a storm drain along Halekauwila Street,
and installation of electric lines on Keawe Street and at the intersection of Halekauwila and
Cooke streets. The fact that six of the burials were flexed (the position of 4 could not be
determined and one was in an extended position) and the general absence of historic artifacts
suggest that most (or all) of the burials were of a pre-contact date.
Following consultation with the SHPD, all the burials were disinterred and curated by
Cultural Surveys Hawai‘i until they were returned to the SHPD in July of 1993. Subsequently,
the burials were reinterred a specially-constructed site at the corner of Halekauwila and Cooke
streets; the reinterment was coordinated by the burial administrator of the SHPD.
According to a memorandum of July 2, 1993 from the HCDA to the SHPD burial
administrator, the reinterment site at the corner of Halekauwila and Cooke streets comprised
“site A [to] be utilized for Improvement Districts 1 and 3 burials.” The memorandum also
designates the corner of Cooke and Pohukaina streets, as “site B [which] will be reserved for
future reinterments.”
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3.3 Background Summary and Predictive Model
Background research indicates a low intensity of use in the vicinity of the current project area
in pre-contact and early post contact times. Adjacent areas to the west were marshy into the
1880s and this may have restricted the early use and development of Kaka‘ako to areas to the
north and east of the current project area. Coral Street, forming the southeast side of the project
area, was slowly established as a major mauka/makai artery for Kaka‘ako in the mid 1880s and
1890s. Kaka‘ako grew rapidly in the first decades of the twentieth century. The large Pohukaina
School was re-established on a new campus just seaward of the current project area in 1913. A
variety of “dwellings” were present on the mauka side of the project area by 1914. By 1927,
Pohukaina School had expanded into the project area and covered the entire block by 1950.
Classroom buildings were aligned along Keawe, Coral, and Halekauwila streets, arranged around
the perimeter of the current project area. Structures then present within the present project area
included seven classrooms, a cafeteria and a couple of small storage structures. The school
continued to dominate the project area until it was demolished in 1980. Since then, the current
project area has been used as a public parking lot.
The historic record would suggest only remnants of turn of the twentieth century habitation
and school related finds in the time frame of 1913 to 1980. However, the archaeological record
suggests a somewhat different picture. The identification of three burials near the intersection of
Halekauwila and Keawe streets and 8 burials near the intersection of Coral and Halekauwila
streets (both addressed in Winieski and Hammatt 2000), clearly suggests a pattern of pre-contact
human interment in the vicinity.
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Section 4 Results of Fieldwork
4.1 Survey Findings
The project area is almost entirely asphalt-paved and is currently used as a parking lot (Figure
42). No surface struructures are present within the project area, with the exception of a modern
portable trailer used by the Honolulu Police Department as a substation.

4.2 Test Excavation Findings
Subsurface testing consisted of the excavation of 18 test trenches within the project area
(Figure 43 and Figure 44). Test trenches were distributed throughout the project area to provide
representative coverage and assess the stratigraphy and potential for subsurface cultural
resources. Test trenches generally measured 6 m long and were excavated approximately 2 m
deep, terminating at the surface of the coral shelf.
The stratigraphic sequence generally consisted of three to five layers (i.e. Stratum I and
Stratum II) of historic and modern fill material beneath the modern asphalt pavement and gravel
base course. The natural sediment layers (Stratum III) were generally encountered at depths
approximately 0.9-1.3 m below the current land surface, within approximately 0.5-1.0 m of the
water table.
Stratum I includes historic and modern fill materials, subdivided into sub-strata based on
differences in soil composition. Stratum I generally consisted of mixed terrigenous fill material
in the upper sub-strata, and crushed-coral fill material in the lower sub-strata. Construction
debris and abandoned utilities were observed within Stratum I. Excavation features were
observed in the upper fill layers of Trenches 1-3, 8, 9, 11, and 15. The features consist mainly of
a mix of fill strata with utility and foundation remnants, and are likely related to historic and
modern construction/demolition events of the former Pohukaina School. Stratum II includes a
layer of ash and burnt garbage, and layers of sandy clay fill material. The layer of burnt garbage
and ash is interpreted to be fill material generated by the city’s municipal garbage incinerator
that was formerly located in the Kaka‘ako area. Diagnostic artifacts, consisting primarily of glass
bottles, were analyzed (see Section 5: Results of Laboratory Analysis), dating the layer to the
late 1800s and early 1900s. The sandy clay layers are interpreted to be fill material generated by
the dredging of Honolulu Harbor and other coastal areas in the vicinity. The dredge material was
also used to fill the low-lying marsh areas of Kakaako in the late 1800s and early 1900s (see
Section 3.1.16 Early Twentieth Century Land Reclamation Projects). Stratum III includes the
natural sandy clay and gleyed clay sediments underlying the historic and modern fill layers.
Stratum III generally consisted of a pale brown sandy clay over a gleyed sandy clay. The gleyed
sandy clay was located at or near the water table. The Stratum III sediments are typical of a wet,
marsh-type environment.
No significant cultural material was observed through the subsurface testing program.
Detailed stratigraphic profiles and sediment descriptions for each test trench are provided below.
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Figure 42. General view of the project area, view to northwest
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Figure 43. Aerial photograph (source: Google Earth 2009), showing the locations of test
excavations within the project area
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Figure 44. Client-provided site plan, showing the locations of test excavations in relation to the
proposed building footprints
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4.2.1 Trench 1
Orientation

320° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.7 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
8-42

Ib

37-51

Feature A

30-123

Ic

42-118

II

101-155

IIIa

142-168

IIIb

158-BOE

Description
Fill; 10YR 3/3, dark brown silty clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; contains construction debris; Lower
Boundary (LB) is very abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 4/3, brown silt loam; moderate, fine crumb structure;
dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains roots and rootlets; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 6/2, light brownish-gray, silty, sandy mix;
structureless; dry, loose consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; LB is very abrupt, irregular. Pit –like feature
composed of a mixture of Strata Ib and Ic. Likely associated with
utility or foundation/footing structure from previous development.
Fill; 10YR 8/2, very pale brown crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, very hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark, grayish-brown clay and ash;
structureless; moist, friable consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; contains burnt garbage; LB is very
abrupt, smooth.
Gley 2 5/5BG, greenish-gray sandy clay; moderate, fine crumb
structure; wet, very sticky consistency; plastic; no cementation;
marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
10YR 7/1, light gray coral; structureless; dry, extremely hard
consistency; non-plastic; indurated; marine origin; Base of
Excavation (BOE).
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Figure 45. Test Trench 1 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), southwest wall
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4.2.2 Trench 2
Orientation

141° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.8 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
8-39

Ib

29-56

Features A
&B

32-118

Ic

42-119

II

111-156

IIIa

147-175

IIIb

170-BOE

Description
Fill; 10YR 3/3, dark brown silty clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; contains construction debris;
Lower Boundary (LB) is very abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 4/3, brown silt loam; moderate, fine crumb structure;
dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains roots and rootlets; LB is abrupt,
smooth.
Fill; 10YR 5/2, grayish-brown sandy silt; structureless; dry, loose
consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; mixed origin; LB is
very abrupt, irregular. Pit –like features composed of a mixture of
Strata Ib and Ic. Likely associated with utility or
foundation/footing structure from previous development.
Fill; 10YR 8/2, very pale brown, coarse, crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, very hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; contains historic garbage; LB is
abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark grayish-brown clay and ash;
structureless; moist, friable consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; contains burnt garbage; LB is
abrupt, smooth.
Gley 2 5/5BG, greenish-gray sandy clay; moderate, fine crumb
structure; wet, very sticky consistency; plastic; no cementation;
marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
10 YR 7/1, light gray coral; structureless; dry, extremely hard
consistency; non-plastic; indurated; marine origin; Base of
Excavation (BOE).
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Figure 46. Test Trench 2 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), northeast wall
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4.2.3 Trench 3
Orientation

049° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
2.1 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
10-45

Ib

36-68

Features A
&B

31-150

Ic

56-119

II

90-153

IIIa

91-150

IIIb

134-182

IIIc

173-BOE

Description
Fill; 10YR 3/3, dark brown silty clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; contains construction debris;
Lower Boundary (LB) is very abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 4/3, brown silt loam; moderate, fine crumb structure;
dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains roots and rootlets; LB is abrupt,
smooth.
Fill; 10YR 5/2, grayish-brown sandy silt; structureless; dry,
loose consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; mixed origin;
contains faunal remains, bottles, and garbage; LB is very abrupt,
irregular. Pit –like features composed of a mixture of Strata Ib
and Ic. Likely associated with utility or foundation/footing
structure from previous development.
Fill; 10YR 8/2, very pale brown, coarse, crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, very hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark grayish-brown clay and ash;
structureless; moist, friable consistency; non-plastic; terrestrial
origin; contains burnt garbage; LB is abrupt, smooth.
10YR 8/2, very pale brown sandy clay; moderate, fine crumb
structure; wet, very sticky consistency; plastic; no cementation;
marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Gley 2 5/5BG, greenish-gray sandy clay; moderate, fine crumb
structure; wet, very sticky consistency; plastic; no cementation;
marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
10YR 7/1, light gray coral; structureless; dry, extremely hard
consistency; non-plastic; indurated; marine origin; Base of
Excavation (BOE).
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Figure 47. Test Trench 3 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), northwest wall
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4.2.4 Trench 4
Orientation

315° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.8 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
10-41

Ib

27-37

Ic

27-72

Id

65-101

IIIa

90-149

IIIb

141-174

IIIc

167-BOE

Description
Fill; 10YR 3/3, dark brown silty clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; Lower Boundary (LB) is very
abrupt, smooth.
Fill ; 10YR 4/3, brown silt loam; moderate, fine crumb
structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 8/2, very pale brown, coarse, crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, very hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; contains faunal remains; LB is
abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/3, dark brown silty clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
10YR 8/2, very pale brown sandy clay; moderate, fine crumb
structure; wet, very sticky consistency; plastic; no cementation;
marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Gley 2 5/5BG, greenish-gray sandy clay; moderate, fine crumb
structure; wet, very sticky consistency; plastic; no cementation;
marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
10 YR 7/1, light gray coral; structureless; dry, extremely hard
consistency; non-plastic; indurated; marine origin; Base of
Excavation (BOE).
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Figure 48. Test Trench 4 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), southwest wall
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4.2.5 Trench 5
Orientation

210° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.8 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
19-45

Ib

34-75

Ic

51-121

II

43-155

III

138-BOE

Description
Fill; 10YR 5/2, grayish-brown silt loam with gravel inclusions;
weak, fine crumb structure; dry, loose consistency; non-plastic;
no cementation; terrestrial origin; Lower Boundary (LB) is
abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 3/4, brown silty clay loam with gravel inclusions;
moderate, fine crumb structure; moist, friable consistency; nonplastic; no cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 8/2, very pale brown, coarse, crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, very hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark grayish-brown clay loam and ash;
moderate, fine crumb structure; wet, sticky consistency; plastic;
no cementation; terrestrial origin; contains burnt garbage; LB is
abrupt, wavy.
Gley 2 5/5BG, greenish-gray sandy clay with coral gravel;
structureless; wet, very sticky consistency; very plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; Base of Excavation (BOE).
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Figure 49. Test Trench 5 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), southeast wall
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4.2.6 Trench 6
Orientation

141° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
2.1 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
13-32

Ib

27-50

Ic

45-88

II

72-106

IIIa

86-130

IIIb

123-134

IIIc

127-175

IIId

172-216/BOE

Description
Fill; 7.5YR 3/2, dark brown clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, hard consistency; slightly plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains roots and rootlets; Lower Boundary
(LB) is clear, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 4/2, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; weak, fine
granular structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; contains roots and glass fragments;
LB is clear, wavy.
Fill; 10YR 8/2, very pale brown, coarse, crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, very hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark grayish-brown clay loam and ash;
moderate, fine crumb structure; wet, sticky consistency; plastic;
no cementation; terrestrial origin; contains burnt garbage; LB is
abrupt, wavy.
10YR 7/3, very pale brown sandy clay; moderate, fine crumb
structure; moist, friable consistency; plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; LB is clear, smooth.
10 YR 7/2, light gray clay; weak, fine, crumb structure; moist,
friable consistency; very plastic; no cementation; mixed origin;
LB is clear, smooth.
Gley 2 7/5PB, light bluish-gray, sandy clay; weak, fine granular
structure; wet, sticky consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is diffuse, smooth.
Gley 2 5/5PB, bluish-gray sandy clay; weak, fine, granular
structure; wet sticky consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
marine origin; contains coral cobbles and pebbles; Base of
Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 50. Test Trench 6 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), northwest wall
Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.7 Trench 7
Orientation

032° TN

Length

4.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.8 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
14-28

Ib

22-54

Ic

32-68

II

50-86

IIIa

82-135

IIIb

131-172

IIIc

167-BOE

Description
Fill; 7.5YR 3/2, dark brown clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, hard consistency; slightly plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains roots and rootlets; Lower Boundary
(LB) is clear, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 4/2, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; weak, fine
granular structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; contains roots and rootlets; LB is
clear, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 8/2, very pale brown, coarse, crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, very hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark grayish-brown clay and ash;
structureless; moist, friable consistency; non-plastic; terrestrial
origin; contains burnt garbage; LB is abrupt, smooth.
10YR 7/3, very pale brown sandy clay; weak, fine granular
structure; moist, friable consistency; plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; LB is clear, smooth.
Gley 2 7/5PB, light bluish-gray sandy clay; weak, fine granular
structure; wet, sticky consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; LB is diffuse, smooth.
Gley 2 5/5PB, bluish-gray sandy clay; weak, fine granular
structure; wet, sticky consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 51. Test Trench 7 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), northwest wall

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.8 Trench 8
Orientation

044° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
2.0 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
10-43

Ib

30-60

Ic

46-88

Feature A

10-120

II

102-150

IIIa

132-163

IIIb

160-BOE

Description
Fill; 7.5YR 3/2, dark brown clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, hard consistency; slightly plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; Lower Boundary (LB) is clear, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 4/2, dark grayish-brown sandy loam with coral
cobbles; weak, fine granular structure; dry, slightly hard
consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; mixed origin; LB is
clear, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 8/2, very pale brown, coarse, crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, very hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 4/2, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; weak, fine
granular structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; contains utilities; LB is clear, smooth.
Appears to be back fill and a combination of strata Ia, Ib, Ic, and
II.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark grayish-brown clay and ash;
structureless; moist, friable consistency; non-plastic; terrestrial
origin; contains burnt garbage; LB is abrupt, smooth.
10 YR 7/3, very pale brown, sandy clay; weak, fine, granular
structure; moist, friable consistency; plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; LB is clear, smooth.
Gley 2 5/5PB, bluish-gray sandy clay; weak, fine granular
structure; wet, non-sticky consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 52. Test Trench 8 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), northwest wall

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.9 Trench 9
Orientation

327° TN

Length

5.6 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
2.0 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
8-14

Ib

13-35

Feature A

27-157

Ic

28-123

IIa

122-132

IIb

133-136

IIIa

134-165

IIIb

153-BOE

Description
Fill; 7.5YR 3/2, dark brown clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, hard consistency; slightly plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; Lower Boundary (LB) is clear, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 8/2, very pale brown, coarse, crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, very hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 4/2, dark grayish-brown sandy loam; weak, fine
granular structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; contains utilities; LB is clear, smooth.
Appears to be back fill and a combination of strata Ia, Ib, Ic, and
II.
Fill; 10YR 5/3, brown clay loam; weak, medium crumb structure;
dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains utilities; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; Gley 2 6/10G, greenish-gray sandy loam; weak, fine, granular
structure; wet, non-sticky consistency; non- plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 4/1, dark gray sandy clay loam; weak, fine, granular
structure; moist, firm consistency; plastic; no cementation; mixed
origin; LB is clear, broken.
7.5YR 7/6, reddish-yellow fine sand; structureless; moist, very
friable consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; marine origin;
LB is clear, smooth.
Gley 1 6/5GY, greenish-gray sandy clay; weak, fine granular
structure; wet, non-sticky consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 53. Test Trench 9 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), southwest wall
Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.10 Trench 10
Orientation

141° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.8 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
12-45

Ib

35-42

Ic

40-53

Id

49-92

II

83-135

IIIa

124-151

IIIb

146-BOE

Description
Fill; 7.5YR 4/6, strong brown silt loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains utilities, roots, and rootlets; Lower
Boundary (LB) is abrupt boundary, smooth.
Fill; Gley 2 4/1, dark bluish-gray medium to coarse basalt sand;
structureless; dry, weakly coherent consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 2.5/2, very dark brown clay loam; weak, fine
granular structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is clear, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark grayish brown gravelly clay loam;
weak, fine crumb structure; moist, friable consistency; slightly
plastic; no cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is diffuse, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark grayish-brown clay and ash;
structureless; moist, friable consistency; non-plastic; terrestrial
origin; contains burnt garbage; LB is abrupt, smooth.
7.5YR 7/1, light gray clay; weak, fine, crumb structure; wet,
sticky consistency; very plastic; no cementation; marine origin;
LB is clear, smooth.
Gley 1 5/10Y, greenish-gray sandy clay; structureless; wet, nonsticky consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; marine origin;
Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 54. Test Trench 10 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), northeast wall

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.11 Trench 11
Orientation

075° TN

Length

7.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
2.1 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
13-34

Ib

30-34

Ic

39-54

Feature A

39-129

Id

51-63

Ie

57-110

If

100-137

IIIa

130-158

IIIb

150-181

IIIIc

180-BOE

Description
Fill; 7.5YR 4/6, strong brown silt loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains roots and rootlets; Lower Boundary
(LB) is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; Gley 2 4/1, dark bluish-gray medium to coarse basalt sand;
structureless; dry, weakly coherent consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark grayish brown sandy clay loam; weak,
fine granular structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; slightly
plastic; no cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is clear, broken.
Fill; 7.5YR 3/4, dark brown gravelly clay loam; structureless; dry,
slightly hard consistency; slightly plastic; no cementation; mixed
origin; LB is diffuse, broken. Backfilled mixture of Strata Ic, Id,
Ie, and If; associated with 12-inch sewer pipe installation.
Fill; Gley 2 4/10B, dark bluish-gray fine to medium basalt sand;
structureless; dry, weakly coherent consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is abrupt, broken.
Fill; 7.5YR 3/2, dark brown sandy clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is diffuse, broken.
Fill; 7.5YR 4/3, brown clay loam; weak, fine crumb structure;
moist, friable consistency; plastic; no cementation; mixed origin;
LB is clear, smooth.
7.5YR 7/1, light gray clay; weak, fine crumb structure; wet, sticky
consistency; plastic; no cementation; marine origin; LB is clear,
smooth.
Gley 1 5/10Y, greenish-gray sandy clay; structureless; wet, nonsticky consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; marine origin; LB
is diffuse, smooth.
Gley 2 5/5B, bluish-gray sandy clay; structureless; wet, non-sticky
consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; marine origin; Base of
Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 55. Test Trench 11 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), northwest wall

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.12 Trench 12
Orientation

231° TN

Length

6.2 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
2.1 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
13-40

Ib

35-70

Ic

64-169

IIIa

153-199

IIIb

198-BOE

Description
Fill; 7.5YR 3/3, dark brown silt loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains utilities; Lower Boundary (LB) is
diffuse, smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 4/3, brown silty clay loam; weak, fine, crumb
structure; dry, hard consistency; slightly plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains utilities, roots and rootlets; LB is
diffuse, smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 4/2, brown sandy clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; moist, friable consistency; plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; contains garbage, coral cobbles and boulders; LB
is clear, smooth.
10YR 5/2, grayish-brown sandy clay; structureless; moist, very
friable consistency; slightly plastic; no cementation; marine
origin; LB is diffuse, smooth.
Gley 2 5/10B, bluish-gray sandy clay; structureless; wet, nonsticky consistency; slightly plastic; no cementation; marine
origin; Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 56. Test Trench 12 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), southeast wall

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.13 Trench 13
Orientation

233° TN

Length

6.1 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.9 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
12-32

Ib

31-42

Ic

38-70

Id

67-90

Ie

80-120

II

105-137

IIIa

132-169

IIIb

169-BOE

Description
Fill; 10YR 3/3, dark brown silt loam; weak, fine granular
structure; dry, hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
terrestrial origin; contains roots and rootlets; Lower Boundary
(LB) is clear, smooth.
Fill 7.5YR 3/2, dark brown sandy loam; weak, fine granular
structure; dry, weakly coherent consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; contains utilities; LB is clear,
smooth.
Fill; 2.5Y 3/2, very dark grayish-brown clay loam; weak, fine
crumb structure; moist, friable consistency; plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 4/3, brown silty clay loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; moist, firm consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; LB is diffuse, smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 4/2, brown sandy clay loam; weak, fine, crumb
structure; moist, friable consistency; plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; contains garbage, coral cobbles and boulders; LB
is clear, smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 7/1, light gray clay; weak, fine crumb structure; wet,
sticky consistency; very plastic; no cementation; marine origin;
LB is clear, smooth.
10YR 5/2, grayish-brown sandy clay; structureless; wet, sticky
consistency; slightly plastic; no cementation; marine origin; LB
is clear, smooth.
Gley 2 5/10B, bluish-gray sandy clay; structureless; wet, nonsticky consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; marine origin;
Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 57. Test Trench 13 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), southeast wall

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.14 Trench 14
Orientation

050° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.9 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
15-30

Ib

28-40

Ic

38-58

Id

50-103

IIa

65-130

IIb

111-137

IIIa

115-137

IIIb

145-BOE

Description
Fill; 5YR 3/3, dark reddish-brown clay loam; moderate,
medium,blocky structure; dry, slightly hard consistency; slightly
plastic; no cementation; terrestrial origin; Lower Boundary (LB)
is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 4/2, brown sandy loam; weak, fine crumb structure;
dry, weakly coherent consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 6/2, light brownish-gray silty sand; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, loose consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; contains crushed coral and utilities; LB is abrupt,
smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 4/3, brown sandy loam; moderate, fine blocky
structure; dry, weakly coherent consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; contains utilities; LB is abrupt,
smooth.
Fill; 10YR 7/2, light gray sandy clay; weak, fine, crumb
structure; moist, friable consistency; plastic; no cementation;
marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 5/2, grayish-brown silty clay; weak, medium blocky
structure; moist, friable consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; LB is clear boundary, smooth.
10YR 6/4, light yellowish-brown silty sand; weak, fine crumb
structure; moist, very friable consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is clear, smooth.
Gley 2 6/10B, bluish-gray silty sand; structureless; wet, nonsticky consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; marine origin;
Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 58. Test Trench 14 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), northwest wall

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.15 Trench 15
Orientation

136° TN

Length

6.1 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
2.0 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
12-48

Feature A

12-130

Ib

45-89

II

86-140

IIIa

121-155

IIIb

136-BOE

Description
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark grayish-brown silty clay loam;
moderate, fine crumb structure; moist, firm consistency; slightly
plastic; no cementation; terrestrial origin; Lower Boundary (LB) is
very abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 6/2, light brownish-gray silty clay loam and coral;
structureless; moist, firm consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; LB is abrupt, irregular. Pit –like feature composed
of a mixture of Strata Ia, Ib, and II.
Fill; 10YR 8/2, very pale brown crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, very hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark, grayish-brown clay and ash;
structureless; moist, friable consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; contains burnt garbage; LB is very
abrupt, smooth.
10YR 4/4, dark yellowish-brown clay; weak, fine crumb structure;
moist, friable consistency; plastic; no cementation; marine origin;
LB is diffuse, smooth.
Gley 2 6/5BG, greenish-gray sandy clay; structureless; moist,
loose consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; marine origin;
Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 59. Test Trench 15 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), northeast wall
Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.16 Trench 16
Orientation

314° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.9 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
15-65

Ib

24-40

II

62-131

IIIa

118-134

IIIb

133-BOE

Description
Fill; 7.5YR 3/1, very dark gray sandy loam; weak, fine crumb
structure; dry, hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; contains ash, basalt gravel and burnt garbage;
Lower Boundary (LB) is abrupt, irregular.
Fill; 2.5YR 7/3, pale yellow crushed coral and sand;
structureless; dry, slightly hard consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; LB is abrupt, irregular.
Fill; 10YR 6/2, light brownish-gray sandy clay; weak, fine
crumb structure; moist, firm consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; LB is clear, smooth.
10YR 5/2, grayish-brown silty clay; weak, medium blocky
structure; moist, friable consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; LB is clear, smooth.
Gley 2 6/10B, bluish-gray sandy clay; structureless; wet, nonsticky consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; marine origin;
Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 60. Test Trench 16 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), southwest wall

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.17 Trench 17
Orientation

236° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.7 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
16-40

Ib

32-57

IIa

52-92

IIb

85-131

IIIa

129-143

IIIb

138-BOE

Description
Fill; 5YR 4/3, reddish-brown clay loam; moderate, medium
crumb structure; dry, hard consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; Lower Boundary (LB) is abrupt,
wavy.
Fill; 7.5YR 4/2, brown sandy loam; weak, fine crumb structure;
dry, hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; mixed
origin; LB is abrupt, wavy.
Fill; 10YR 3/2, very dark, grayish-brown clay and ash;
structureless; moist, friable consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; terrestrial origin; contains burnt garbage; LB is
abrupt, wavy.
Fill; 5YR 3/3, dark reddish-brown sandy clay; weak, medium
blocky structure; moist, friable consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Gley 1 5/10Y, greenish-gray silty clay; weak, medium blocky
structure; moist, friable consistency; plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; LB is clear, smooth.
Gley 2 5/5BG, greenish-gray sandy clay; structureless; wet,
non-sticky consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; marine
origin; Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 61. Test Trench 17 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), southeast wall

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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4.2.18 Trench 18
Orientation

235° TN

Length

6.0 m

Width
Maximum Depth

0.8 m
1.7 m

Stratum
Ia

Depth (cmbs)
13-30

Ib

28-74

IIa

55-104

IIb

102-110

IIIa

108-133

IIIb

109-BOE

Description
Fill; 7.5YR 3/1, very dark gray sandy loam; moderate, medium
crumb structure; dry, hard consistency; slightly plastic; no
cementation; mixed origin; Lower Boundary (LB) is abrupt,
smooth.
Fill; 7.5YR 4/2, brown silty sand; weak, fine crumb structure;
dry, hard consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; mixed
origin; contains basalt gravel and cobbles; LB is abrupt, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 7/2, light gray sandy clay; weak, medium blocky
structure; moist, friable consistency; plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; LB is clear, smooth.
Fill; 10YR 5/3, brown clay loam; weak, fine crumb structure;
moist, very friable consistency; slightly plastic; no cementation;
mixed origin; LB is clear, smooth.
10YR 6/4, light yellowish-brown silty sand; weak, fine, crumb
structure; moist, very friable consistency; non-plastic; no
cementation; marine origin; LB is clear, smooth.
Gley 2 5/5BG, greenish-gray sandy clay; structureless; wet,
non-sticky consistency; non-plastic; no cementation; marine
origin; Base of Excavation (BOE).

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Figure 62. Test Trench 18 photograph (above) and stratigraphic profile (below), southeast wall

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.
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Section 5 Results of Laboratory Analysis
5.1 Artifact Analysis
The majority of the artifacts recovered during subsurface testing were bottles or bottle
fragments typical of the late 1800s and early 1900s. A catalog of all artifacts collected is
included as Appendix B of this report. Recovered bottles included those used for soda water,
champagne and wine, whisky and brandy, gin, beer, condiments, perfume, and medicine.
Household items recovered include crockery shards of plates, bowls, and vases; rice bowl
fragments; a tea cup; and a sake glass. Faunal remains were also observed including long bones
of cow, pig, and chicken, as well as a few marine shells. Other items recovered include a leather
shoe sole, 2 fragments of a leather belt, and miscellaneous pieces of corroded, unidentifiable
metal. Overall, the artifact assemblage is typical of household items of the late 19th and early 20th
centuries.
5.1.1 Dating Information for Collected Artifacts
The terminology and date ranges used in the following discussion follow the Intermountain
Antiquities Computer System (IMACS 1992) manual, as well as the website on bottle
identification and dating maintained by the Bureau of Land Management and the Society for
Historic Archaeology (http://www.sha.org/bottle/index.htm). Bottle dates can be obtained by
analyzing manufacturing techniques, and additional dating information can be obtained from
embossing on bottles. Embossing can provide information on the glass manufacturer, the product
distributor, or the brand name of the bottled material. The majority of diagnostic bottles were
given a date range based on their manufacturing technique.
61 historic artifacts recovered from the inventory survey are diagnostic glass bottles and bottle
fragments from incinerator fill (i.e. Stratum II) and associated features in trenches 1, 2, 3, 8, 10,
and 15 (Table 4; Figure 63-Figure 73). Of these 61 bottles, over half (37) were used for alcohol.
Other diagnostic bottles include 8 soda, 5 medicine, 5 condiment, 1 personal hygiene, 1 storage
vessel, and 5 of unknown function. 11 of the bottles have embossing indicating manufacturer
and, in some cases, type of use.
The majority of alcohol bottles recovered were manufactured by turn mold where side seams
are erased in the firing process (Figure 66). This process was used from the 1870s to the 1920s
(IMACS 1992). Of the alcohol bottles recovered where finishes were still intact, 6 of them had
finishes that were hand applied; these bottles were likely made slightly earlier (1860s). 6 of the
diagnostic alcohol bottles in the assemblage have embossing on their bodies or bases. A
complete dark brown bottle is present with “JOHANN HOFF” embossed on the shoulder. Johann
Hoff malt extract began production in 1847 and was marketed as a “Beer of Health”; it was
introduced to the United States in 1866 (Fike 1987:166). The type of bottle manufacture, turn
mold with a tooled lip, indicates it was produced between the 1870s and 1920s (Rock 1981;
IMACS 1992).
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Figure 63. Representative medicine bottles

Figure 64. Ceramic bowl fragments
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Figure 65. Ceramic Oriental tea cup (left) and sake cup (right)

Figure 66. Representative alcohol bottles present in the artifact assemblage
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Two complete and one partial alcohol bottles were recovered with R & CO embossed on the
base. This maker’s mark indicates the bottles were manufactured by Roth and Company of San
Francisco between 1880 and 1890 (Toulouse 1971: 439). Mold numbers are also present on two
of the bottle bases. These bottles likely contained beer.
A partial brown alcohol bottle was recovered with the maker’s mark A B Co/ 9 embossed on
its base. The ABC maker’s mark represents the American Bottle Company of Chicago, Illinois.
The number 9 likely represents the number for the Streator, Illinois plant. This plant was in
operation between approximately 1885 and 1930, indicating the bottle was manufactured
sometime during this period. The American Bottling Company had been formed as a result of
mergers of the Ohio Bottling Co., the Streator Bottle and Glass Co., and the Adolphus Busch
Glass Manufacturing Co. American Bottling Company eventually merged with Owens-Illinois
Glass Co., which is still in business today (Toulouse 1971: 31).
The only alcohol bottle of local manufacture present in the artifact assemblage was made by
the Honolulu Brewing Company. The bottle is clear and embossed on the body with
HONOLULU BREWING AND MALTING CO.LTD/ HONOLULU, T.H. It was manufactured
by 3 part mold, has a tooled lip and crown top finish, and is embossed with 2833 and the IPG Co
diamond (very faint) underneath. The bottle was produced between 1911 and 1917 (Elliott and
Gould 1987: 187). Honolulu Brewing and Malting Company began in 1901 and continued to
manufacture beer until Prohibition between 1919 and 1933. Production was restarted in 1934 and
continued until 1979 (www.lostvirtualtour.com).
Three soda bottles were recovered which contained local beverages (Figure 67). Of these
three bottles, two were manufactured for Hollister Soda Works. The first is a complete aqua
bottle embossed with HOLLISTER & CO/HONOLULU on the body and has a Hutchinson style
stopper still intact; it was manufactured in the 1880s (Elliott and Gould 1988). The second is
similar to the first with the same style of embossing on the body and the same style Hutchinson
stopper; the difference is a rounded base which indicates it was manufactured in the 1890s.
Hollister Soda Works was one of the first soda producers in Hawai‘i and, in 1863, was originally
known as Hollister and Hyland before breaking off to form Hollister Soda Works in 1868. The
company expanded to include perfume and tobacco and eventually merged with Tahiti
Lemonade Works in 1888 (Sabey 2007: 43).
The last soda bottle present in the assemblage was manufactured for the Honolulu Soda Water
Company in 1912 (Elliott and Gould 1988:114). The bottle is light green and made by 4 piece
mold with applied lip. The body is embossed with HONOLULU/ SODA WATER Co. LTD/
T.H./ BOTTLE IS NOT SOLD. A maker’s mark of a Maltese cross is present on the base.
Honolulu Soda Water Company was founded in 1910 and produced 2 styles of stoppers: the
Hutchinson and the BIMAL (Elliott 1971).
A medicine bottle with embossed maker’s mark is also present in the assemblage and consists
of an incomplete brown bottle with square Hopkins style base (IMACS 1992). The bottle
includes partial shoulders, body, and base (Figure 68 and Figure 69). The base is embossed with
REED & CARNRICK/ PHARMACISTS/ N.Y. Reed and Carnrick were manufacturing chemists
from 1876 to 1986. In 1899 they relocated from New York to New Jersey, which indicates this
bottle was manufactured between 1876 and 1899. The content of the bottle is listed as peptonized
cod liver oil and milk (Fike 1987: 1985).
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Figure 67. Representative soda bottles present in the artifact assemblage

Figure 68. Reed and Carnrick Pharmacy medicine bottle
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Figure 69. Maker’s mark on the base of the Reed and Carnrick Pharmacy medicine bottle

Figure 70. Ed Pinaud perfume bottle fragment
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A women’s perfume bottle is also present in the assemblage (Figure 70). The bottle is
embossed on the body and base with ED PINAUD and has a Hopkins square base; it was
manufactured by ABM. Ed Pinaud began manufacturing perfume in 1810; however the type of
manufacture of this bottle indicates it was produced after 1904 (Rock 1981; Fike 1987: 67).
The other embossed vessel present in the diagnostic glass artifact assemblage is a light green,
opaque, round jar embossed on the base with C S & CO/ 1185. This maker’s mark identifies
Cannington, Shaw and Company of St. Helens, Lancastershire, England. In 1875, Edwin
Cannington partnered with John Shaw and opened a glass factory in St. Helens. In 1913,
Cannington Shaw merged with United Glass Bottle Manufacturers and the maker’s mark was
modified. Hence, this vessel dates between 1875 and 1913. Toulouse mentions these vessels are
common food containers found in ghost towns of the west (Toulouse 1971:147-149).
In addition to the diagnostic glass bottles, 1 large stoneware bottle is also present in the
assemblage (Figure 72). It consists of a machine made stoneware bottle with handmade handle
and is missing the neck and finish. The maker’s mark, BLANKENHEYM & NOLET, is stamped
on the shoulder of the vessel. Blankenheym & Nolet were a Netherlands-based company that
exported mineral water and case gin in the late 1800s (Perzinski et al. 2000).
One diagnostic ceramic shard is also present in the assemblage. It is a plate base with a Royal
Ironstone maker’s mark imprinted (Figure 73). The plate is made of white paste and clear glaze.
No decoration was present on the shard. The maker’s mark likely represents E. Challinor &
Company, which operated in England between 1842 and 1891 (http://bickler.co.nz.).
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Figure 71. Light green storage jar

Figure 72. Blankenheym and Nolet mineral water container
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Figure 73. Royal Ironstone china plate fragment with E. Challinor maker’s mark
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Table 4. Diagnostic bottles present in the artifact assemblage.
Acc
#

Trench

5

1

Ia

6

1

Ia

13

1

15

Feature

Stratum

Color
dark
green

Ht.
(cm)

Dia.
(cm)

Mfg.
Tech.

Lip Finish

Lip Type

Embossing and other comments

Function

11.5

8.6

cup mold

unknown

unknown

none; push-up present on the base

spirits
spice bottle

3.2

3

ABM

ABM

II

clear
dark
green

11.6

2.8

unknown

tooled lip

flared
brandy or
wine

1

II

aqua

19.1

3

turn mold

Applied

blob top

16

1

II

7.1

4.1

ABM

unknown

unknown

17

1

II

29.5

7.5

cup mold

Applied

wine

25

2

Ic

23.3

7.3

turn mold

tooled lip

blob top

none; no maker’s mark

spirits

27

2

II

clear
light
green
olive
green
olive
green

NORWESCO embossed on neck
partial lip and finish of a spirits
bottle
HOLLISTER & Co/HONOLULU
(body); 2 piece Hutchinson style
stopper (portion of wire still inside
bottle)
ED PINAUD PARIS (body)/ED
PINAUD (base)
none; push-up present on the base;
cork still present inside

24.3

7.4

turn mold

tooled lip

spirits

28

2

II

dark
green

19

7.4

turn mold

tooled lip

none
JOHANN HOFF embossed on
shoulder; Johann Hoff's malt
extract was introduced in 1847 and
marked as Beer of Health introduced in US in 1866 (Fike
1987:166)

29

2

II

amber

23.5

7.5

turn mold

unknown

unknown

30

2

II

clear

12.1

4.8

ABM

flat

ABM

31

2

II

amber

22.4

6.2

post mold

unknown

unknown

none
concentric circles on shoulder and
heel
R & Co; Roth and Company of San
Francisco

32

2

II

amber

24.1

6.1

turn mold

Applied

beer

none
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spirits

soda
perfume
wine

spirits
likely
spirits
mustard
beer or
whiskey
beer

Date
18701910
1904present
18401920

1880s
1904present
1880s1910
pre1890
1870s1920s

1870s1920s
18701910
pre1900
18811890
1870s1920s
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Acc
#

Trench

41

Laboratory Analysis

Stratum

Color

Ht.
(cm)

Dia.
(cm)

2

II

aqua

16.4

6.1

Mfg.
Tech.
side
seams
present

45

2

II

green

23.1

7.4

turn mold

Applied

blob top

46

2

II

green

23.5

5.9

turn mold

tooled lip

champaign e

no maker’s mark present
no maker’s mark present; kickup
present on base

51

3

brown

15.1

6.6

unknown

unknown

ABC/9 embossed on the base

58

3

A/B

light
green

13.1

4.6

unknown

63

3

A/B

cobalt

16.3

3.9

64

3

A/B

clear

14.1

4.7

post mold
3 part
mold
unknown
3 part
mold
unknown
3 part
mold
unknown

3 part
mold
unknown

slight kick up on base
cobalt blue bottle with ring or oil
finish and 3 part mold; likely used
for medicinal oil
square bottle with prescription
finish likely used for medicine;
1232 embossed on the base
clear glass bottle with screw top
and french square base; embossed
with I.P. G. CO.83 4 on the heel; 3
part mold; Illionois Pacific Glass
Company
olive green bottle with applied lip,
champagne finish, turn mold and
slight kickup base; likely a
champagne bottle

Feature

65

3

A/B

clear

12.8

4.4

66

3

A/B

olive
green

23.6

6.1

67

3

A/B

amber

24.1

68

3

A/B

green

69

3

A/B

clear

Lip Type

Applied

tooled lip

oil or ring

prescription

screw top

screw top

tooled lip

champagne

6.1

turn mold
3 part
mold
unknown

tooled lip

ring or oil

16

7.2

turn mold

unknown

unknown

23.8

6.3

turn mold

Applied

ring or oil
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Embossing and other comments

Function

Date

no maker’s mark present

spice bottle
spirits or
soda
champagne
or wine
beer or
soda

1850s1860s
18701910
18701910
19051916

elixer or
medicine

18701910

medicinal
oil

18701910

medicine
bottle

18701910

likely soda

19021925

champagne
or wine

1870s1920s

whiskey or
beer

18791888

likely
spirits

1870s1920s
1870s1920s

embossed on base with R & CO/ 14
slight push up on base and circle
embossed; no other defining
characteristics
no maker’s mark or other defining
characteristics
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Acc
#

Trench

Feature

72

3

Laboratory Analysis

Color

Ht.
(cm)

Dia.
(cm)

Mfg.
Tech.

Lip Finish

Lip Type

Embossing and other comments

A/B

amber

21.6

6.4

turn mold

tooled lip

ring or oil

23.2

5.6

4 piece
mold

Applied

crown top

31.1

8.6

turn mold

tooled lip

champagne

no maker’s mark present
clear light green bottle with
HONOLULU/ SODA WATER CO
.LTD/ T. H./ BOTTLE IS NOT
SOLD; maker’s mark of Maltese
Cross on base
champagne bottle; no maker’s
mark; kick up on base
light clear green bottle fragment
consisting of partial body and full
base; no maker’s mark, mold
number present 42/S
dark green bottle complete; applied
lip and turn mold seam; no maker’s
mark; likely champagne or wine
complete brown glass bottle with
tooled lip and turn mold; no
maker’s mark, slight kickup and
stippling on base
partial dark green bottle consisting
of partial body and base; turn mold,
slight kick up; no maker’s mark
partial dark green bottle consisting
of body and base; turn mold, slight
kick up; no maker’s mark
complete brown glass bottle with
tooled lip and turn mold; no
maker’s mark, slight kickup and
stippling on base
complete brown glass bottle with
tooled lip and turn mold; no
maker’s mark, slight kickup and
stippling on base

Stratum

74

3

A/B

75

3

A/B

clear
light
green
dark
green

15.4

7.3

turn mold

unknown

unknown

76

15

A

Ia, Ib, II

light
clear
green

77

15

A

Ia, Ib, II

dark
green

24.1

7.1

turn mold

tooled lip

champagne

79

15

A

Ia, Ib, II

brown

23.5

6.2

turn mold

Applied

ring or oil

82

15

A

Ia, Ib, II

dark
green

11.0

6.5

turn mold

unknown

unknown

83

15

A

Ia, Ib, II

dark
green

19.2

6.8

turn mold

unknown

unknown

85

15

A

Ia, Ib, II

brown

24.4

6.4

turn mold

Applied

double oil or
mineral

86

15

A

Ia, Ib, II

brown

24.4

6.2

turn mold

Applied

double oil or
mineral
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Function
likely beer
or spirits

Date
1870s1920s

soda water
champagne
or wine
likely
spirits or
mineral
water
likely
champagne
or wine

1912
1870s1920s

beer or
whiskey
likely
champagne
or wine
likely
champagne
or wine

1870s1920s

likely beer
or whiskey

1870s1920s

likely beer
or whiskey

1870s1920s

1870s1920s
1870s1920s

1870s1920s
1870s1920s
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Acc
#

Trench

Feature

Stratum

Color

Ht.
(cm)

Laboratory Analysis

Dia.
(cm)

Mfg.
Tech.

Lip Finish

Lip Type

Applied

blob top

Applied

90

8

II

aqua

21.1

2.7

3 part
mold
unknown

91

8

II

aqua

16.8

5.9

2 piece
mold

92

8

II

green

24

6.6

turn mold

Applied

blob top

93

8

II

green

17.4

7.1

turn mold

unknown

unknown

Applied

oil or ring

94

8

II

green

23.6

6.4

2 piece
mold

95

8

II

amber

23.6

6.3

turn mold

Applied

oil or ring

101

10

II

dark
aqua

26.0

6.4

turn mold

unknown

unknown

5.1

3 part
mold
unknown

flat

prescription

102

10

II

clear

15.4
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Embossing and other comments
1 complete aqua bottle with
rounded base, 3 part mold; blob top
finishe; embossed with
HOLLISTER & CO/HONOLULU;
Hutchinson stopper
1 complete aqua bottle with fluted
oblong (variant 1) base, tooled lip;
2 piece hinge mold; likely a 1850s1860s spice bottle (www.sha.org)
1 complete green bottle; turn mold;
tooled lip; blob top; part of foil
wrapper still present on neck and
finish
1 partial green bottle consisting of
the body and base; turn mold; big
kick up
1 complete green bottle; 2 piece
bottom hinged mold; tooled finish;
mold number 618 embossed on the
bottom
1 complete amber bottle; turn
mold, tooled lip; some foil still
visible on neck
1 partial dark green bottle; base is
broken and missing part of neck
and finish; glass is very bubbly and
appears crude; turn mold
1 complete clear glass prescription
medicine bottle; 3 piece mold; flat
prescription lip; ringed collar; O
embossed on the base; Blake
(variant 1) style base; flat side
panels no maker’s mark

Function

Date

soda water

1890s

spice bottle
likley wine
or mineral
water
(IMACS
1992)
likely
champagne
or wine

1850s1860s

1870s1920s
1870s1920s

wine or
mineral
water

18101880

beer

1860s1920s

unknown

1870s1920s

medicine
bottle

18701910
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Acc
#

103

Trench

10

Feature

Stratum

II

Color

aqua

Ht.
(cm)

15.5

Laboratory Analysis

Dia.
(cm)

Mfg.
Tech.

Lip Finish

Lip Type

5.3

4 part
mold
unknown

flat

prescription

tooled lip

crown top

105

10

II

clear

30.1

7.4

3 part
mold
unknown

107

10

II

brown

26.0

7.9

turn mold

unknown

unknown

108

5

Ic, II

brown

18.3

6.3

turn mold

unknown

unknown

Applied

2 piece
possibly
grooved ring

109

110

5

5

Ic, II

Ic, II

green

amber

11.0

11.5

3.1

5.7

unknown

unknown
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unknown

Embossing and other comments
1 complete aqua glass prescription
medicine bottle; 3 piece mold; flat
prescription lip; Blake (variant 1)
style base; flat side panels no
maker’s mark
1 complete clear glass bottle
embossed on side with
HONOLULU BREWING AND
MALTING CO.LTD/
HONOLULU, T.H.; 3 part mold;
tooled lip; crown top finish;
embossed with 2833 and the IPG
Co diamond (very faint)
underneath.
1 partial brown glass bottle missing
neck and finish; turn mold; kick up
present on base; no other
identifiable characteristics
2 partial brown glass bottle missing
neck and finish; turn mold; kick up
present on base; no other
identifiable characteristics
1 green glass bottle fragment
consisting of partial shoulders,
neck, and finish; hand tooled 2
piece finish with uneven lip and a
good amount of slop over; no other
defining characteristics
1 partial brown glass square
medicine bottle consisting of
partial shoulders, body, and base;
basew embossed with REED &
CARNRICK/ PHARMACISTS/
N.Y.

Function

Date

medicine
bottle

18701910

beer

19111917

beer

1870s1920s

beer

1870s1920s

champagne
or wine

18401860

Peptonized
Cod Liver
Oil and
Milk

18761899
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#

Trench

112

Laboratory Analysis

Stratum

Color

Ht.
(cm)

Dia.
(cm)

Mfg.
Tech.

Lip Finish

Lip Type

5

Ic, II

green

23.3

7.3

turn mold

Applied

blob top

113

5

Ic, II

green

25.4

7

turn mold

tooled lip

champagne

115

5

Ic, II

green

23.5

7.1

turn mold

Applied

blob top

116

5

Ic, II

brown

19.8

6.6

unknown

unknown

117

5

Ic, II

brown

21.0

7.5

turn mold
3 part
mold
unknown

unknown

unknown

118

5

Ic, II

brown

20.4

7.5

turn mold

unknown

unknown

119

5

Ic, II

28.1

7.8

turn mold

Applied

2 piece

120

5

Ic, II

green

23.4

8.9

turn mold

unknown

unknown

121

5

Ic, II

green

29.3

8.9

turn mold

unknown

unknown

122

5

Ic, II

brown

36.0

7.4

turn mold

Applied

2 piece

Feature
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Embossing and other comments
1 complete green glass bottle; turn
mold; hand tooled blob top finish;
round suction scar on base.
1 complete green champagne or
wine bottle; turn mold, applied lip;
kick up on base
1 complete green glass bottle; turn
mold; hand tooled blob top finish;
round suction scar on base.
1 partial brown bottle missing part
of neck and finish; turn mold; no
other defining characteristics
1 partial brown bottle missing part
of neck and finish; turn mold;
embossed with R & CO/ 17 on base
1 partial brown bottle missing part
of neck and finish; turn mold; no
other defining characteristics
1 complete green glass bottle; turn
mold; 2 piece lip; no other defining
characteristics
1 partial green champagne bottle
with deep kick up, missing neck
and finish; turn mold
1 partial green champagne bottle
with deep kick up, missing partial
neck and finish; some glue residue
still present from label on neck;
turn mold
1 complete brown bottle; glue
residue and part of the metal
stopper mechanism still present on
the neck and finish; 2 piece finish;
turn mold; slight kick up

Function

Date
1860s1920s

champagne
or wine

1870s1920s
1860s1920s

whiskey or
beer

1870s1920s

whiskey or
beer

18791888

whiskey or
beer

1870s1920s
18401860

champagne

1870s1920s

champagne

1870s1920s

whiskey or
beer

1860s1920s
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Acc
#

Trench

123

130

Laboratory Analysis

Stratum

Color

Ht.
(cm)

Dia.
(cm)

Mfg.
Tech.

Lip Finish

Lip Type

5

Ic, II

green

29.1

8.7

turn mold

Applied

3 piece

8

II

green

16.8

9.3

unknown

tooled lip

large blob
top

Feature
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Embossing and other comments
1 complete green champagne
bottle; turn mold; champagne lip;
kick up on base
1 light green, opaque, round jar
embossed on the bottom with C S
& CO/ 1185

Function

Date

champagne

1860s1920s

storage
vessel

18751913
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Section 6 Summary and Interpretation
The current project area is located in Ka‘ākaukukui ‘Ili, within the greater area now known as
Kaka‘ako. Background research indicates a low intensity of use in the vicinity of the current
project area in pre-contact and early post contact times. The area was generally low-lying and
marshy. Kaka‘ako was considered outside the Honolulu town boundary and was used in the mid
to late 1800s as a place for cemeteries, burial grounds, and for the quarantine of contagious
patients. From pre-contact times into the early 1900s, the land in Ka‘ākaukukui was also used to
produce salt. Major land reclamation projects of the late 1800s and early 1900s transformed the
low-lying marsh lands into dry land for the expanding urban Honolulu area.
Kaka‘ako grew rapidly in the first decades of the twentieth century. Development in the
immediate vicinity of the current project area began circa 1913, with the construction of the
Pohukaina School. A variety of residential “dwellings” were present within the project area by
1914. By 1927, Pohukaina School had expanded into the project area and covered the entire
block by 1950. Classroom buildings were aligned along Keawe, Coral, and Halekauwila streets,
arranged around the perimeter of the current project area. Pohukaina School was present within
the project area until it was demolished in 1980. Following the demolition of the school, the
project area was paved over and has been used as a public parking lot.
The findings of the current archaeological assessment study are consistent with expectations
based on background research. No surface structures are present within the project area.
Subsurface testing revealed several historic and modern fill layers overlying the natural
sediments. The natural sandy clay sediments are typical of a wet, marsh-type environment. Fill
layers overlying the natural sediments included a layer of ash and burnt garbage, interpreted to
be fill material generated by the city’s municipal garbage incinerator, and layers of sandy clay,
interpreted to be fill material generated by the dredging of Honolulu Harbor and other coastal
areas in the vicinity. The presence of the dredge fill material and incinerator fill material is
consistent with background research of Kaka‘ako land reclamation projects in the late 1800s and
early 1900s. The upper terrigenous fill layers included construction debris and abandoned
utilities, evidence of the former Pohukaina School.
No significant cultural material was encountered through the subsurface tesing program.
However, the archaeological record, including the identification of three burials near the
intersection of Halekauwila and Keawe streets and 8 burials near the intersection of Coral and
Halekauwila streets (both addressed in Winieski and Hammatt 2000), clearly suggests a pattern
of pre-contact human interment in the vicinity.
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Section 7 Project Effect and Mitigation Recommendations
The following project effect discussion and cultural resource management recommendations
are intended to facilitate project planning and support the project’s required historic preservation
consultation. This discussion is based on the results of this archaeological assessment and CSH’s
communication with agents for the project proponents regarding the project’s potential impacts
to historic properties.

7.1 Project Effect
The proposed Halekauwila Place Project consists of development of a mixed-income urban
housing community, including: a 19-story residential tower with ground-level retail and meeting
spaces; condominium townhomes; and a multi-level parking garage with ground-level retail
spaces. Minimally, land disturbing activities would include: grubbing and grading; excavations
for building foundations and subsurface utilities; and associated infrastructure improvements.
The proposed project’s area of potential effect (APE) is defined as the entire 1.25-acre project
area.
No historic properties were identified during the current archaeological assessment study.
However, based on background research, including the previous identification of human skeletal
remains in the immediate vicinity of the project area, there is potential for encountering human
skeletal remains within the natural sandy clay-type sediments underlying fill material in the
project area. Due to the potential adverse effect on significant historic properties within the
project’s APE, specifically inadvertent burial discoveries, CSH’s project-specific effect
recommendation is “effect, with proposed mitigation commitments.” The recommended
mitigation measures will reduce the project’s potential adverse effect to significant historic
properties.

7.2 Mitigation Recommendations
To reduce the proposed project’s potential adverse effect on significant historic properties, the
following mitigation measures are recommended. The mitigation measures should be completed
prior to any land disturbing activities associated with the proposed Halekauwila Place Project.
1. Archaeological monitoring is recommended during all land disturbing activities within
the project area. Archaeological monitoring will ensure proper treatment and
documentation should any historic properties be discovered during project-related
construction activities.
2. An archaeological monitoring plan should be prepared for review and approval of the
State Historic Preservation Divison (SHPD) prior to project construction. In
accordance with HAR 13-279, the monitoring plan should detail specific
archaeological monitoring provisions.
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Appendix B Master Artifact Accession Table
Acc.
#

Artifact
Type

Material
Type

Function

Trench

Stratum

Depth
(cmbs)

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

1

metal

2

historic
shell rough
periwinkle
(Littoraria
scabra)

unknown

1

Ia

8-42

1

23

4.2

marine

shell fish of
the family
Littorinidae

1

Ia

8-42

1

3.1

2.2

3

faunal

bone

pig bone

1

Ia

8-42

1

7.1

0.9

4

historic

glass

plate glass

1

Ia

8-42

1

7.5

7.7

5

historic

glass

bottle

1

Ia

8-42

1

11.5

8.6

6

historic

glass

medicine
bottle

1

Ia

8-42

1

5.5

4.3

7

historic

ceramic

bowl

1

Ia

8-42

2

18

10.3

8

historic

ceramic

bowl

1

Ia

8-42

1

6.1

5.6

9

historic

ceramic

unknown

1

Ia

8-42

1

6.4

4.3

10

historic

crockery

bowl

1

II

101-155

1

8.9

8.9

Feature

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Comments
metal is flat with bulbous-like end; corroded;
unknown function

complete specimen
fragment of pig long bone with cut marks on
dorsal side and some evidence of burning
fragment of fairly thick glass plate; patena on
both sides
partial body and full base of a green glass
bottle with push up and air bubbles; seam
molds are present around the base.
lip and partial shoulder of a clear glass bottle
with NORWESCO embosssed on the neck;
side seams present on both sides through the
lip; lip is slightly flared, prescription; bottle is
ABM
2 pieces, refit, of a ceramic bowl with white
paste, clear glaze and painted blue and brown
stripes.
1 ceramic sherd consisting of partial body and
base of a bowl with white paste and clear glaze.
Same painted stripes as # 8.
1 ceramic sherd consisting of partial body of a
bowl with white paste and clear glaze. Hand
painted blue stripe around rim and star pattern
of blue, black, and green on body.
1 crockery sherd with gold paste and clear
glaze; decorative pattern of blue stripes and
fern imprint on exterior.
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Acc.
#

Artifact
Type

Material
Type

Function

11

historic

ceramic

12

historic

13
14

Appendix B

Trench

Stratum

Depth
(cmbs)

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

plate

1

II

101-155

1

11

8.7

crockery

bowl

1

II

101-155

1

10

6.8

historic
historic

glass
glass

bottle
cup

1
1

II
II

101-155
101-155

1
1

11.6
9.2

2.8
6

15

historic

glass

bottle

1

II

101-155

1

19.1

3

16
17

historic
historic

glass
glass

bottle
bottle

1
1

II
II

101-155
101-155

1
1

7.1
29.5

4.1
7.5

18

historic

glass

bottle

1

II

101-155

2

20

6.2

19

historic

ceramic

saucer partial

2

Ia

8-39

1

5.8

3.3

20

historic

stoneware

bowl

2

Ia

8-39

1

6.1

4.5

21

historic

stoneware

vase

2

Ia

8-39

2

22

historic

bottle

2

Ic

42-119

1

10.2

2.6

23

marine

glass
cowry
shell

2

Ic

42-119

1

1.2

1.9

24

historic

ceramic

shell fish
building
material

2

Ic

42-119

1

5.2

3.6

Feature

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Comments
1 ceramic sherd of a plate base with Royal
Ironstone china maker’s mark on base. Ceramic
is white paste with clear glaze, no decoration.
E. Challinor & Co 18421891(http://bickler.co.nz)
1 crockery sherd of partial base and body, with
white paste and clear crackle glaze; no maker’s
mark
partial neck and full finish of dark green bottle;
likely for spirits
clear glass cup; fragmented; no maker’s mark
complete aqua glass Hollister Soda bottle;
1880s
clear glass perfume bottle; Ed Pinaud
Perfumery since 1810 through at least 1984
(Fike 1987: 67).
light green glass wine bottle with push up base
aqua glass drugstore bottle with rectangular
base and flat lip
partial ceramic saucer with white paste and
clear glaze; metal rust staining present; no
maker’s mark
fragment of ceramic crockery, possibly a bowl,
with tan paste and clear glaze; imprinted
decoration present as a series of circles forming
a line, present on a portion of the dorsal edge
2 fragments of thick crockery, likely a vase,
with white paste, coarse temper and clear green
glaze; imprinted decoration; no maker’s mark
partial neck and full finish of dark green bottle;
tooled lip; likely for spirits
small cowry shell
possible bathroom molding or tile; white paste,
clear glaze
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Acc.
#

Artifact
Type

Material
Type

Function

25
26

historic
marine

glass
oyster

27

historic

28

Appendix B

Trench

Stratum

Depth
(cmbs)

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

bottle
shell fish

2
2

Ic
II

42-119
111-156

1
1

23.3
9

7.3
5.3

glass

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

24.3

7.4

historic

glass

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

19

7.4

29

historic

glass

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

23.5

7.5

30

historic

glass

jar

2

II

111-156

1

12.1

4.8

31
32
33

historic
historic
historic

glass
glass
glass

bottle
bottle
window

2
2
2

II
II
II

111-156
111-156
111-156

1
1
1

22.4
24.1
13.3

6.2
6.1
12

34

historic

stoneware

bowl

2

II

111-156

1

8.3

5.5

35

historic

ceramic

bowl

2

II

111-156

1

8.1

6.7

36

historic

stoneware

bowl

2

II

111-156

2

17.6

12.4

37

historic

ceramic

crockery

2

II

111-156

1

19.6

10.4

38

historic

china

saucer partial

2

II

111-156

1

11.3

5.7

Feature

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Comments
dark green bottle with blob top and turn mold
seams; no maker’s mark
oyster shell
complete olive green bottle; tooled lip and turn
mold seam; no maker’s mark
dark green bottle complete; tooled lip and turn
mold seam; JOHANN HOFF embossed on
shoulder
amber glass bottle missing most of neck and
finish; no maker’s mark
clear glass small barrel jar with concentric
rings embossed on shoulders and heel; likely
for mustard (Putnam 1965: 198)
amber glass bottle missing finish; embossed
with maker’s mark on base R & CO/ 28
amber beer bottle; turn mold; applied finish
clear plate glass
1 ceramic rim shard of crockery, likely a bowl;
gold paste, clear glaze; painted design on
exterior surface similar to #10
1 ceramic rim shard, likely a bowl;white paste,
clear glaze; painted floral design on extereior,
red line painted just below rim
2 shards of crockery -1 partial base and 1 body;
likely parts of a bowl; white paste, coarse
temper, clear glaze; no decoration
1 fragment of a mineral water container,
cylindrical in shape; beige paste, coarse
temper, clear glaze, no decoration or maker’s
mark; looks similar in form to the other
complete mineral water container in this
collection
1 fragment (half) of a saucer with white paste
and clear glaze; black floral print decoration is
present on the anterior portion of the saucer as
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Acc.
#

Artifact
Type

Material
Type

Function

39

historic

glass

40

historic

41

Appendix B

Trench

Stratum

Depth
(cmbs)

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

6.2

1.4

ceramic

bowl

2

II

111-156

1

16.5

8.8

historic

glass

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

16.4

6.1

42

historic

glass

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

7.9

4.5

43

historic

glass

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

6.6

6.5

44

historic

glass

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

3.3

3.3

45

historic

glass

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

23.1

7.4

46

historic

glass

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

18.2

6.3

47

historic

glass

bottle

2

II

111-156

1

2.3.5

5.9

Feature

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Comments
well as a hash-like incised pattern arranged in a
circular pattern. Half of a maker’s mark is
present on the base. China appears to be made
in England, however there is insuffucient mark
on the base to positively identify.
1 complete clear glass medicine bottle with
prescription lip and side seams; no maker’s
mark -sold as homeopathic tube vials (Putnam
1965)
1 fragment of a large bowl with white paste,
clear glaze, and blue floral decoration; no
maker’s mark.
aqua glass bottle with air bubbles present in
glass; fluted oblong (variant 1) base (IMACS
2001); likely a spice bottle
light green glass bottle fragment consisting of
partial body and full base with mold number
271 embossed on the bottom. Bottle has an
interior, vertically elongated air blister; likely a
condiment bottle or a very small soda bottle
Light green fragment of a rectangular bottle
with elixer or handy style base (IMACS 2001)
and 2929 embossed on the base. Side seams
indicated ABM. The glass of the body 0.8 cm
thick.
approximately 1/2 of a clear bottle finish;
appears to be tooled
green glass bottle with cup mold base and hand
applied lip; no maker’s mark
portion of a dark green bottle -missing neck
and finish; turn mold, stippled base
complete green bottle with portion of closing
mechanism still present on the finish and neck.
Small kickup present on base indicating
contents of either champaigne or wine.
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Acc.
#

Artifact
Type

Material
Type

48

historic

faunal

49
50

historic
historic

51

Appendix B

Trench

Stratum

Depth
(cmbs)

# of
Pieces

2

Ic/II

111-156

3

3
4

Ib & Ic
Ic

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

Feature

faunal
faunal

Function
pig long
bone and
vertabrae
pig, cow,
chicken,
and fish
pig

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

15.1

6.6

52

historic

glass

A/B

3

31-150

1

2.9

6.9

53

historic

glass

A/B

3

31-150

1

7.1

6.5

54

marine

shell

mug
dish with
pedestal
rough
periwinkle
(Littoraria
scabra)

A/B

3

31-150

1

2.5

2.3

55

historic

ceramic

bowl

A/B

3

31-150

1

11.3

8.6

56

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

17.1

7.1

57

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

11.8

2.6

58

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

13.1

4.6

59
60

historic
historic

glass
glass

bottle
bottle

A/B
A/B

3
3

31-150
31-150

1
1

5.4
11.6

4.6
2.7

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Comments
3 pieces of faunal bone including 2 pieces of
long bone and 1 vertabrae -likely pig

35+
1

Over 35 fragments of faunal bone including
pig, cow, chicken, and 1 large fish vertebrae
1 long bone, likely pig
amber bottle fragment consisting of body and
base with post mold seams and ABC/9
embossed on the base
clear glass mug base molded decoration; no
maker’s mark
partial clear glass dish with pedestal type foot;
no maker’s mark; 1 side seam present

complete shell
partial crockery bowl with white paste, coarse
temper, clear glaze and gray floral imprint; no
maker’s mark or defining characteristics
partial green glass bottle consisting of body and
base; turn mold; no maker’s mark
partial green glass bottle consisting of
shoulders, neck, and finish; grooved ring,
tooled finish; elongated bubbles present in the
glass indicate it could be hand blown
light green partial bottle consisting of partial
neck, shoulders, body and base; 3 part mold
seam and slight kick up on base 1870-1910
(Rock 1981)
partial amber bottle consisting of shoulders,
neck, and finish; seams present on neck;
prescription finish
partial light green bottle consisting of
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Acc.
#

Artifact
Type

Material
Type

Function

Feature

Trench

Depth
(cmbs)

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

61

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

7.5

5.2

62

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

9.5

4.3

63

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

16.3

3.9

64

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

14.1

4.7

65

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

12.8

4.4

66

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

23.6

6.1

67

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

24.1

6.1

68

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

16

7.2

69

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

23.8

6.3

70

historic

stoneware

jug

A/B

3

31-150

1

28.2

11.9

Stratum

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Comments
shoulders, neck and finish; tooled champagne
finish
clear ink well with screw top finish and part of
body and base missing; seam present on one
side.
rectangular body and base of a clear glass
bottle; embossed with CASTO on one side and
CHAs.H. FLE on the other. -Chas. H. Fletcher/
Castoria, 1890s (Fike 1987: 162). Vegetable
based oil used for regulating the stomach in
infants and children
cobalt blue bottle with ring or oil finish and 3
part mold; likely used for medicinal oil
clear glass, square bottle with prescription
finish likely used for medicine; 1232 embossed
on the base
clear glass bottle with screw top and French
square base; embossed with I.P. C. CO.83 4 on
the heel; 3 part mold
olive green bottle with tooled lip, champagne
finish, turn mold and slight kickup base; likely
a champagne bottle
amber bottle with 3 part mold, tooled lip and
embossed on base with R & CO/ 14
partial green glass bottle missing neck and
finish; turn mold with slight push up on base
and circular mark on base. No other defining
characteristics.
clear glass bottle, with hand applied lip and
turn mold; no maker’s mark
large ceramic bottle missing neck and finish;
tan paste, coarse temper, clear glaze; stamped
with BLANKENHEYM & NOLET on the
body; used for mineral water; late 1800s
(Perzinski et al 1999)
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Acc.
#

Artifact
Type

Material
Type

Function

Feature

Trench

Depth
(cmbs)

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

71

historic

glass

jug

A/B

3

31-150

1

5.6

14.3

72

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

21.6

6.4

73

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

21

74

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

23.2

5.6

75

historic

glass

bottle

A/B

3

31-150

1

31.1

8.6

76

historic

glass

bottle

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

15.4

7.3

77

historic

glass

bottle

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

24.1

7.1

78

historic

stoneware

bowl or
vase

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

7.1

5.0

79

historic

glass

bottle

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

23.5

6.2

80
81

historic
historic

ceramic
ceramic

bowl
bowl

A
A

15
15

Ia, Ib, II
Ia, Ib, II

80-140
80-140

1
1

8.3
7.3

13.4
14.0

Stratum

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Comments
aqua glass jug base with large blisters in glass;
possible 3 part mold; no maker’s mark or other
definig characteristics
Complete amber glass bottle with turn mold
and tooled lip; likely used for beer
clear glass bottle missing partial lip and base;
shaped like a gin bottle but body has interior
curve; 2 mold seams present on shoulders but
disappear on body; lip is applied.
clear light green Honolulu bottle with
HONOLULU/ SODA WATER CO .LTD/ T.
H./ BOTTLE IS NOT SOLD/ ; maker’s mark
on base
champagne bottle; no maker’s mark; kick up on
base
light clear green bottle fragment consisting of
partial body and full base; no maker’s mark,
mold number present 42/S
dark green bottle complete; tooled lip and turn
mold seam; no maker’s mark; likely
champagne or wine
stoneware shard of white paste, coarse temper,
clear glaze; temper contains blue flecks;
intereior incised decorative lines; no maker’s
mark
complete brown glass bottle with applied lip
and turn mold; no maker’s mark, slight kickup
and stippling on base
partial ceramic rice bowl with white paste and
celadon glaze; no decoration; oriental maker’s
mark on base; most likely late 19th century
Chinese rice bowl -"Wintergreen" pottery
(Lister and Lister 1989: 50: Costello and
Maniery 1988: 34-35)
partial ceramic rice bowl with gray paste, clear
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#

Artifact
Type

Material
Type

Function

Feature

Trench

Stratum

Depth
(cmbs)

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

82

historic

glass

bottle

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

11.0

6.5

83

historic

glass

bottle

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

19.2

6.8

84

historic

glass

bottle

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

4.7

3.1

85

historic

glass

bottle

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

24.4

6.4

86

historic

glass

bottle

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

24.4

6.2

87

historic

copper

utensil

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

17.7

8.8

88

historic

ceramic

bowl

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

2

7.9

6.0

89

historic

stoneware

plate

A

15

Ia, Ib, II

80-140

1

19.2

9.2

90

historic

glass

bottle

8

II

1

21.1

2.7

9l

historic

glass

bottle

8

II

1

16.8

5.9

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Incinerator
Fill
Incinerator
Fill

Comments
glaze and painted gray floral decoration on
exterior; interior decorated with 2 gray
concentric circles; no maker’s mark
partial dark green bottle consisting of partial
body and base; turn mold, slight kick up; no
maker’s mark
partial dark green bottle consisting of body and
base; turn mold, slight kick up; no maker’s
mark
partial light aqua square bottle consisting of
shoulders, neck, and finish; prescription lip;
partial embosssing on shoulders of FRANK
complete brown glass bottle with applied lip
and turn mold; no maker’s mark, slight kickup
and stippling on base
complete brown glass bottle with applied lip
and turn mold; no maker’s mark, slight kickup
and stippling on base
fragment of a copper cooking utensil, likely a
flat spoon or possibly a very small pan
2 fragments of a ceramic bowl; white temper;
clear glaze, copper paint; imprinted with stone
pattern; no maker’s mark
1 fragment of a stoneware plate; white paste,
coarse temper; clear glaze, and blue transfer
print pattern on interior; exterior also has a blue
transfer print pattern of concentric circles on
the body and a different swirl patter near the
rim; no maker’s mark
1 complete aqua bottle with rounded base, 3
part mold; blob top finish; embossed with
HOLLISTER & CO/HONOLULU; Hutchinson
stopper
1 complete aqua bottle with fluted oblong
(variant 1) base, applied lip; 2 piece hinge
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92

historic

glass

93

historic

94

Appendix B

Trench

Stratum

Depth
(cmbs)

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

bottle

8

II

Incinerator
Fill

1

24

6.6

glass

bottle

8

II

Incinerator
Fill

1

17.4

7.1

historic

glass

bottle

8

II

1

23.6

6.4

95

historic

glass

bottle

8

II

Incinerator
Fill
Incinerator
Fill

1

23.6

6.3

96

historic

ceramic

sake glass

8

II

Incinerator
Fill

2

5.9

3.5

97

historic

ceramic

tea cup

8

II

Incinerator
Fill

1

6.3

3.7

98
99

historic
historic

ceramic
clay

bowl
sewer pipe

10
10

II
II

1
1

4.0
11.4

6.9
7.1

100

historic

glass

bottle

10

II

1

10.2

5.5

101

historic

glass

bottle

10

II

1

26.0

6.4

102

historic

glass

bottle

10

II

1

15.4

5.1

Feature

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Comments
mold; likely a 1850s-1860s spice bottle
(www.sha.org)
1 complete green bottle; turn mold; applied lip;
blob top; part of foil wrapper still present on
neck and finish
1 partial green bottle consisting of the body and
base; turn mold; big kick up; likely champagne
or wine
1 complete green bottle; 2 piece mold; applied
finish; mold number 618 embossed on the
bottom
1 complete amber bottle; turn mold, applied
lip; some foil still visible on neck
2 pieces (refit) of a ceramic sake glass with
white paste, clear glaze; painted blue with clear
floral design; no maker’s mark
1 partial ceramic glass likely used for tea;
white paste, coarse temper; clear glaze; painted
with a dark blue pattern and blue line around
the rim, heal, and base of the cup; no maker’s
mark
1 partial ceramic bowl made of white paste and
clear glaze with a distinctive painted floral
pattern interior and exterior; no maker’s mark
1 fragment of red clay sewer pipe
1 fragment of a light green bottle, likely the
neck and portion of shoulder to a Codd Marble
Stopper style
1 partial dark green bottle; base is broken and
missing part of neck and finish; glass is very
bubbly and appears crude; turn mold
1 complete clear glass prescription medicine
bottle; 3 piece mold; flat prescription lip;
ringed collar; O embossed on the base; Blake
(variant 1) style base; flat side panels no
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103

historic

glass

104

historic

105

Appendix B

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

II

1

15.5

5.3

10

II

1

12.7

6.5

bottle

10

II

1

30.1

7.4

glass

bottle

10

II

1

6.0

3.3

historic

glass

bottle

10

II

1

26.0

7.9

108

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

18.3

6.3

109

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

11.0c

3.1

110

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

11.5

5.7

Feature

Trench

Stratum

bottle

10

glass

bottle

historic

glass

106

historic

107

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Depth
(cmbs)

Comments
maker’s mark
1 complete aqua glass prescription medicine
bottle; 3 piece mold; flat prescription lip; Blake
(variant 1) style base; flat side panels no
maker’s mark
1 partial brown glass bottle, burned, consisting
of partial body and full base; base embossed
with maker’s mark resembling C, likely a mold
letter; bottle has been burned with high heat
and is discolored, seams are indistinguishable
1 complete clear glass bottle embossed on side
with HONOLULU BREWING AND
MALTING CO.LTD/ HONOLULU, T.H.; 3
part mold; tooled lip; screw top finish;
embossed with 2833 and the IPG Co diamond
(very faint) underneath.
1 partial clear glass medicine bottle consisting
of lip, neck and partial shoulders; prescription
lip; 2 seams visible, no other identifiable
characheristics
1 partial brown glass bottle missing neck and
finish; turn mold; kick up present on base; no
other identifiable characteristics
1 partial brown glass bottle missing neck and
finish; turn mold; kick up present on base; no
other identifiable characteristics
1 green glass bottle fragment consisting of
partial shoulders, neck, and finish; hand
applied 2 piece finish with uneven lip and a
good amount of slop over; no other defining
characteristics
1 partial brown glass square medicine bottle
consisting of partial shoulders, body, and base;
basew embossed with REED & GARNRICK/
PHARMACISTS/ N.Y.
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111

historic

glass

bottle

112

historic

glass

113

historic

114

Appendix B

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

5

1

7.0

7.4

bottle

5

1

23.3

7.3

glass

bottle

5

1

25.4

7

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

115

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

23.5

7.1

116

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

19.8

6.6

117

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

21.0

7.5

118

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

20.4

7.5

119

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

28.1

7.8

120

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

23.4

8.9

121

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

29.3

8.9

123

historic

glass

bottle

5

1

36.0

7.4

Feature

Trench

Stratum

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Depth
(cmbs)

7.5

Comments
1 partial aqua glass rectangular, side panel,
medicine bottle fragment consisting of partial
body and base; embossed on all sides
PARILLA/ RIES/ Co/ 93
1 complete green glass bottle; turn mold; hand
applied blob top finish; round suction scar on
base.
1 complete green champagne or wine bottle;
turn mold, tooled lip; kick up on base
1 light green, round bottle base with embossed
star; seam on heel
1 complete green glass bottle; turn mold; hand
applied blob top finish; round suction scar on
base.
1 partial brown bottle missing part of neck and
finish; turn mold; no other defining
characteristics
1 partial brown bottle missing part of neck and
finish; turn mold; embossed with R & CO/ 17
on base
1 partial brown bottle missing part of neck and
finish; turn mold; no other defining
characteristics
1 complete green glass bottle; turn mold; 2
piece tooled lip; no other defining
characteristics
1 partial green champagne bottle with deep
kick up, missing neck and finish; turn mold
1 partial green champagne bottle with deep
kick up, missing partial neck and finish; some
glue residue still present from label on neck;
turn mold
1 complete brown bottle; glue residue and part
of the metal stopper mechanism still present on
the neck and finish; 2 piece tooled finish; turn
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124
125
126

historic
historic
historic

glass
leather
metal

bottle
belt
strapping

5
5
5

127

historic

glass

stopper

6

128

historic

leather

129

historic

130
131
131
132
133

134
135
136

Feature

Trench

Stratum

Ib

8

II

faunal

shoe sole
pig long
bone

8

II

historic
historic
historic
historic
historic

glass
faunal
marine
faunal
faunal

jar
pig bones
cowry shell
cow
cow

8
6
6
17
13

II
II
II
Ic
Ic & Id

historic
historic
historic

glass
soil
soil

bottle
soil sample
soil sample

13
14
15

Ic & Id
II
III

Archaeological Assessment, Halekauwila Place Project, Kaka‘ako, Honolulu, O‘ahu
TMK [1] 2-1-051:009 por.

Depth
(cmbs)

Incinerator
Fill
Incinerator
Fill
Incinerator
Fill
130-150
130-150
55-92

111-137

# of
Pieces

Length
(cm)

Width
(cm)

1
2
1

29.1
30
18

8.7
2.6
2.3

1

3.2

2.9

Comments
mold; slight kick up
1 complete green champagne bottle; turn mold;
champagne lip; kick up on base
2 pieces of a hand tooled leather belt, burned
1 fragment of corroded metal strapping
1 clear glass bottle stopper; no other defining
characteristics

1

10.3

5.5

1 piece of leather shoe sole

1
1
11
1
7
2

16.8

9.3

1

11.7

4.3

1 long bone fragment; likely pig
1 light green, opaque, round jar embossed on
the bottom with C S & CO/ 1185
rib and long pig bones
1 cowry shell
cow rib bones
butchered cow rib bones
1 complete clear glass oriental medicine bottle
with oriental characters embossed on 1 side
panel; 2 piece mold; prescription finish; no
maker’s mark
soil sample
soil sample
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EMAIL: bdneal@bdneal.com

November 4, 2008
Taeyong M. Kim
Principal
Environmental Communications, Inc.
1188 Bishop Street, Suite 2210
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813
Subject:

Halekauwila Place Development
Air Quality Impact Assessment

Dear Mr. Kim:
In response to your request, we have examined the potential air
quality impacts related to the proposed development of
Halekauwila Place located in the Kakaako District in Honolulu,
Oahu. The results of this examination along with background
information related to this issue and recommended mitigation
measures are summarized below.
Project Description
Halekauwila Partners, LLC is proposing the Halekauwila Place
development in Kakaako on the island of Oahu. The project site
includes approximately 1.25 acres of land adjacent to Halekauwila
Street that is currently used as a surface parking lot. The
proposed development will include the construction of an 18-story
residential tower with approximately 204 affordable rental units,
a 4-story parking garage, office space for police department
staff, approximately 3,000 square feet of retail space, and
amenities such as recreational and storage areas. It is expected
that the proposed project would be fully developed and occupied by
the year 2012.
Ambient Air Quality Standards
Both federal and state standards have been established to maintain
ambient air quality. At the present time, seven parameters are
regulated including: particulate matter, sulfur dioxide, hydrogen
sulfide, nitrogen dioxide, carbon monoxide, ozone and lead.
Hawaii air quality standards are comparable to the national
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standards except those for nitrogen dioxide and carbon monoxide
which are more stringent than the national standards.
Regional and Local Climatology
Regional and local climate together with the amount and type of
human activity generally dictate the air quality of a given
location. Winds are predominantly trade winds which are deviated
somewhat from the northeast toward the east or southeast by the
local terrain. During winter, occasional storms may generate
strong winds from the south (kona winds) for brief periods. When
the trade winds or kona winds are weak or absent, landbreezeseabreeze circulations may develop. Wind speeds are often lower
compared to more exposed coastal locations, but the trade winds
still provide relatively good ventilation much of the time.
Temperatures in the Oahu area leeward of the Koolaus are
generally very moderate with average daily temperatures ranging
from about 70°F to 84°F. Extreme temperatures range from about
53°F to about 95°F. Rainfall is relatively low with an average
of about 22 inches per year.
Existing Air Quality Conditions
Air quality in the vicinity of the project presently is mostly
affected by emissions from vehicular sources which emit carbon
monoxide, nitrogen oxides, hydrocarbons and other air pollutants.
Air quality data from the nearest monitoring stations operated by
the Hawaii Department of Health suggest that all state and
national air quality standards are currently being met in the
downtown Honolulu area.
Air Quality Impacts of Project
Short-term direct and indirect impacts on air quality could
potentially occur during project construction. For a project of
this nature, there are two potential types of air pollution
emissions that could directly result in short-term air quality
impacts during project construction: (1) fugitive dust from soil
excavation, aggregate processing and vehicle movement; and (2)
exhaust emissions from on-site construction equipment.
Indirectly, there also could be short-term air quality impacts
from the disruption of traffic on nearby roadways, from slowmoving construction equipment traveling to and from the project
site, and from a temporary increase in local traffic caused by
commuting construction workers.
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Fugitive dust emissions from construction activities are
difficult to estimate accurately because of their elusive nature
of emission and because the potential for dust generation varies
greatly depending upon the type of soil at the construction site,
the amount and type of dirt-disturbing activity taking place, the
moisture content of exposed soil in work areas, and the wind
speed. The U.S. EPA has provided a rough estimate for
uncontrolled fugitive dust emissions from construction activity
of 1.2 tons per acre per month under conditions of "medium"
activity, moderate soil silt content (30%), and precipitation/evaporation (P/E) index of 50. Uncontrolled fugitive dust
emissions from project construction would likely be somewhere
near this level. In any case, State of Hawaii Air Pollution
Control Regulations prohibit visible emissions of fugitive dust
from construction activities at the project property line. Thus,
an effective dust control plan for the project construction phase
should be prepared.
Adequate fugitive dust control can usually be accomplished by the
establishment of a frequent watering program to keep bare-dirt
surfaces in active construction areas from becoming significant
sources of dust. On days without rainfall, construction areas
should be watered at least twice during the workday to help keep
dust to a minimum. Control regulations further stipulate that
open-bodied trucks be covered at all times when in motion if they
are transporting materials likely to give rise to airborne dust.
Haul trucks tracking dirt onto paved streets from unpaved areas
are oftentimes a significant source of dust in construction
areas. Some means to alleviate this problem, such as tire
washing or road cleaning, may be appropriate. Dust monitoring
could be considered as a means to quantitatively evaluate the
effectiveness of dust control measures.
On-site mobile and stationary construction equipment also will
emit air pollutants from engine exhausts. The largest of this
equipment is usually diesel-powered. Nitrogen oxides emissions
from diesel engines can be relatively high compared to gasolinepowered equipment, but the standard for nitrogen dioxide is set
on an annual basis and is not likely to be violated by short-term
construction equipment emissions. Carbon monoxide emissions from
diesel engines, on the other hand, are low and should be relatively insignificant compared to vehicular emissions on nearby
roadways.
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Indirectly, slow-moving construction vehicles on roadways leading
to and from the project site could obstruct the normal flow of
traffic to such an extent that overall vehicular emissions
increase. This impact can be mitigated by moving heavy
construction equipment during periods of low traffic volume.
Likewise, the schedules of commuting construction workers can be
adjusted to avoid peak hours in the project vicinity.
After the period of construction, long-term impacts on air
quality from motor vehicle exhausts can potentially occur at or
near any project that attracts large volumes of motor vehicle
traffic. Carbon monoxide emissions are usually the primary
issue, and public areas near traffic-congested intersections are
the main concern. Primary access to the project will be provided
via driveways off Halekauwila Street between Cooke Street and
Keawe Street with a secondary driveway providing access to a
loading area off Keawe Street between Halekauwila Street and
Pohukaina Street. The project traffic study examined six nearby
roadway intersections along Halekauwila Street and Pohukaina
Street. These included Halekauwila Street at Cooke Street,
Halekauwila Street at Coral Steet, Halekauwila Street at Keawe
Street, Pohukaina Street at Keawe Street, Pohukaina Street at
Coral Street, and Pohukaina Street at Cooke Street. The project
traffic study indicates that with the project, peak-hour traffic
volumes at these intersections would likely increase by about 5
percent or less except at the intersection of Coral Street and
Halekauwila Street where an increase of about 11 to 12 percent
would occur (which is a maximum traffic increase of 61 vehicles
per hour during the afternoon peak hour). The traffic study also
indicates that traffic level-of-service at these intersections is
presently good and that by the year 2012, with or without the
project, traffic level-of-service conditions would remain
essentially unchanged.
Based on extensive experience in assessing traffic-related air
quality impacts, traffic volume increases of less than about 5
percent or less than about 100 vehicles per hour and traffic
approach volumes of less than about 1,000 vehicles per hour do
not cause any significant impacts on air quality if adequate
traffic level-of-service is provided. The project traffic study
indicates that traffic volumes in the project area should remain
well within these criteria. Considering the small projectrelated traffic volumes that are expected, traffic from the
proposed project should have no measurable long-term impacts on
air pollution levels in the project area. Although a detailed
air quality modeling study could be performed to quantitatively
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predict project impacts, such an analysis is probably
unwarranted.
In summary, short-term impacts from fugitive dust during project
construction may potentially occur. Because of this, an
effective dust control plan for the period of construction should
be prepared and implemented. After construction, any long-term
impacts on air quality from motor vehicle traffic related to this
project will likely be negligible.
Please call me if you have any questions concerning the
information presented herein or if you wish to discuss this
matter further.
Very truly yours,

Barry D. Neal
Certified Consulting
Meteorologist
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CHAPTERI. SUMMARY
The existingand future traffic noise levels in the vicinityof the proposed
Placeprojectin Kakaakowere evaluatedfor their potentialimpactsand
Halekauwila
to currentFHA/HUDnoisestandards.The trafficnoiselevelincreases
theirrelationship
the projectsite(seeFIGURE 1) were calculated.No
alongthe 6 roadwaysbordering
significantincreasesin trafficnoiseare predictedto occuras a resultof projectplus
non-project
trafficfollowingprojectbuild-outby CY 2012.
AlongHalekauwila
Street,trafficnoiselevelsareexpectedto remainat 62 Ldnat
in CY 2012. AlongKeawe,Cooke,and Pohukaina
50 foot distancefromthe centerline
Streets,trafficnoiselevelsare expectedto increaseby lessthan 0.5 Ldn by CY 2012
traffic. Projecttrafficwill add less than 0.4 Ldn
as a resultof projectand non-project
Keawe,Cooke,and PohukainaStreetsin
additionalunitsof noisealongHalekauwila,
project.
These
levelsof trafficnoiseincreasesresulting
immediate
vicinity
of
the
the
from projectgeneratedtraffic are not consideredto be significant. The predicted
increasesin trafficnoiselevelsare not expectedto generateadversenoiseimpactsby
cY 2 0 1 2 .
In spite of these increases,the faces of the garage and residentialtower
buildingswill not be exposedto trafficand/oraircraftnoiselevelswhichexceedthe 65
Ldn FHA/HUDnoisestandard. ln addition,the aircraftnoisecomponentshouldnot
Airports Division,recommended
exceed the State Departmentof Transportation,
planninglevelof 60 Ldnfor residences.Mitigation
of trafficor aircraftnoiselevelsis not
tower.
requiredfor the plannedunitsin the residential
The HonoluluFixed GuidewaySystem is plannedfor constructionfollowing
Placeprojectand beyond2012. Futurenoise levels
completionof the Halekauwila
to be similarto thoseprojectedfor the
fromthe fixedguidewaysystemare anticipated
at
860
Halekauwila
Street,and are predictedto exceed
existinghighrisecondominium
the FHA/HUDnoisestandardof 65 Ldn at the 7th through14th floorsof the future
Street. lt is anticipatedthat noise
HalekauwilaPlace units whichface Halekauwila
miiigationmeasureswill be appliedby the HonoluluFixedGuidewaySystemprojectas
reouired.
noiseimpactsmayoccurduringconstruction
of the
Unavoidable,
but temporary,
proposedproject,particularly
duringthe excavationand potentialpile drivingactivities
activitiesare predictedto be audiblewithin
on the projectsite. Becauseconstruction
properties,
the qualityof the acousticenvironment
may
the projectsiteand at adjoining
levelsduringperiodsof construction.
Mitigation
measures
be degradedto unacceptable
noiseto inaudiblelevelswill not be practicalin all cases.but the
to reduceconstruction
measure.
as a standardmitigation
useof quietequipmentis recommended
Becauseof the presenceof low and mid-risebuildingsnearthe projectsite and
potential
for damageto ihese buildingsfrom vibrationduringpotentialpile driving
the
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OF SURROUNDING
PROJECTSITE AND LOCATIONS
STREETSAND NOISEMEASUREMENTS

FIGURE
1

piledrivingoperations
duringclose-in
is recommended
monitoring
vibration
operations,
In addition,it is
to exceed0.2 inches/second.
wherevibrationlevelsare expected
expectedthat the designand constructionmethodsfor the projectbuildingwill be
from settlingor heaving.
optimizedto minimizerisksof damageto adjacentstructures
should
not
be
exceeded
at any of the adjacent
A vibrationlimit of 2.0 inches/second
are
to the project'splanspriorto designand construction
buildings,and modifications
exceeded.
expected
to
be
if
these
limits
are
recommended
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CHAPTERII. PURPOSE
The primaryobjectiveof this studywas to describethe existingandfuturetraffic
Placein Kakaakoon
in the environsof the proposedHalekauwila
noiseenvironment
noiselevelincreases
were
used.
Traffic
for
2012
the islandof Oahu. Trafficforecasts
wereto be determinedwithin
with the proposeddevelopment
and impactsassociated
public
which
are expectedto serviceihe
projeci
roadways
site as well as alongthe
the
projecttraffic. A specificobjectivewas to determinefuturetrafficnoiselevelincreases

noiseimpacts
traffic,andthe potential
andnon-project
withbothproject
associated
withtheseincreases.
associated
noiseand vibrationat the projectsitewere
lmpactsfrom shorttermconstruction
Specifically,
the potentialrisks of structural
noise
study
objectives.
also includedas
damageto adjacentbuildingsfrom pile drivingoperationson the projectsite were
for
includedin the noise and vibrationimpact assessment. Recommendations
provided
as required.
identifiednoiseandvibrationimpactswerealsoto be
minimizing
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CHAPTERIII, NOISEDESCRIPTORS
AND THEIRRELATIONSHIP
TO LAND
USE COMPATIBILITY
The noisedescriptorcurrentlyusedby federalagencies(suchas FHfuHUD)to
noiseis the Day-Night
assessenvironmental
AverageSoundLevel(Ldnor DNL). This
descriptorincorporates
a 24-houraverageof instantaneous
A-WeightedSoundLevels
as readon a standardSoundLevelMeter. By definition,
the minimumaveragingperiod
for the Ldn descriptoris 24 hours. Additionally,
soundlevelswhichoccurduringthe
nighttime
hoursof 10:00PM to 7:00AM are increased
by 10 decibels(dB) priorto
computingthe 24-houraverageby ihe Ldn descriptor.A morecompletelist of noise
is providedin APPENDIXB to thisreport.
descriptors
TABLE 1, derivedfrom Reference1, presentscurrentfederalnoisestandards
guidelines
and acceptability
criteriafor residential
landuses. Landusecompatibility
for
variouslevelsof environmental
noiseas measuredby the Ldn descriptorsystemare
shownin FIGURE2. As a generalrule,noiselevelsof 55 Ldn or less occurin rural
areas,or in areaswhichare removedfrom highvolumeroadways.In urbanizedareas
whichare shieldedfrom highvolumestreets,Ldn levelsgenerallyrangefrom 55 to 65
Ldn,and are usuallycontrolledby motorvehicletrafficnoise. Residences
whichfront
majorroadwaysare generally
exposedto levelsof 65 Ldn,and as highas 75 Ldnwhen
the roadwayis a highspeedfreeway.In the projectarea,trafficnoiselevelsassociated
with CookeStreetare typicallygreaterthan 65 Ldn alongthe Right-of-Way
due to the
largevolumeof trafficon thatmajorthoroughfare.
For purposesof determiningnoise acceptability
for fundingassistancefrom
federalagencies(FHA/HUDand VA), an exteriornoise level of 65 Ldn or less is
consideredacceptablefor residences.This standardis appliednationally(Reference
2), including
Hawaii. Becauseof our open-living
conditions,
the predominant
use of
naturally ventilated dwellings, and the relativelylow exterior-to-interior
sound
attenuation
affordedby thesenaturallyventilatedstructures,
an exteriornoiselevelof
65 Ldndoes not eliminateall risksof noiseimpacts.Becauseof thesefactors,and as
recommendedin Reference3, a lower level of 55 Ldn is consideredas the
Acceptable"(or "Near-ZeroRisk")levelof exteriornoise. However,
"Unconditionally
after consideringthe cost and feasibilityof applyingthe lower level of 55 Ldn,
governmentagenciessuch as FHA/HUDand VA have selected65 Ldn as a more
regulatory
standard.
appropriate
For commercial,industrial,and other non-noisesensitiveland uses, exterior
noiselevelsas highas 75 Ldnare generallyconsidered
acceptable.Exceptions
to this
occur when naturallyventilatedoffice and other commercialestablishmentsare
exoosedto exteriorlevelswhichexceed65 Ldn.
On the islandof Oahu,the StateDepartment
of Health(DOH)regulatesnoise
from constructionactivities,throughthe issuanceof permitsfor allowingexcessive
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TABLE 1
EXTERIORNOISE EXPOSURECLASSIFICATION
(RESIDENTIAL
LAND USE)

NOISE EXPOSURE DAY-NIGHT
CI.ASS
SOUNDLEVEL

EQUIVALENT
SOUND LEVEL

FEDERAL(1)
STANDARD

Minimal
Exposure

Not Exceeding Not Exceeding Unconditionally
AccePtable
55 Leq
55 DNL

Moderate
Exposure

Above 55 DNL Above 55 Leq
But Not Above But Not Above
65 Leq
6s DNL

Significant
Exposure

Above 65 DNL Above 65 Leq
But Not Above But Not Above
75 Leq
7s DNL

Normally
Unacceptable

Severe
Exposure

Above 75 DNL Above 75 Leq

Unacceptable

Acceptable(z)

Notes: (1) Federal Housing Administration,Veterans Administration,Department of
Defense,and Departmentof Transportation.
(2) FHWAuses the leq instead ol the Ldn descriptor. For planning PurPoses'
both are equivalent it (a) heavy trucks do not exceed 10 percent of total
traffic llow in vehicles per 24 hours, and (b) traffic between 1O:OOPM and
7:oOAM does not exceed 15 percent of average daily traflic tlow in vehicles
per 24 hours. The noise mitigation threshold used by FHWAfor residences
is 67 Leq.
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LAND USE

YEARLYDAY-NIGHTAVERAGE
ADJUSTED
SOUNDLEVEL(DNL) IN DECIBELS
80
70
60

N

Compoiible
With Insuloilon
per Seclion A.4

Mo rg in o ll y
Compolible
Incompoiible

DAY-NIGHT
WITHYEARLYAVERAGE
LANDUSE COMPATIBILITY
AVER AGE
S OU N DLE V E L(D N L ) A T A S I T EF O R B UI L DI NGASS
C O N S TR U C TE D.
C OM M O N LY
(So u r ceA: meri c onN ol i onolS l on d o r dIsn s lilu ieS 1 2 . 9 - 1 9 9 8 / P o 5
r t)
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FIGURE
2

noise during limitedtime periods. State DOH noise regulationsare expressedin
maximumallowablepropertyline noiselimitsratherthan Ldn (see Reference4). Alto noisecriteriaexpressedin Ldn,StateDOH
thoughthey are not directlycomparable
55,
and industrial
landsequateto approximately
noiselimitsfor residential,
commercial,
60, and76 Ldn,respectively.
guidelines
and relationships
to the
It shouldbe notedthatthe noisecompatibility
Ldn noisedescriptormay not be applicableto impulsivenoisesourcessuch as pile
(suchas adding10 dBto measuredsoundlevelsor
drivers.The use of penaltyfactors
the use of C-Weightingfilters) have been proposed.However,the relationships
havenot beenas
betweenlevelsof impulsivenoisesourcesand landuse compatibility
for non-impulsive
sources.The StateDOH
firmlyestablished
as havethe relationships
in any20 minuteperiodare 10
limitsfor impulsive
soundswhichexceed120impulses
soundsdo not exceed120
sounds.lf impulsive
dB abovethe limitsfor non-impulsive
impulsesin any 20 minutetime period,there are no regulatorylimitson their sound
levelsunderthe StateDOHregulations.
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CHAPTERIV. GENERALSTUDYMETHODOLOGY
Existingtrafficnoiselevelsweremeasuredat four locations(A, 81, C, and D) in
the project environsto providea basis for developingthe project'straffic noise
alongthe roadwayswhichwill servicethe proposeddevelopment.The
contributions
locationsof the measurementsites are shown in FIGURE 1. Traffic noise
wereperformedduringthe monthsof Apriland May,2000. The results
measurements
were comparedwith calculations
of existingtraffic
of the trafficnoisemeasurements
noise levelsto validatethe computermodel used. The traffic noise measurement
of existingtrafficnoise
with computermodelpredictions
results,and theircomparisons
in TABLE2.
levelsaresummarized
as well as noisepredictions
for the existingconditions
Trafficnoisecalculations
(FHWA)Traffic
lor 2012 were performedusingthe FederalHighwayAdministration
5). Trafficdataenteredintothe noisepredictionmodelwere:
NoiseModel(Reference
roadwayand receiverlocations;hourly traffic volumes,averagevehicle speeds;
lossfactor. The trafficdataand
estimatesof trafficmix;and "LooseSoil" propagation
6), plusthe spottrafficcountsobtainedduringthe
forecastsfor the project(Reference
noise measurementperiodswere the primarysourcesof data inputsto the model.
the AM and PM peakhourtrafficvolumesfor CY 2009and
APPENDIXC summarizes
used
to
modelexistingand futuretrafficnoise along the streets
2012, which were
the projectsite. Forexistingandfuturetrafficalongthe streetssurrounding
surrounding
the projectsite,it was assumedthatthe averagenoiselevels,or Leq(h),duringthe PM
peaktraffichourwereapproximately
equalto the 24-hourLdnalongthoseroadways.
for boththe existingand futureconditionsin the project
Trafficnoisecalculations
environswere developedfor groundleveland elevatedreceptorswith and withoutthe
towerbuilding. Trafficnoiselevels
benefitof shieldingfrom the proposedresidential
with and withoutthe proposedproject. The
were also calculatedfor futureconditions
forecastedchangesin trafficnoiselevelsoverexistinglevelswere calculatedwith and
of
withoutthe project,and noise impactrisksevaluated. The relativecontributions
project
an
trafficto the total noiselevelswere also calculated,and
non-projectand
evaluation
of possibletrafficnoiseimpactswas made.
aircraftnoisemeasurements
were
In additionto the trafficnoisemeasurements,
ambientnoisemeasurements
were
obtainedat Location82, and nighttimebackground
are shownin
obtainedat Locations83 and E. The resultsof these measurements
plus the resultsof the traffic
TABLES2 and 3. The resultsof thesemeasurements
were usedto determineif the proposedhousing
and predictions
noisemeasurements
noise
zone
of 65 Ldnor less.
unitsare in the acceptable
Calculationsof averageexteriorand interiornoise levels from construction
dwellings.
activitieswere performedfor typicalnaturallyventilatedand air conditioned
levels,
were
compared
with
existing
background
ambient
noise
Predictednoiselevels
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TABLE 2
RESULTS
TRAFFICAND BACKGROUND
NOISEMEASUREMENT

LOCATION
A.

J

E
o

50 FT from the centerline of CookeStreet.
(5t22tOO)

81. 50 FTfromthe centerSt.
line of Halekauwila

gtl3too)
Bl . 50 FTfromthe centerSt.
lineof Halekauwila

(4t14tOO)

Timeof Day Ave.Speed ----- HourlyTrafficVolume--------Measured Predicted
(HRS)
(MPH}
AUTO M.TRUCKH.TRUCK Leq(dB) Leo (dB)
1600
TO
17OO
1600
TO

35

880

8

'l

65.1

65.4

35

466

6

1

61.5

61.6

35

318

12

1

61.1

61.2

17oo
0700
TO

osoo

82- 168 FTfromthe centerline of HalekauwilaSt.
(4t14r00)

0838
TO
1000

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

58.0

N/A

83. 159 FTfromthe centerline of HalekauwilaSt.
(st24-25t00)

2100
TO
0112

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

52.2

N/A

TABLE 2 (CONTINUED)
RESULTS
TRAFFICAND BACKGROUNDNOTSEMEASUREMENT

LOCATION
C. 50 FTfromthecenterSt.
lineof Pohukaina

(st22too)

J
3
".

Measured Predicted
Timeof Day Ave. Speed ----- HourlyTrafficVolume---(MPH)
AUTO M.TRUCK H.TRUCK LEq(dB) LEq (dB)
{HRS)
1600
TO

35

557

15

2

63.3

63.3

0

1

60.7

57'O

N/A

58.7

N/A

17oo

D. 50 FTfromthe centerline of KeaweSt.
(t14too)

1600
TO
1700

20

145

E. 3rd FloorStairwellat DH
makai cornerof 610
CookeSt. (4114-15lOO)

2315
TO
O2OO

N/A

N/A

N/A

TABLE 3
SUMMARYOF AIRCRAFTNOISEMEASUREMENTS
AT LOCATION''82''
MAXIMUM
SOUNDLEVELS
AIRCRAFTTYPE

SOUNDEXPOSURE
LEVELS

Lmax (in dB)

Lse (in dB)

I d.z

TotalMeasured
AircraftNoiseLevel:Leq(4hours,10 minutes)= 50.3dBA
NoiseLevel:Leq(4hours,10 minutes)= 56.7dBA
TotalMeasuredNon-Aircraft
Page 12

and the potentialfor noiseimpactswas assessed.Potentialnoiseand vibration
impactsfrom pile drivingoperations
werealsodiscussed,
and mitigation
measures
recommended.
The potentialnoise impacts associatedwith the planned HonoluluFixed
GuidewaySystemwere also evaluatedin respectto the HalekauwilaPlace project
usingthe informationcontainedin Reference7. Reference7 did not evaluatethe
potentialnoiseimpactson the Halekauwila
Placeproject,but did evaluatethe potential
noise impacts on the nearby high rise condominiumat 860 HalekauwilaStreet.
Becausethe Halekauwila
Placetowerbuildingwillbe affectedin a mannersimilarto the
high rise tower buildingat 860 Halekauwila
Street,the conclusionsregardingnoise
impactsfrom the FixedGuidewaySystemat the 860 Halekauwila
Streetbuildingin
Reference
7 wereappliedto the Halekauwila
Placeproject.
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V. EXISTINGACOUSTICALENVIRONMENT
The existingbackgroundambient noise levels within the project area are
and KeaweStreets;by local
Halekauwila,
by traffiCalongCooke,Pohukaina,
controlled
traffic within the existingparking lot; and by interislandand militaryjet aircraft
Airport. Traffic, aircraft,and background
deoarturesfrom HonoluiuInternational
wereobtainedat six locations(A, B1' 82' 83, C, D, and
ambientnoisemeasurements
E) in the projectenvirons.Theselocationsare shownin FIGURE1.
were obtainedin 2000 and 2009, with the
Aircraftnoise level measurements
2009 resultsshown in TABLE 3. In 2000, the loudestaircraftnoise eventswere
jet aircraft.Occasionally,
departures
by interisland
withdepartures
typicallyassociated
by the loudermilitaryjet aircraft(suchas the F-15)werealsoaudibleand measurable.
Aircraftnoiseeventsweretypicallylouderthan motorvehicles,and were audibleover
aircraftnoiselevelsat the project
longerperiodsthanothernoiseevents.Nevertheless,
site OiOnot exceed60 Ldn in 2000,which is the levelabovewhichthe HawaiiState
for
AirportsDivision,considersto be unacceptable
Departmentof Transportation,
residences. By 2009, the 8-737 and DC-9jet aircraftformerlyused for interisland
passengerservicehad beenreplacedby quietercRJ 200 and 8-717(200)aircraft,so
aircraftnoisein the projectareahavebeenreducedby at least3 Ldn units. Becauseof
jet aircraft,aircraftnoiseis not a major
passenger
of the interisland
the modernization
at the projectsite.
to the noiseenvironment
contributor
The existingtrafficnoiselevelsin the projectenvironsalongcooke Streetare in
,,Moderate
categoryand lessthan 65 Ldn within50 feei of
Exposure,Acceptable"
the
and KeaweStreets,existing
Pohukaina,
the roadway'scenierline.AlongHalekauwila,
Acceptable"
categoryat 50 feet
Exposure,
"Moderate
trafficnoiselevelsare alsoin the
centerlines.
or greaterdistancefromthe roadways'
are
The resultsof the traffic and backgroundambientnoise measurements
1.
The
in
FIGURE
identified
locations
summarizedin TABLE2, with measurement
SitesA throughD werelocatedat streetlevel,and LocationE was at the
measurement
Head stairsof the 610 CookeStreetbuilding. As
third levelof the makai/Diamond
shownin TABLE 2, correlationbetweenmeasuredand predictedtrafficnoiselevels
lossfactorwas usedto
was good. The TrafficNoiseModel's"Loosesoil" propagation
obiainthe goodcorrelation.
The traffic, aircraft,and backgroundambientnoise level measurementsat
LocationsE1,82, and 83 indicatedthattotalnoiselevelsare between60 to 62 Ldn on
tower. Aircraftnoiselevelsare
the projectsite in the vicinityof the proposedresidential
55 to 62
55 to 58 Ldn,whiletrafficnoiselevelsrangefromapproximately
appioximately
more
above
43
feet
or
of
receptor
elevations
Ldn at groundlevelto 59 to 60 Ldn at
groundlevel. Trafficnoiselevelsincreasewith receptorelevationdue to the decrease
effects,
of excessgroundattenuation
in noiseshieldingeffectsandthe reduction
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Resultsof calculations
of existing(CY 2009)trafficnoise levelsat the future
residential
towerbuildingon the projectsite are shownin TABLE4. The resultsof the
calculations
are shownfor groundlevelreceptorswithoutnoiseshieldingeffectsfrom
the proposedtowerbuilding.As indicatedin TABLE4, the existingnoiselevelsover
the projectsite are highernear Halekauwila
Street(alongthe northside of the project
site),and are lowernearthe southsideof the projectsite. Existingtrafficand aircraft
noiselevels,singlyand in combination,
do not exceed65 Ldn,and existingnoiselevels
are consideredto be "Acceptable"
for residencesbv FHA/HUDand other federal

agencies.
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TABLE 4
EXISTINGAND 2012 TRAFFICNOISELEVELS

PM PEAKHOUR)
( vARlous ELEVATIONS,
EXIST|NG FUTURE(CY2012) LEVELS
(CY2OO9)
BUILD
NOBUILD
Leoor Ldn
Leoor Ldn
Leoor Ldn

SETBACKDIST.
FROMEXIST.CIL

RECEPTOR
ELEVATION

50 FT fromCookeSt.

5 FT AboveGround

64

64

64

LocationBl

50 FT fromHalekauwila 5 FT AboveGround

62

oz

62

Location
82

168FTfromHalekauwila 5 FT AboveGround

56

56

55

83
Location

159FTfromHalekauwila 5 FT AboveGround

54

54

37

C
Location

443FT fromHalekauwila 5 FT AboveGround

OJ

oc

63

LocationD

403FT fromHalekauwila 5 FT AboveGround

oz

oz

oz

Location
E

37 FT fromHalekauwila 5 FT AboveGround

oo

oo

oo

TowerNorthWall

48 FT fromHalekauwila 43 FTAboveGround

oz

oz

61

TowerNorthWall

48 FT fromHalekauwila 95 FTAboveGround

oz

62

61

TowerEastWall

108FTfromHalekauwila 43 FTAboveGround

60

60

39

TowerEastWall

'10EFTfromHalekauwila 95 FTAboveGround

c9

c9

54

TowerSouthWall

168FT fromHalekauwila 43 FTAboveGround

TowerSouthWall

168FT fromHalekauwila 95 FTAboveGround

59

59

TowerWestWall

108FTfromHalekauwila 43 FTAboveGround

61

61

CY

TowerWestWall

108FTfromHalekauwila 95 FTAboveGround

60

OU

59

carageNorthWall

48 FT fromHalekauwila 43 FTAboveGround

oz

oz

61

GarageEastWall

86 FT fromHalekauwila 43 FTAboveGround

OU

OU

59

RECEPTOR
LOCATION
Location
A
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CHAPTERVI. FUTURENOISEENVIRONMENT
Predictionsof future traffic noise levelswere made using the traffic volume
assignments
of Reference6 for CY 2012 with and withoutthe proposedproject. The
futureprojections
of projectplusnon-project
trafficnoiselevelson the roadwayswhich
wouldservicethe projectare shownin TABLE4 for the PM peakhourof traffic,under
the BuildAlternative.The corresponding
non-project
kaffic noisecontributions
for the
No BuildAlternative
are alsoshownin the table. Essentially
no significant
changesin
trafficnoiselevelsare expectedin the projectenvironsbetweenCY 2009 and 2012,
with or without the project. With the constructionof the proposedgarage and
residential
tower buildings,trafficnoiselevelsalongthe east and southfaces of the
tower buildingshoulddecreasedue to the shieldingof the trafficnoisecontributions
from Halekauwilaand KeaweStreets. Exceptfor noise shieldingeffectsfrom the
project'stower building,futuretrafficnoise levelsshouldbe nearlyidenticalwith or
withoutthe proposedhousingproject.
The dominanttrafficnoisesourcein the projectarea will continueto be haffic
noisefrom Halekauwila,
Cooke,Keawe,and PohukainaStreets,but the changesin
trafficnoiselevelsfollowingprojectbuild-outare not expectedto be significant.TABLE
4 showsthe predictedfuturetrafficnoiselevelsat the fourfacesof the proposedtower
buildingon the projectsite followingprojectbuild-outin CY 2012 for elevated(above
the 4th floor)receptors.The beneficial
effectsof shieldingfromthe proposedhigh-rise
structure,as well as the additivenoise contributions
from the adjoiningstreets,are
includedin the soundlevelpredictions
shown in TABLE4. As indicatedin the table,
the elevatedresidential
unitsin the towerbuildingare expectedto be exposedto traffic
noise levels less than 65 Ldn, and are expectedto be in the "Acceptable"noise
exposurecategoryin respectto the FHA/HUDnoisestandardfor residences.
Aircraftnoiselevelsoverthe projectsiteare not expectedto changesignificantly
betweenCY 2009 and2012,and shouldremainat or belowthe currentlevelsof 55 to
58 Ldn. The futurechangesin aircraftnoiselevelsoverthe projectsite will be more
dependentuponthe futurechangesin militaryjet aircraftoperationsratherthan upon
the futurechangesin civilianjet aircraftoperationsat HonoluluInternational
Airport.
This is becausethe compositecivilianjet aircraftfleet has becomequieterin recent
times,whilethe compositemilitaryjet aircraftfleethas not.
Reference7 indicatesthat noise levelsfrom the HonoluluFixed Guideway
Systemcouldrangedbetween56 to 61 Ldn from groundlevelto the 6th floor levelat
the 860 Halekauwila
Streetand, by analogy,also at the HalekauwilaPlace project.
Fromthe 7th to the 13thfloors,railsystemnoiselevelsare predictedto rangefrom65
to 69 Ldn. Abovethe 13thfloor,railsystemnoiselevelsdeclinefrom 64 to 61 Ldn or
less. Thesenoiselevelpredictions
assumedthatwheelskirtsand soundattenuation
wallswere incorporated
intothe HonoluluFixedGuidewaySystemas noisemitigation
measures.However,becausethe soundattenuation
wallsare not effectiveat elevated
receptorlocationsabovethe 6th floor level,both the FHA/HUDand FederalTransit
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Administration
noise impactcriteriawill probablybe exceededalong portionsof the

north,west,andeasttowerfacesoftheHalekauwila
Placeproject.
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CHAPTERVII. DISCUSSION
OF PROJECT.RELATED
NOISEAND VIBRATION
IMPACTSAND POSSIBLEMITIGATIONMEASURES
TrafficNoise.For the residential
unitsin the proposedresidential
towerbuilding,
traffic noise mitigationmeasuresshould not be requiredfor traffic noise projected
throughCY 2012. Noise impacisfrom projectrelatedtrafficalong the surrounding
roadwayswhichare expectedto servicethe projectare not expecteddue to the very
lowlevelsof trafficnoiseassociated
withprojecttraffic.
General ConstructionNoise. Audible constructionnoise will probablybe
unavoidable
duringthe entire projectconstruction
period. The total time periodfor
construction
is unknown,but it is anticipated
that the actualworkwill be movingfrom
one locationon the projectsiteto anotherduringthat period.Actuallengthof exposure
to constructionnoise at any receptorlocationwill probablybe less than the total
periodfor the entireproject.FIGURE3 depictsthe rangeof noiselevelsof
construction
varioustypesof construction
equipmentwhen measuredat 50 FT distancefrom the
equipment.Typicallevelsof exteriornoisefrom construction
activity(excludingpile
drivingactivity)at variousdistancesfrom the job site are shownin FIGURE4. The
impulsivenoiselevelsof impactpile driversare approximately
15 dB higherthan the
levelsshownin FIGURE4, whilethe intermittent
noiselevelsof vibratorypile drivers
are at the upperend of the noiselevelrangesdepictedin the figure.
FIGURE4 is usefulfor predicting
exteriornoise levelsat shortdistances(within
100 FT) from the work when visual line of sight exists betweenthe construction
equipmentand the receptor. Direct line-of-sightdistancesfrom the construction
equipment
to existingresidential
and commercial
buildings
will rangefrom70 FT to 4S0
FT, with corresponding
averagenoiselevelsof 83 to 65 dBA (plusor minus5 dBA).
For receptorsalonga cross-street,
the construction
noiselevelvs. distancecurveof
FIGURE4 shouldbe reducedby approximately
8 dBA whenthe work is occurringat
the intersection
with the crossstreet,and shouldbe reducedby 15 dBA whenwork is
occurringat least100 FT fromthe intersection
(andthe visualline-of-sight
is blocked
by intervening
buildings).Typicallevelsof construction
noiseinsidenaturallyventilated
and air conditioned
structuresare approximately
10 and 20 dB less,respectively,
than
the levelsshownin FIGURE
4.
The businessoffices,producebusiness,and elderlyhousingfacilityacross
HalekauwilaStreet are predictedto experiencethe highest noise levels during
construction
activitiesdue to their close proximityto the construction
site. Aoverse
impactsfrom consiructionnoise are not expectedto be in the ',publichealthand
welfare"categorydue to the temporarynatureof the work,the business/commercial
characterof the neighborhood,
and due to the administrative
controlsavailablefor
regulation
of construction
noise. Instead,theseimpactswill probablybe limitedto the
temporarydegradationof the qualityof the acousticenvironmentin the immediate
vicinityof the projectsite.
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FIGURE
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Mitigationof constructionnoise to inaudiblelevelswill not be practicalin all
cases due to the intensityof constructionnoise sources(80 to 90+ dB at 50 FT
distance),and due to the exteriornatureof the work (piledriving,gradingand earth
moving,trenching,concretepouring,hammering,etc.). The use of properlymuffled
construction
equipmentshouldbe requiredon thejob site.
Peakairbornenoiselevelsfrom pile divingmay be as muchas 15 dBA greater
than noise levelsshown in FIGURE4 for non-impulsive
(steady)construction
noise
pile
produce
pulse
sources.Althoughthe
drivingcan
moreintensenoiselevels,each
is
of short individualduration(lessthan one second). Therefore,its impacton speech
communication
is notas severeas thatof steadysourceof the samenoiselevel.
Severenoiseimoactsare not expectedto occurinsideair conditioned
structures
whicharewithin70 to 450 FT of the projectconstruction
site. Insidenaturallyventilated
structures,
interiornoiselevels(withwindowsor doorsopened)are estimatedto range
between55 to 73 dBA at 70 FT to 450 FT distances
fromthe construction
site. Closure
of all doors and windowsfacingthe construction
site wouldgenerallyreduceinterior
noiselevelsby an additional
5 to 10dBA.
The incorporation
of State Departmentof Healthconstruction
noise limitsand
curfewtimes,which are applicablethroughoutthe Stateof Hawaii(Reference4), is
anothernoisemitigationmeasurewhich is normallyappliedto construction
activities.
FIGURE5 depictsthe normallypermittedhoursof construction.Noisyconstruction
activitiesare not allowedon Sundaysand holidays,duringthe early morning,and
duringthe lateeveningand nighttimeperiodsunderthe DOHpermitprocedures.
Vibrationfrom Pile Driving. Pile drivingwill probablybe necessaryto implant
pilesintothe groundoverthe projectsite. lmpactdrivenconcreteand sheetpilesmay
both be used on the projectsite. Inducedgroundvibrationsfrom the pile driving
operationshave the potentialto cause architecturaland structuraldamage to
structures.
Ground vibrationsgeneratedduring pile driving operationsare generally
describedin termsof peakparticle(or ground)velocityin unitsof inches/second.
The
humanbeingis very sensitiveto groundvibrations,
whichare perceptible
at relatively
low particlevelocitiesof 0.01to 0.04 inches/second.
Damageto structures,
however,
occurat muchhigherlevelsof vibrationas indicatedin TABLE5. The mostcommonly
useddamagecriteriafor structuresis the 2.0 inches/second
limitderivedfromworkby
the U.S.Bureauof Mines.A moreconservative
limitof 0.2 inches/second
is alsoused,
and is suggestedfor planningpurposeson this projectbecauseof the repetitivenature
whichcan increaserisksof damagedueto fatiguing.
of piledrivingoperations
Basedon measuredvibrationlevelsduringpiledrivingoperationsundervarious
soil conditionsand at variousdistances,estimatesof ground vibrationlevels vs.
distancefromthe piledriverhavebeenmadefor varioussoilconditions
and for various
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TABLE 5
SUMMARYOF BUILDINGDAMAGECRITERIA
PEAKGFOUND PEAKGROUND
vELOCtTY
vELOCtTY
(mm/s€c)
(ln/sec)

COMMENT

193.04

7.6

Malordamageto bulldlngs(meanof data).

137.72

5.4

Mlnordamageto bulldlngs(meanof data).

1 01.16

4.0

'Engln6erStruclures'safe fiom damage.

50.8

2.O

Safetrom damagellmlt (probabllltyof damage
<57o1.
No slructural damage.

33.02

1.3

Thresholdof rlsk ot 'archltectural'damagefor
houses.

25.4

1.0

No data showlnodamaqoto stluclules for
vlbrallon<1 ln./5ec.

15.24

0.6

No rlsk of 'archltoctural'damageto normal
bulldlngs.

10.16

0.4

Thresholdol damageln older homes,

5.08

0.2

SlatlsllcallvslonlncanlDercenlaqoof shuclures
mav exDe endemlnor itamaqe(Includlnq
earlhqtiake,nuclearevenl,ahd blasl dala fol
old arid n€w slructur€s).
No'archltectural'damags.

0.5to 0.15

Upperllmltsfor rulns and anclentmonumenls.

1.0

0.04

Vertlcalvlbratlonclearlyperceptlbl€to humans.

0.32

0.01

Vertlcalvlbrallonlust perceptlblelo humans.

3.81

Source: 'Slale-ol-the-Art R€vlew: Predlcllon and Conttol of Gloundboms Nolso and
Vlbratlon from Rall Translt Traln3'; U.S. Oepartmontof Transpqdatlon;
Decembet 1983.
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energyratingsof the piledrivers. FIGURE6, whichwas extractedfrom Reference8,
may be used to predictvibrationlevelsfor the soil conditionsindicated.When coral
layersmust be penetrated,
vibrationlevelscan be expectedto be higherthan those
shown in FIGURE6, particularlyif the adjacentstructuresare supportedby the
commoncoral layer.From FIGURE6, and for wet sand soil conditions,
the 0.2
inches/second
vibrationdamagecriteriawill be exceededat a scaledenergydistance
factorof approximately
0.7. The scaledenergydistancefactoris equalto the square
per blowof the hammerdividedby the distance(in
rootof the energy(in foot-pounds)
feet) betweenthe pile tip and the monitoringlocation. For a 2,500foot-poundsmall
piledriver,a scaledenergydistanceof 0.7 equatesto a requiredseparation
distanceof
71 FT. Underclay soil conditions,
and usingthe predictionprocedures
containedin
FIGURE6, a shorterseparationdistanceo'f47 FT is requiredto not exceedthe 0.2
piledriver.lt shouldbe notedthat
inches/second
criteriawhenusinga 2,500foot-pound
0.2 inches/secondvibrationlevels were measuredfrom a much larger 22,400
foofpoundpile driverat even shorterseparationdistancesof approximately
30 FT in
(Reference
sandy,layeredsoil
9). The measurement
datareportedin Reference9 are
significantly
lowerthan the vibrationlevelspredictedby the methodology
of Reference
8.
As indicatedabove,predictions
of peakgroundvibrationlevelsvs. scaledenergy
pile
distancefactorfrom the driven
are not precise,with initialuncertainty
factorfor a
givenlocationin the orderof 10:1. For this reason,it is standardpracticeto employ
seismograph
monitoring
of groundvibrations
duringpiledrivingoperations
witha 3-axis
geophoneor accelerometer.
lf sheetpiledriversof approximately
2,500foolpoundsor
smallerratingsare anticipated
to be usedon thejob site,the initialvibrationpredictions
indicatethat there is some risk of exceedingthe 0.2 inches/second
vibrationdamage
criteriaat 47 to 71 FT separationdistances,and monitoringduring pile driving
operationsis warrantedif piledrivingare plannedat thosedistancesfrom any existing
structures. For pile driver operations,risks of damage to the buildingsacross
Halekauwila
Streetare considered
to be verylow.
The followingpreventativemeasuresare recommendedfor implementation
duringthe planning
anddesignphasesofthe project:
.

In additionto the normalplanningand design concernsregardingpotential
damagedue to settlingand heavingduringconstruction,
consideration
should
also be givento risksof damagedue to vibrationfrom pile driving.A damage
criteriaof 0.2 inches/second
shouldbe used in conjunction
with the vibration
predictionmethodof Reference8 to identifythe potentialdamageriskdistances
to the drivenoiles.

.

lf predictedvibrationlevelsfrom pile drivingexceed0.2 inches/second
at a
building,and predictedlevelscannotbe reducedby sizingof the piledriver,test
piles should be driven and their vibrationsmonitoredand recordedprior to
completionof the foundationdesign.The monitoring
of the test pilesshouldbe
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FIGURE
6

designedto measurethe expectedpeak,3-axisvibrationlevelsat the buirding.
The resultsof the monitoring
shouldbe usedto defineempiricaloistincetrom
the drivenpile to the 0.2 inches/second
damagerisk location,and to evaruate
the risks of structuraldamageto the adjacentstructureduring actuarconstruction.
.

lf predictedvibrationlevelsfrom pile drivingexceed2.0 inches/second
at a
building,the use of alternatetypesof pilesoi shoringshouldbe considered
for
implementation
duringthe designphase.

HonoluluFixedGuidewaysystemNoise.The Halekauwila
placelivingunitsare
not plannedto be air conditioned,
so noisemitigationmeasureswill not be includedin
the projectplans. However,wall openingsin the livingunitswill be provideJfor the
addition
of air conditioning
unitsby the building's
place
occupants.lf the Halekauwila
projectis completedpriorto the completion
of ihe HonoluluFixedGuidewavsv"tem, it
is.possiblethat.noisemitigationmeasuresat Halekauwila
etacemay oeii"oiporatuo
intothe HonoluluFixedc,ldewSy systemproject.So the mitigation'ot
poientiitnoise
impactsfrom the HonoluluFixedGuidewaysystemwiil be defeied to ftr.i
piorect.
'.a,i
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APPENDIXB
EXCERPTSFROM EPA'SAGOUSTICTERMINOLOGY
GUIDE
oescriptor Swbot lrsaoe
The reccrnEndedsylrbots for the cql|Ipnly used acoustic descriptors b€sedon A-rcightinE 6|.e contained in
Tsbl.e l. As rpst acoustic criteris ard standsrds used by EPAere derived fr(xr the A'$ighted sourd levcl,
alnost a[[ d€acriptor syrbol us€eeguidanceis cmtaind in Tabl,el.
Since ocoirstlc nqtErctatu.e inctudes roighting nGtgorksother thsn r^x ard nEaaurerEnt3other thSn
pressure, an expansion of labtr I |.s devetoped(fabte lt).
The grotp adoptcd the AlSl descriptor-syrbot
scher rhich lB structured into th.ee st6gcs. thc flfst 9t.9c irdicrt6 that the descrlptor is a levet
(i.e., baseduponthe tgEsrithtnof s rstlo), the sccordstagc irdlcatcs the type gf qfntity (polerr
preaaure,or soud exposure),8rd the third st69e indicstes the rcighting n€trork (4, B, c, D, E.-.-.).
lf no eeighting netrork iE speclfled, r'4" reighting is ('drrstood. Exceptlo.rsare the A-reighted soqd
level srd the A-reightld p€.k so|J'd level, *ich feqqi.e th.t the nA( be sp€cified. For conveniencein
those aitu€tlons in rfiich sn A-rcighted descriptor i8 beinEcodp€redto that of onotherteighting, the
altefnatlve cotum in hble ll Derhits thc inctusim of the trA$. For exdtplc, E repolt on blost noise
might rish to contro3t the LC&rrith thc LAdr.
Al,thoughnot inctuded in the t6bles, it is ELso recqmerdd thst nlpntr end nleptltr be used as syfiots for
percelvednoiBe Ievels snd eff.ctive perceivednoise levqls, .espectivel,y.
tt is reco|lt||erded
th6t in their initiat use eithin I report, such te ts be rritten in futt, rather than
abbr.vi6ted. An exdqcle of pref.rred usage is 6s tottors:
Thel-reighted sourd tevet (LA) xas neasutedbefofe ard after the instattstion of scousticsl treatnent.
The lEasur.d LA v6auesrere 85.rd 75 dg respectlvely.
Degcfiptor No0€nc[€tuaa
9ith rcaard to energy averaging over tliE, the trrn .raveragcl should be discgur6ged in favor of the term
lequivalent sourd teve['r. For Ld, Ln, 8nd Ldn, r'equivat€ntrl
"equivEtenttr. fience. Leq, is d$ignated the
neednot be strted sincc the conceptof dsy, night, or dsy-night averagingis by definition urderstood.
Therefore,th! designstlonsara ndaygor.rnd
tevet", "night sourd levcltr, srd "day-night sottd levetrr,
resP€ctlvely.
lhe pe6k sound tevel i3 the toglrithmic ratio of pcak so!.rd pressure to a reference pressu.e 8nd not the
naxi|nmroot [Ean squarepressure, l,lhi[c the tatter is the maxinmsourd pressurelevet, it is often
incoraectly tlbetted p!sk. ln thlt sourd level neters have npeak"settings, this distinction is rDst
i [Dort6nt.
to
afbient" shoutdbe used in Iieu of "b€ckgfoundr,traflbientn,"re8iduaur, or rrindiEenous'r
"BackErourd
descrlbe the tevel characteristlcs ot the genersl backgrourdnoisr due to the contribution of many
uid€ntifiablc
mise aources near 6nd frr.
lith reEardto units, lt ls recomendedthat the unit declbet (EbbreviateddB) be used Hithout
modiflcatlon, [€nce. D8A,PtldB.and EPNdB
6re not to be used. Exsflplesof thls preferred ussge8re! th€
Perceived lloig. Lev.t (Lp.r ras fourd to be 75 d8, LF = 75 dB). This decision ras basd upon the
recqmendgtionof the ilationet Bureeuof Standards,and the poticies of AlSl ond the Acousticsl Society of
A[Eric€, 6ll of phlch dls6l,tor ony nodlflcrtion ot bet except for prefixes irdicoting its r ]l,tipl,es or
subrul,
t i pl,ca (c.9., decl),
Ioisc ln act
ln discusslnEnoise lrpect, it is recotmFnded
thrt ,'LevelUeightedPogrl,ation"(LUP)repl.ace"Equivalent
Ioise lfp€ct" (Elt). The term "Retative Chonge
of lryact" (RCt) shatt be used for cdpg.ing the re[6tive
difterenc$ ln LgP betrcen tro atternatives.
turther, Hhen€ppropriate, I'tloise lrpsct l rdex" (illl) and "PoputationlleighedLoss of Hearing"(PHL)sh8!t
go.king croup69 Rcportcuidelines for PrepErinqEnvirornentsIl[poct
be usedcongistent rith CHABA
Statenents(19ft),
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B (CONTINUED)
APPENDIX
rABLE I
LIST
DESCRIPTOR
A-WEIGHTED
RECOMMENDED

SYMBOL

TERM
1. A-WeightedSoundLevel

LA

2. A-WeightedSoundPowerLevel

\rve

3. MaximumA-WeightedSoundLevel

Lr",

4. PeakA-WeightedSoundLevel

Lopr

x% of the Time
5. LevelExceeded

\

SoundLevel
6. Equivalent

Leq

7. Equivalent
soundLevetoverTime11

(1)

Leq(T)

8. DaySoundLevel

Ld

9. NightSoundLevel

Ln

10. Day-NightSoundLevel

Ld

11. YearlyDay-NlghtSoundLevel

Ldn(n

12. SoundExposureLevel

LS

(1) Unlessoth€rwlsospecllled,llme ls In hours(e.9.th€ hourly
equlvalenilevells L"o11f. Tlmemaybe speclfledIn nonto
quantltatlv€
t€rms(e.g:;6ouldbe speclfleda L€q(WASH)
'
meanths washlngcyclonolssfor a washlngmachlne).
EPAACOUSTIC
TERMINOLOGY
GUIDE,BNA8-14-78,
SOURCE:
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APPENDTX
B (CONTINUED)
TABLEI!
RECOMMENDEDDESCRIPTORLIST

TEFM

OTHER(2)
ALTERNATIvE(1)
UNWEIGHTED
WEIGHTING
A-WEIGHTING
A-WEIGHTING

Lpn

L B' L p B

Lp

\rve

hv

L"pr

Lpr

LAx

LB,

Lpt

(o).llrl
Lever
E:.yiyel?:t-F,qund

LA"q

LB"q

LeeqG)

Laeqgl

Lp"q
Lpeq(T)

Day Sound Level
Night Sound Level
Day-NlghtSound Level
YearlyDay-NightSound
Level

Ld
Ln
Ldn
tOn(")

LAO
LAn
LAdn
LnOnlg

Led

LS

LSn

Lsa

tt' tff:9,(nfl",ijif;"u3'J,i","1
Leq(e)

Lneq(e)

Laeqlel

LSp
Lpeq(e)

Set ot Observations
14. Level Exceededx% of
lhe Total Set of
(Non-TlmeDomain)

\t"l

h"t"l

Lar1";

Lpr(e)

15. Average\ Value

\

LA(

LB,

tpt

(Pressure;(3)
1. S.ounq

LA

2.
3.
4.

\fVA
Lr",
LlpX

LAr.,

\
L"q

5.

6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Level
Sound Power Level
Max. Sound Level
PeakSound (Pressure)
Level
Level Exceededx% of
the Tlme
Level .,,
EquivalentSound
Equivalent
Sound Level

OverTime(T)

12. SoundExposureLevel

LBr",

LBn
LBdn

Laonlg

Lpt"*

Lpo
Lpn
Lpdn
Lpdn(Y)

Observations

(1) "Alternauv€"symbols may be used lo assuro clarity or conslstency.
(2) Only B-welghtlng shown. Applles also to C,O,E,.,...wslghtlng.
(3) Tho lerm "pressur€" ls used only for th€ unwolght€dlov€|,
(4) Unless otherwlso speclfiod,tlme ls In hours (o.9.,th6 hourly equlvalenl level ls
Leq(l). Ilmo may be speclfled ln non-quantltallveterms (e.9.,could b€ speclfled
as Leq(wASH)to mean the washlng cycle nolse for a washlng machlne.
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APPENDIXC
SUMMARYOF BASE YEARAND YEAR 2012
TRAFFICVOLUMES
ROAOWAY
LANES

AMVPH

cY 2012(NOBU|LD) CY 2012(BUTLD)
PMVPH AMVPH PMVPH AMVPH PMVPH

Halekauwila
- Ewa(EB)
Halekauwila
- Ewa(WB)

177
142

290

180

295

121

144

Two-Way

3 19

411

't27

Halekauwila
- Middle(EB)
Halekauwila
- Middle(WB)

122

185
154

306
128

324

4't7

339

434

312
133

204

317
135

146
218

336
154

445

333

452

364

490

99
169

256
154

100
172

260
156

114
177

'174

268

410

416

291

447

35
47

25
ct

35
47

zc
5T

38
48

26
64

82

82

82

82

86

90

CY

98

6't
113

59
99

62
't14

60
99

63
'115

157

174

158

176

159

178

71
204

102
176

72
207

104
179

73
214

106
180

275

278

279

283

287

286

86
't00

1t0
181

'101

'l11
163

88
103

112
185

186

291

188

294

'191

21 7
345

442
407

220
350

449
414

228
354

457
423

562

849

570

863

582

880

202
294

352
399

205
299

350
405

206
305

357
407

495

/cu

503

761

510

764

toJ

210
366

165
189

213
37'l

too

193

214
373

202

Two-Way
Halekauwila
Head(EB)
- Diamond
Halekauwila
- DiamondHead(WB)
Two-Way
Coral- Mauka(NB)
Coral- Mauka(SB)
Two-Way
Keawe- Mauka(NB)
Keawe- Mauka(SB)
Two-Way
Keawe- Middle(NB)
Keawe- Middle(SB)
Two-Way
Keawe- Makai(NB)
Keawe- Makai(SB)
Two-Way
Cooke- Mauka(NB)
Cooke- Mauka(SB)
Two-Way
Cooke- Middle(NB)
Cooke- Middle(SB)
Two-Way
Cooke- Makai(NB)
Cooke- Makai(SB)
Two-Way

187

c/b
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C (CONTINUED)
APPENDIX
SUMMARYOF BASE YEAR AND YEAR 2O{2
TRAFFICVOLUMES
ROADWAY
LANES

AMVPH

PMVPH

'109
250

2'11
250

Two-Way

359

461

Pohukaina
- Middle(EB)
Pohukaina
- Middle(WB)

136
207

289
208

Pohukaina
- Ewa(EB)
Pohukaina- Ewa (WB)

213
253

109

213

25t

Z aZ

466

366

465

138
210

137
209

292
211

497

348

346

so2

107
'174

zco
173

109
177

240
't75

110
176

239
175

2E1

409

zoo

4'15

286

414

66

178
52

88

181

88

181

oo

az

oo

Two-Way
Pohukaina
- DiamondHead(EB)
Pohukaina
- DiamondHead(WB)
Two-Way
Coral- Makai(NB)
Coral- Makai(SB)
Two-Way

cY 2012(NOBUILD) cY 2012(BUILD)
AMVPH PMVPH AMVPH PMVPH

oo

110
253

'154

't52
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